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Margaret Trevathan
Named Person Of YeareA
For the first time in the 49-year history
of the Murray Chamber of Commerce, a
woman was named Thursday to be
honored as "Person of The Year," by the
local organization.
Margaret Trevathan, Calloway County
Public Librarian for 10 years, was named
to the honor last night at the Chamber's
annual dinner meeting.
Mrs. Trevathan was selected from a
field of four nominees, which included Dr.
and Mrs. C. C. Lowry, and Gingles Wallis.
Mrs. Trevathan was selected Outstanding Librarian for Kentucky in
Louisville last month, and has been a
guiding force in the building and expansion
of the Calloway County Library. She
became trustee in 1958 and was named
librarian in 1965. The local library was

featured in the August issue of McCall's
magazine, also.
Mrs. Trevathan is a director on the
NEEDLINE board, was educated at
schools in Indiana and Kentucky, has
served on the First Baptist Church Library
board for several years, and helped
organize the church library. She was
Sunday School Class president twice, a
Sunday School teacher for 14 years and
worked with youth in weekly activities.
The 1975 Person of the Year is a member
of the Alpha and Creative Arts Department of the Murray Woman's Club, and
helped form three new departments,
serving as chairman of two of them. She
has been active in the Boy Scouts and Girl
Scouts for many years, active in PTA, a

member of the Humane Society, a
member of the Kentucky Library, and
library associations KLA and FDLA. She
has been a member of two homemakers
club, and served as Calloway County
Homemaker Librarian for four years; a
member of the Calloway County Library
Board of Trustees for three years.
Mrs. Trevathan is also a member of the
Calloway County Bicentennial Commission and the Jackson Purchase
Historical Society, and was commissioned
a Kentucky Colonel in 1963 for her
statewide library work.
Margaret is married to Ben Trevathan,
who works at Calvert City; they have three
children, Steve a pre-med student at MSU,
Melissa, a youth counselor in Nashville,
and Kim a senior at MHS.

Lewis Pledges Completion
Of U. S. 641 Four-Laning Project
A pledge for completion of the fourlaning of Highway 641 from Murray to
Benton was renewed Thursday night by
Gov. Julian Carroll's chief executive officer Richard Lewis.
Lewis, featured speaker at the Murray
Chamber of Commerce annual dinner
meeting, said the right-of-way purchases
should be finished in March, with contracts to be let next fall for the improvements.
The state official also noted that $22
million in projects have been programmed
for Murray State University facilities, not
including a controversial proposed school
of veterinary science. Commenting on the
vet school, Lewis said "...And that's not all
over yet."
The state's highest non-elected official

Cloudy and Mild
Partly cloudy and mild today, high
around 70. Partly cloudy with chance of
showers late tonight, low in the mid 40s.
Cooler with showers and thundershowers
likely Thursday, high in the mid 60s.
Friday cooler with showers likely.

Richard Lewis

Christmas Lighting OK
This Year TVA Reports
KNOXVILLE,Tenn.(AP) — Christmas lights may burn brightly this year in
the Tennessee Valley.
A year ago Tennessee Valley Authority asked poweLconsumersinits service
area to douse yuletide lights to conserve electricity. Many communities complied with the request.
A strike by United Mine Workers Union and other factors reduced coal stockpiled at TVA steam power plants to a 34-day supply last December. TVA
produces approximately 75 per cent of its electricity at 12 coal-fired facilities.
Now TVA says it has a 118-day reserve of coal at its power plants. This prompted a TVA spokesman to say:
"Christmas lighting is okay this year, but we wouldn't encourage lavish, extravagant usage."
TVA power is distributed in most of Tennessee and parts of Mississippi,
Alabama,Georgia, North Carolina, Virginia and Kentucky.

also promised no immediate tax increases
for Kentucky. "Our goal is to live within
our budget and improve the quality of life
in these 120 counties without a tax increase," Lewis said. He explained that this
would be possible through belt tightening,
normal increases through growth, and
reallocations of revenue sharing funds.
Lewis also said that the administration
is hopeful of raising teacher salaries and
per pupil expenditures in secondary and
elementary education to levels equal to the
seven states surrounding Kentucky.
, The speaker told the nearly 200 persons
in attendance that "The folks are not
really that concerned about Democrats
and Republicans. They're concerned about
the quality of life that a particular candidate proposes."
The 38-year old Lewis is a graduate of
Murray State. He was formerly Benton
City Attorney, named outstanding Fat
shman Representative in his first year . e
Kentucky House; a city planner for 'e
Kentucky Department uf Commerce, and t
a partner in the law firm of Lovett and
Lewis in Benton. He was alsc vicepresident and is president elect of the MS1
Alumni Foundation.

Mrs. Lawson To
Attend Conference
Mrs. Mary Ellis Lawson, Itinerant
Teacher Trainer for Murray State
University will attend a Consumer
Education "Catchup" Conference in
Washington, D.C. Thursday and Friday,
November 20 and 21.
As the title implies the primary purpose
of this conference is to provide an opportunity for educators to exchange information and ideas on what is being done
in Consumer Education across the
country.
Mrs. Lawson will be representing
Murray State University as well as the
Home Economics Unit of the Bureau of
Vocational Education, Frankfort. Kentucky.

PERSON OF THE YEAR—Margaret Trevathan, Calloway County Public Librarian, was named "Person of the Year" at the
annual dinner meeting of the Murray Chamber of Commerce last night. Making the presentation was Waft Apperson
vice-president of the Murray Chamber.
Staff Photo by David HiN

Personal Income Continues
To Rise For Third Straight Month
WASHINGTON AP — The government
said today that Americans' personal income advanced in October for the third
consecutive month, but at a progressively
slower pace.
The Commerce Department said individuals' income from all sources before
deductions for taxes advanced by $1.06 billion, or at an annual rate of $12.7 billion to
a seasonally adjusted annual rate of
$1,283.6 billion.
Along with other indicators of economic
activity, the personal income report
provided further evidence of a slackening
growth rate in the economy,

Another government report, released
The October advance was 1 per cent,
compared to increases of 1.2 per cent in Tuesday,showed that the housing industry
is showing signs of life. The industry is not
September and 1.4 per cent in August.
Commerce said pay raises for federal without its problems, however, including a
civilian and military personnel accounted continued low level of new construction on
for $2 billion of the increase at an annual apartment buildings and a level indicator
of future activity.
rate.
Private wages and salaries climbed at
The housing industry signals were conan annual rate of $6.2 billion for October,
tained in a Commerce Department report
Sepadvance
in
billion
compared with a $6
Tuesday showing that the number of new
tember
housing units started in October were at a
The over-all advance in wages and
adjusted annual rate of 1.458
seasonally
salaries came despite a smaller climb in
That represented a 15 per
units.
million
manufacturing payrolls, which had risen
September, when starts
over
increase
cent
at an annual rate of $3.1 billion in Sepmillion
unit level.
1.268
the
were
at
tember but rose $3 billion in October. Comwidespread,
merce said the gains were
however, with the electrical machinery,
TODAY'S INDEX
transportation equipment,food and textile
Three Sections Today
industries showing the largest increases.
Local Scene
2,3
The latest advance left the level of perDear Abby
3
sonal income for October 8.3 per cent
Opinion Page
4
above where it was in the same month a
Sports
6,7
year ago.
Comics, Crossword
14
The sharpest slowing of growth in the
Classifieds
14,15
latest report involved farm income, which
Deaths & Funerals
18
had risen 5.5 per cent in September but
Horoscope
23 e
rose seventh-tenths of 1 per cent in October.
}An..

The Calloway Canly.High School,Stage Band, directed by Terry Goodwin,
presented special entertainment in the Central and ofyrnpicSholiping Centers'
Tuesday night as a part of the observance by the school for American Education
Week. Displays by the various ciubs'and departments of the school including the

1

Vocational School ars in the vanow. businesses.in the shopping center and will
p.en.Combined-CliaUses orthe
be there through Friday. Thursdx.
school, directed by Dan McDaniel will present a concert in the shopping center
parking lot.
Photo by Carlos Baty

OPERATION IDENTIFICATION—Electric engravers to be used in Operation ID
can be picked up at four places locally. From left, Robert Whitten, of the MSU
Criminology Department; Maurice Wilson, Sheriff's office at the Courthouse;
Brent Mannin4,, Police Chief's office at City Hall; and foe Green, MSU Security of-heT•
'
to
141uables
toidenti4
usineTsmen
allows-reirdenTs'ann—
-Ike. the program
prevent theft or facilitate recovery of stolen articles.
Stall Photo by Davod Hill
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Mrs. Lucy Alderdice Opens Her
Lake Home For Pottertown Meet
Mrs. Lucy Alderdice opened
her lake home for the meeting
of the Pottertown Homemakers
Club held on Wednesday,
November 12, at ten a.m. with
the president, Mrs. Bobbie
Cook, presiding.
The devotion was presented
by Mrs. Patyt Overcast who
read from I Thessalonians 1:5spoke
18
on
and
•'Thanksgiving."
Mrs. Iva Alford, secretary,
called the roll with twenty4ive
members answering.
Highlights of the area day
program were given by Mrs.

Mary Gertzen.
Mrs. Delores Zinkovich gave
the lesson on "Powder Puff
Mechanics," which included
points on care and maintenance
on cars.

Miss Janet Newberry
And Mr. Schecter Are
Wed At Good Shepherd

A potluck luncheon was
served at noon.
During the afternoon the
members worked on macrame
pot hangers, and singing was
led by Lurene Cooper with Mrs.
Louise Short playing the piano.

Classes on Women and
Hygiene, taught by Ann Ingle,
R. N., sponsored by NOW, will
be at the United Campus
Minstry at 7:30 p. m.

Hutson Home Scene Of Pleasant
Grove Homemakers Club Meet
The South Pleasant Grove
Homemakers Club met in the
home of Mrs. Bob Orr on
Wednesday, November 12, at
one p. in. with the president,
Hutson,
Garland
,:Mrs.
Mrs. Viola McReynolds gave
the devotion. The minutes and
roll call were by Mrs. Raymond
Story. Mrs. Hutson read a letter
of thanks from Mrs. Barletta
tWrather, county agent in home
4pinomics,and Mrs. Gary Key,
icaunty homemakers club
:president, for the club's help at
Area
Purchase
-the
Homemakers meeting.
The lesson on "One Dish
Meals" was presented by Mrs.

Thursday, November 20
Combined
Choruses of
Calloway High School will
present a concert in Central
Shopping parking area at seven
p.m. as part of observance of
National Education Week.

Bob Orr who served several of
the dishes during the social
hour.
Those present were Mrs.
Barletta Wrather, Mrs. Garland
Hutson, Mrs. Milford Orr, Mrs.
Luther Downs, Mrs. Clifton
Jones, Mrs. Gerald Paschall,
Mrs. Viola McReynolds, Mrs.
Ellis Paschall, Mrs. Dennis
Boyd, Mrs. Max Parks, Mrs.
Ronnie Jackson, Mrs. Raymond
Story, and Mrs. Preston
Brandon, with the latter being a
new member.
The next meeting will be held
on December 10 at the home of
Mrs. Gerald Paschall. A potluck
luncheon will be served and a
Christmas party will be held.

Mr. and Mrs. Marc Warren Schecter
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The wedding vows of Miss
Janet Newberry and Marc
Warren Schecter were exchanged at the Good Shepherd
United Methodist Church,
Murray, with Bro. Coy Garrett
officiating at the ceremony.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Krizan of
Fort Lauderdale, Fla., and Mr.
and Mrs. Jackie Newberry of
Murray. She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Arvin
McCuiston and Mrs. Maggie
Newberry. The groom is the
only son of Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Neu of Tamarac, Fla.
A program of nuptial music
was presented by Miss Jerri
Marsh, soloist, and Mrs. R. Q.
lEmma) Knight, organist.
The vows were exchanged
before the altar centered with
an arch covered with pink
cushion mums, baby's breath,
and white ribbons with pink
centers. Arrangements of pink
roses, white gladioli, and white
ribbons with pink centers.
As the guests arrived they
were asked to sign the register
by Miss Vicki Bailey at the table
in the entrance foyer. The table
was covered with a white peau
de soie floor length cloth centered with a wedding candle
with wedding bells and doves.
Guests signed the bride's book
with a pink feathered pin.
Bride's Dress
The bride, given in marriage
by her grandfather, Arvin,
(Octie) McCuiston, wore a floor
length wedding gown of bridal
white sheerganza with Chantilly
type lace set in with tiny pearls
adorning the bodice and high
mandarin neckline. Lace
capped the long sleeves and
graced the front of the semi-bell
skirt. Her fingertip veil was
attached to a special headpiece.
She carried a round bridal
bouquet of pink and white
rosebuds mixed with baby's
breath and with a white lace
bow with streamers. She also
wore something old, something
new, something borrowed, and
something blue.
Miss Deborah Nance was the
maid of honor. The bridesmaids
were Miss Pamelia Atkins,
sorority sister of the bride, and
Miss Dawn McCuiston, cousin
of the bride.
The attendants wore identical
•••••-••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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floor length dresses of organza
with a pink background with
tiny blue flowers. The dresses
designed with wide ruffles at
the bottom, long dirndl
sleeves, high necklines, and
empire waists were worn over
pink. They all wore matching
white wide brim hats with pink
streamers and satin pink roses.
Miss Nance carried a white
mum bouquet backed with lace
and centered with blue dried
flowers with a rainbow lace bow
The
streamers.
and
bridesmaids carried white
mum bouquets backed with lace
and centered with pink dried
flowers with a rainbow lace bow
and streamers.
The flower girl was Miss
Shannon McCuiston, cousin of
the bride. She wore a pink floor
length crepe dress designed by
her aunt, Miss Ara McCuiston,
and carried a white basket,
decorated with a- pink bow and
streamers and filled with red
rose petals.
Attending the groom as best
man was Bob Kecskemety and
as groomsmen, Scott Conover
and Dave Wells, all fraternity
brothers of the groom. Marc
Egan served as usher and
Master Bobby Junior Allen was
the ring bearer.
For her daughter's wedding
Mrs. Krizan chose to wear a
floor length dress of blue knit
with matching accessories and
a white orchid corsage. Mrs.
Clara McCuiston, grandmother
of the bride, wore a blue street
length suit and a white orchid
corsage.
Reception
Immediately following the
ceremony a reception was held
at the Holiday Inn, Murray.
The bride's table was covered
with a white peau de soie floor
length cloth and centered with a
bouquet of white and pink
rosebuds. The large crystal
punch bowl was at one end of
the table and the three tiered
wedding cake topped with a
bride and groom statuette was
adorning the other end.
After the reception the couple
left for a wedding trip to
Gatlinburg, Tenn., and are now
at home in Davie, Fla., where
the groom is employed.
The bride is a graduate of
Calloway County High School
and is attending Broward
Community College of Nursing
at Fort Lauderdale. Mr.
Schecter graduated from
Killian High School and attended Broward Community
College..

753-6194
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Wednesday, November 111
Chili Supper will be served by
youth of Goshen and Lynn
United
Methodist
Grove
Churchesfrom six to seven p.m.
Goshen Church. Charge will be
$1.25 per person. Charge
Conference will follow at 7:30
p.m.
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at
Gleason Hall at seven p. m.

The next meeting will be held
December 10, at ten a.m. at the
Alderdice lake home.

NEEDLE

Needlepoint.
Knitting & Crochet
Yarns
Crewel Embroidery
Cross Stitch
Cross Stitch Quilts
Latch-Hook Rugs

PADUCAH PATIENT
Miss Anna Broach, Murray,
has been dismissed from the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.

Bazaar by Senior Citizens will
be at Calloway Public Library
from 6:30 to nine p. m.

Concert by the Murray State
University Symphony Orchestra, directed by Prof. Neale
Mason, will be at 8:15 p. m. in
Lovett Auditorium.
Carter PTA will sponsor a
chili supper at the school
cafeteria from 5:30 to 6:30 p. m.
Plates will be $1.50 for adults
and $1.00 for children above five
years old. Make reservations by
calling 753-7791 or 753-6081
Open house will start at seven p
in.
Friday, November 21
Dinner for International
students will be at the Baptist
Student Union at six p. m.

Room Ideas Assist
Crowded Families
As families grow in size,
space to expand becomes a
problem. Moving often is impractical, so the solution is to
add a room.
Most economical is conversion of a garage or finishing a
room in the attic or basement,
but framing an addition may be
necessary for some homes.

Cedar 'Tree of Life'

Mrs. Paul Sturm and Miss
Bernice Lutz were co-hostesses
for the November 15 luncheon of
Chapter M of P. E.0.Saturday,
at the Sturm home. The lovely
buffet-style meal was served to
fifteen members and one guest.

Bazaar by Xi Alpha Delta
Chapter, Beta Sigma Phi, will
be at Community Room,
With Mrs. Maurice P.
Federal Savings and Loan,
Christopher, president,
from six to nine p. m.
presiding, the regular routine
Baptist Women of Elm Grove business meeting was held.
Church will have a potluck Mrs. A. C. LaFollette, viceluncheon in honor of Seniot president, announced that the
Citizens at 11:30 a. m. with Bro December 1 Christmas meeting
and Mrs. W. A. Farmer as. would be with Mrs. W. J. Pitman at 7:30 p. m. Mrs. Larrie
special guests.
Clark will give the program on
Exhibits by Lynn Benda, Christmas Music.
Louisville, in paSing, by
"Campus Lights" was the
Dennis Weeks, Brocft, Maine, subject of Mrs. Alfred Lindsey's
in photography, by Gregory P. program on Cottey Junior
Harper, Radcliff, in drawing, College for Women owned and
and by Bert K. Prokop, Murray,
in painting will open at the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Fine
Arts Center, MSU, and run
through November 30.

supported by the P. E. 0.
Sisterhood since 1927. Along
with her discussion, Mrs.
Lindsey showed slides of
buildings, social meetings and
activities of the fully accredited
liberal arts college at Nevada,
Mo. The second part of the
afternoon program was centered on Continuing Education
by Miss Ann Herron.
Members present were
Mesdames Henry McKenzie,
Olga Freeman, Edward Nunnelee, Alfred Lindsey, Jr.,
Maurice Christopher, Donald
Burchfield, A. C. LaFoLlette,
Harry M. Sparks, Lawrence
Philpot, George S. Hart, Hugh
L. Oakley, Gene E. Hendon,
Miss Ann Herron, Miss Bernice
Luts, Mrs. Paul Sturm, and
Mrs. Lewis Bossing.

•••••••
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Mrs. Charlie Crawford Hostess
For North Murray Club Meeting

Women of Murray Moose
Shopping for Hazel Senior
Lodge will have their executive Citizens to Murray will be at
meeting at seven p. m. and 9:30 a. m. and for Murray
business meeting at eight p. m. Senior Citizens to Big K and
downtown will be at 12:30 p. m.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will
Saturday, November 22
meet at 7:30 p. m. at the Temple
Bazaar by Senior Citizens will
Hill Masonic Temple.
continue at Calloway Public
Library from eight. an. to four
Wranglers Riding Club will p. m.
meet at the court house at 7:30
p. m.
Bazaar by Xi Alpha Delta
Chapter, Beta Sigma Phi, will
Murray High School Daddy continue at Community Room,
Date Night will be held at the Federal Savings and Loan,
MSU Student Union Ballroom at from nine a. m. to three p. m.
6:30 p. m.
Bake sale by Independence
The Home Department of United Methodist Church
Murray Woman's Club will Women will start at Roses at
have a breakfast at the club 9:30 a. m.
house at 9:30 a. m.
Alpha Department, Murray
The Zeta Department of Woman's Club, will have its
Murray Woman's Club will noon luncheon at the club house.
meet at eight p. m. at the club
house. Note change in time and
date.
WE NEED FIRER
Thursday, November 20
Fiber, although it is not a
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
nutrient, may be one of the most
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
Important nutritional conEllis Community Center at 7:30
tributions of vegetables. Recent
p.m
medical focus on the role of
The Murray Magazine Club fiber in the diet indicates that it
pO meet for a luncheon at the may be extremely important to
liclay Inn, Murray, at noon. the healthy functioning of the
digestive system. Next to bran
Axe earlier date.
from cereal grains, vegetables
Business
and and fruits are our best sources
Murray
Professional Women's Club will of fiber in the diet.
have its special birthday observance at the Murray
USE LETTUCE
Woman's Club House at 6:30 p.
Iceberg lettuce lends refreshm.
ment to many dishes. Cut it into
rafts (cross-cut slices) to top
Hazel Woman's Club is with cheese and hot chili for a
scheduled to meet at the Hazel Mexican-style meal, or shred it
Community Center at seven p. to mold extre "chew" into
m.
gelatine salads. For a novel
finely
garnish, sprinkle
Murray Sub-District UMYF shredded lettuce over thick
will meet at Bethel United soups (hot or cold) and, of
Methodist Church at seven p. m. course, you can cut or tear
Western iceberg lettuce into
Potluck luncheon for Senior bite-size pieces for a great
Citizens at C,ommunity Center variety of delicious salads.
on North Second Street will be
held at noon.

Cedar is a versatik building
material today for roofing,
siding. paneling, fences and
PATIENT AT PADUCAH , decks. but was even more useful
to the primitive Indians who
Recently dismissed from the
long preceded the white man in
Western Baptist Hospital,
rain forests of the Pacific
the
Paducah, was Lagenia Miller of'Northwest.
Murray.
In those times, Indians used
cedar to fashion their long
HOSPITAL PATLENL.,:-..... houses. canoes 'tardy.enough
Mrs. Noah Miller of Murray
to go whaling at sea, clothing
has been a patient at the
and baskets from the bark,
Western Baptist Hospital,
dishes, coffins and towering
Paducah
totem poles

1.

Mrs. Lindsey Presents
Program At PEO Meet

COM IVIUNITY
veS•:;* CALENDAR

Mrs. Charlie Crawford
opened her home on West Main
Street for the meeting of the
North Murray Homemakers
Club held on Friday, November
14, at 1:30 p. m.
The devotion based on
"Counting Your Blessings" was
presented by Mrs. Charles
Humphreys. Nine members
answered the roll call by
naming "something I like to
collect."
Mrs.
Edgar
Morris,
president, presided
and
reported on the area meeting
held on October 23 at Murray
State University.
The lesson on "One Dish
Meals" was presented by Mrs.
Charles Robertson. In addition
she read excerpts from a
famous cook.
Mrs. Esco Gunter gave the
craft lesson on "Dough
Baskets."
The family life chairman,
Mrs. Charlie Crawford, read an

article on "What An Effect The
Attitude of the Parent Toward
The Child Can Have In The
Home."She said the child needs
to be made to feel secure and
have self confidence by
cooperation and understanding
of the parents.
Mrs. Gunter had charge of the
recreation which consisted of a
question and answer contest on
foods for Thanksgiving.
Refreshments of sandwiches
and Russian tea were served by
the hostess.
The club will meet in the
home of Mrs. Edgar Morris on
December 12 at 12:15 p. k for
the Christmas luncheon and
meeting. Each one is to bring a
covered dish.
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HOSPITAL PATIENT
Charles Hamlin of Murray
has been a patient at the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
•
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NOTICE
Now Open For Business

Conrad's

Piano's And Organs
Kimball-Lowrey
Story 8i Clark
Conrad's has moved to Murray with the
largest selection of Pianos and Organs in this
area. We have FULL TIME service technicians
employed by us. Watch for our Grand Opening
soon. Remember our motto, "If you don't
purchase an organ or piano from Conrad's you
will probably either pay more or get less."

In The
Olympic Plaza
(Across from the stadium behind Tom's Pizza)
Hours:
Telephone
Monday-Thursday 10:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
753-1424
Friday and Saturday 10:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m.
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Neighbors Lose Sleep
While Single Swings

were
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rd Nunel, Jr.,
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Follette,
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By Abigail Van Buren
111176 be Checeiwo Treausee.11 Y New* Send • lam

DEAR ABBY: My husband and I live in a beautiful
apartment complex. Recently, the apartment directly above
us was rented to a young bachelor. This guy brings his girl
friends home to spend the night with him. Since his
bedroom is directly above ours, we are sometimes jolted
wide awake at 2 or 3 a.m. by the sounds of their amorous
activities.
We are in our late 20s and are not prudes, but we're tired
of being awakened, losing sleep and feeling as though the
ceiling will come down on us at any moment.
I say my husband should have a man-to-man talk with
the guy. He says the guy probably doesn't care who hears
him. We'll go to the manager of the complex only as a last
resort. We love our apartment and don't want to move, but
we'd like some uninterrupted sleep.
How should we handle this?
TWO SLEEPY PEOPLE
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DEAR SLEEPY: Even if your neighbor doesn't care who
hears him, he has no right to disturb you. Make a tape
recording of the bedroom bedlam and have your husband
present it to him as evidence. And if that doesn't work, play
It for the manager. Sweet dreams.

idwiches
erved by

DEAR ABBY: Do you believe in kissing on the first
date?
It seems to me that any guy who takes out a girl and
spends his hard-earned money to show her a good time
should be entitled to a goodnight kiss.
DISGUSTED WITH WOMEN

in the
lords on
). hi. for
on and
bring a

DEAR DISGUSTED: A kiss should not be expected in
return for an evening's entertainment or anything else. It's
strictly a voluntary show of real affection. And if two people
feel like kissing on the first date-I say, why not?

MNT
Murray
at the
bspital,

DEAR ABBY: I love to cook and entertain, but it
irritates me no end when after going to a lot of trouble to
t just picks at the
a lovely company meal, a guest
re says, -Sorry, I can't eat that," or, -No dessert for
or
i
food
me, please."
Don't you think calorie-counters should show a little
consideration for the hostess, enjoy whatever is served and
diet at home?
ANNOYED HOSTESS

r

DEAR ANNOYED: No! Pressing food on calorie
counters is as inexcusable as pressing alcohol on an
alcoholic. Many people refuse dinner invitations to avoid
the possibility of belhg %Veda to eat things they shouldn't
• =fast -So phase theIses.
Staying at home leads to loneliness and depression, which
in turn causes many people to eat out of self-pity.
So here's a plea to well-meaning hostesses: Consider
calorie counters when you entertain. Have plenty of fresh
fruit and vegetables, and DON'T ever point out that
someone is eating very little, should you notice it.
DEAR ABBY: I am presently dating a divorced woman
who has a small child. When we go out. am I expected to
pay the babysitter?
WONDERING

DEAR WONDERING: If she "expects" you to pay the
sitter, she's presumptuous. But if you can afford it, it would
be generous to offer,
For Abby's booklet,"How to Have a Lovely Wedding,"
send $I to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills,
Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long, self-addressed, stamped
(204) envelope.
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Tempie Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star met
on Saturday October 18, to
honor Lucy Alderdice, Grand
Representative of Montana in
Kentucky, with a party at the
Temple Hill Masonic Temple
which
was
beautifully

decorated throughout with
arrangements of fall flowers.
The worthy matron, Sue Thweatt, invited the guests to a
seat in the East. The members
of the chapter presented an
addendum of Mrs. Aideniice's
Eastern Star life from 1961 to
1975.
were
following
The
recognized and given a
welcome: Past Grand Patron of
the Grand Chapter of Kentucky,
Bill Cates; Associate Grand
Conductress of the Grand
Chapter of Kentucky, Mrs.
Mary Ann Cates; Grand Martha
of Grand Chapter of Kentucky,
Mrs. Margo Cromwell; Grand
Representative of other grand
jurisdictions in Kentucky, Mrs.
Maxine Maynard of Indiana,
of
Sirls
Louise
Mrs.
Washington, Mrs. Pearl
Coleman of Maine, and Mrs.
Pauline Ivy of North Carolina;
District Deputy Grand Matron,
Nina Lee Holt; District 22
Deputy Grand Patron, Jimmy
Williams; Worthy matrons and
worthy patrons of 1975-76 of
District 18 and 22.
Members of the ensemble
presenting songs were Mr. and
Mrs. Donald Hale, Mr. and Mrs.
Randal Underhill and Mr. and
Mrs. Leland Peeler.
The honored guest introduced
her husband, Hollie Alderdice,
her mother, Mrs. Maude Wilson

of Sedalia, a sister, Mrs.
&pane Morton of Sedalia, and
a nephew, Jimmy Morton and
wife, Wilda, Paducah.
Other special guests were
Mrs. Hallie Oldham, Lynnville,
Mrs. Dixie Alderdice, Lynnville, Howard Alderdice,
Braden, Fla., and Hardin
•
Alderdice, Lynnville.
The ensemble presented
songs, favorites of the guests.
Short talks were given by the
guests thanking the chapter and
her many friends for the party
and gifts presented to Mrs.
Alderdice.
The past grand patron and
district deputy grand matron
cinviated
s oftroonther
daytema
worth
o enced
i.hu
ann
of

Education Clubs.
future give every indication
State-wide meetings were that DECA is destined to
held between 1941 and 1944 as become one of the leading youth
the local Chapters grew and felt organizations of our time," she
the need to communicate with
added
each other. By 1965, state
conference and associations
were organized. About this
By University of
packaged-the convenience
time, the idea of a national
foods that save so much time in
organization was born.
Kentucky County
the kitchen. No wonder-since
In 1946, the U. S. Office of
Extension Agents
for Home Economies
44 per cent of the American
Education called a meeting of
Instant dry milk costs only women now have jobs outside
state DE supervisors to develop
national $1.00 a gallon, as compared to the home. This means there is
a
for
plans
organization. The first con- whole milk which costs ap- less time to spend in the kitchen
ference that led to the adoption proximately $1.69 a gallon. This and the heat-and-serve foods
of a resolution to form a is a real savings of 69 cents per have become a premium item.
national organization was held gallon plus the convenience of -Mrs. Maxine Griffin, Clinton.
storing on the cabinet shelf in
+++++
in Memphis, Tenn., in 1947.
tithvietigues
the
eas
tothE
tern room for
dining
EATING HABITS FOR
The 17 Charter member powder form and not in already
a
potluck supper. Apstates were Arkansas, Georgia, crowded refrigerators. This YOUR CHILD Every child
proximately ninety persons
Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, type of milk is nutritious and should have: Three (or four)
were served.
Louisiana, Michigan, Miatiouri, tasty. If whole milk is preferred meals a day at regular hours. A
Ohio, for drinking, try dry milk for well planned and adequate diet.
Carolina,
North
Oklahoma, South Carolina, cooking purposes. The dif- Plenty of pure, clean water to
Tennessee, Texas, Utah, ference is hard to detect, but the drink every day. A child who
For Information
cost is real. -Miss Judy Het- has been fed at regular times
Virginia and Washington.
during babyhood expects meals
"The growth and develop- terman, Hickman.
Regarding
at regular times. By the time a
ment of DECA has been rapid,"
+++++
child is a year old he is usually
according to Mrs. Shell. "Many
Essential chores should be willing to give up the bottle,
interested educators and
(Permanent
business organizations have listed and the family members though some children take it
given their advice, their who are responsible for them longer. He gets at least part of
of Nair)
Removal
cooperation and their support. shown. Guidelines should be his milk from a cup and should
jotted
down and discussed. have, in addition, such foods as
Past growth and plans for the
Each child should know what he cereals, vegetables, fruit, eggs,
is to contribute to chore time meat or fish.-Mrs. Sue Fraser,
and harvest time. Smaller Bardwell.
children can be a part of the
family working unit if they are
taught to help. And don't forget
Mrs. James (Phyllis Jan) chapter are John Petty of that their accomplishments will
Pigg, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Huntsville, Ala., president; serve them throughout the rest
Kenneth Clark, Route 5, Steven Younger of EffIngham, of their lifetime. Children
Murray, was inducted October Illinois, vice president; Carol should know,too, when they will
22 into Alpha Chi national Dillard of Tempe, Ariz., have free time to follow their
college honor scholarship secretary and Carol Clarke of interests or simply to relax
society at Harding College, Cass City, Mich., treasurer. from the pressures of a rigidlySearcy, Ark. She was one of 56 Glenora Cook of Houma, Ls., paced winter schedule. Will
students achieving mem- serves as representative to the they be involved in summer
bership.
sports, camp or club projects?
regional council.
To be eligible for the society,
should be set aside for
The Arkansas Eta chapter Time
to go to the library and
students must have a 3.70 grade will
go to Houston in March for them
average on 80 to 103 hours of
reading material that
the Region II meeting of the find good
credit, or a 3.50 average on 104
can enrich their lives. -Mrs.
organization at Houston Baptist
or more hours. Alpha Chi has
Barletta Wrather, Murray.
University.
133 active chapters in 37 states
+++++
Mrs. Pigg, a senior math
and Mexico.
Careful clothing selection is
Dr. Joseph E. Pryor, dean of major, holds a 3.74 grade only the beginning; a wardrobe
Harding and national secretary- average on 118 hours of credit. deserves proper care. Air out
treasurer of the organization, She is now doing her nine weeks clothing after wearing, then
Dr. Don England and De. Neale of supervised teaching in hang jackets and shirts
Pryor, faculty advisors of the Arkansas schools.
carefully with the shoulders
Her husband,James, HarAing squarely on the hanger and
local Arkansas Eta chapter,
Se4cy
graduate, is a coach at
conducted the ceremony.
lapels flat. Launder garments
Officers on the Harding Junior High School.
frequently; don't wait until they
become heavily soiled. Treat
spots and stains as soon as they
occur. Check that buttons on
shirts and jackets are intact.
Mend rips and tears before they
become bigger. Polish shoes
The Calloway County Chapter Imes, and Kathy Calhoun en- and boots regularly; take those
of the Future Business Leaders tertained the club with scenes of with worn soles or heels to the
shoemaker. With an eye for
of America met Wednesday, impromptu acting.
regular
the
for
12
November
Refreshments were served. selection and regular care,
monthly meeting with Stanley Seventy-three members were clothing will wear longer and
always look crisp and fresh. Anderson, president, presiding. present.
Mrs. Dean Roper, Mayfield.
The members decided to have
The speaker at the October
+++++
a garage sale to raise funds for
Keeping a home clean and
the State project, Project meeting was Ann Palarma,
regional coordinator for the attractive, properly caring for
HELP.
March of Dimes. Peggy Rogers, furnishings and clothes, and
Jackson,
Rex
Club members
Cheryl Lewis, and Debbie vice-president, presided The preparing nutritious meals for a
McClure took part in the March club decided to purchase gifts of family take a lot of time. Wise
of Dimes Walk-A-Ttxm held appreciation for Mr. and Mrs. management of time, through
Rob Erwin who helped arrange careful planning, is the best
November 1.
the
FBLA hayride held on way to get these jobs done.
HernRegina Cook, Randy
Plans that are carefully thought
don, Kathy Harding, Becky October 5.
out will help you have more free
time to spend with your family
and to develop your own special
interests and talents. A plan
also relieves tension-it helps
you put first things first and
decide quickly which tasks can
be left undone in an emergency.
-Mrs. Juanita Amonett,
15,
November
1975
November 14, 1975
Paducah.
Adults 109
Adults 110
Nursery
4
Nursery 3
Wipe the tops of canned goods
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
with a damp sponge before
DISMISSALS
Baby Boy Welch (mother
Doug E. Garrett, Rt 3, Box opening to help prevent dust
Kathryn M.), Rt. 5, Box 2326,
from contaminating the food.
Murray, Baby Boy Patterson 1017, Murray, Miss Tina M. And, for baby food and other
Mrs.
Murray,
7,
Rt.
Windsor,
(mother Letha R.), 305 N. 12th,
tops,
Juanita Thorn, 206 Elm, jars with vacuum-held
Murray.
wash around the outside of the
401
Smith,
E.
Murray,
Henry
DISMISSALS
jar with hot, soapy water.
Mrs. Marjorie W. Barnett, Carr, Fulton. Mrs. Etna S. Otherwise, the rush of air going
Murray,
9th.,
S.
203
Todd,
P.O. Box 263, Murray, Mrs.
into the jar when you break the
Mary C. Spiceland, Rt. 4, Box Jackie E. Vaughn, 420 S. 9th., vacuum seal could bring con263, Murray, Mrs. Janet R. Murray, Mrs. Selma L. Stub- tamination from the outside of
Banks and Baby Boy, Box 366, blefield, 819 Hurt St., Murray, the jar with it. -Mrs. Patricia
Murray, Mrs. Ann G. Jackson, Curtis C. Bouldin, Rt. 1, Box 243, Curtsinger, Benton.
112 N. 7th., Murray, Charles 0. Klritsey, Miss Lottie Garner,
+++++
Smith, Rt. 7, Mayfield, Ky., 719 Riley Cts., Murray, Mandy
The perfect meal, whether
1,
Rt.
(expired),
Henry
R.
Mrs. Irene Antonelli, Rt. 5,
You're serving guests or "just
Paris, Tn., Mrs. Jennifer Puryear, Tn.
family" depends on good food,
Garrett, Rt, 3, Box 1017, November 16, 1975
friendly company, and an atMurray, Mrs. Jacqueline Adults 126
tractive table. Decorations give
Crittention, Rt. 1, Farmington, Nursery 6
the finishing touch to the table
Mrs. Janice F. Howell, Rt. 1,
setting-they need not be
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Gilbertsville, Ky., Edward D.
Baby Boy Edwards (mother elaborate but should be selected
Sutton, P.O. Box 877, Paris, Tn., Belinda), Rt. 1, Farmington, with care. The rules for
Mrs. Sarah A. Hatznan, Rt. 2, Baby Boy Ramsey ( mother decorating a table are simple.
Box 208, Buchanan, Tn., Mrs.
The arrangement should be low
IN, offer.
Marsha), Rt. 1, Cadiz.
vold an mews werattled Osewiemetlai
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Homemakers are buying
Johnson, Murray, Mrs. Ors
Paris, Tn., Mrs. Dorothy It a
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Beginning in 1947 with only
800 members in 17 charter
Distributive
the
states,
Education Clubs of America
(DECA) has grown to approximately 150,000 members
from 50 states, the District of
Columbia and Puerto Rico,
according to Vicki Shell and
Beverly McKinley, DECA
Chapter Advisors, Murray Area
Vocational Center.
Although the official name of
Distributive Education Clubs of
America was adopted at the
second National Leadership
Conference held in St. Louis,
Missouri in 1948, Distributive
Education Chapters were being
formed a decade earlier, Mrs.
Cooperative
said.
Shell
programs in Distributive
Education were created between 1937 and 1942. It was
during this period that student
clubs were started throughout
the country.
From this early beginning,
local Chapters sprang up all
over the nation. These early
clubs adopted many names
such as Future Retailer, Future
Distributers, Future Merchants, and Distributive

Mrs. Phyllis Jan Pigg Inducted

Into National College Society

Students Present Program At

Meet Of Calloway FBLA Chapter

Coffee C up Chatter

Electrolysis

Call 153-ISIS,,

Hey you with
the sinus
headache!
Save 250
-*
and feel
much better.
Here's why Sine-Aida brings you
so much more relief from
sinus headache pain and pressure
than ordinary headache remedies:
4111111%1Prasems ssewsisseass sessissesal

SINUS
PAIN REUEF
OUTSIDE.

SINUS PRESSURE
RELJEF INSIDE.
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Mrs. Lucy Alderdice Is Honored
At Party By Temple Hill OES
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Distributive Education Clubs Now
Have Grown To 150,000 Members
Since They Begun In U. S. In 1947
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Guest Editorial

Today In History

$24 And Beads

Sensing The News

th The b..

By ANTHONY HARRIGAN
We'd wager New York City
hasn't had a better offer in many
a moon than the one recently
made by the Tigua Indians down
yonder in El Paso.
Not many people these days
would be willing to part with $24
and some beads to get the Big Apple with its countless financial
woes and headaches. But a
spokesman for the Tiguas, a band
of 550 Indians living in the
foothills and sand along the Rio
Grande,said they are serious.
There is one stipulation to the
offer, should Mayor Abraham
Beame decide to accept. The
people who live there would have
to take the buildings and other improvements with them. The

Tiguas feel it should be restored to
its "prestine native state."
The Mohicans got $24 and beads
when they sold New York a long
time ago. Apparently the Tiguas
don't feel the "improvements"
have increased the value any.
We've not heard Mayor
Beame's answer to the offer.
Perhaps he's mulling it over with
Big Mack financiers, union
leaders and teachers. Or maybe
he's threatening the federal
treasurer, saying, "If you don't
dole out the cash, the Indians will
buy us out."
Never let it be said that
someone in Texas doesn't have an
answer for every problem.
-Amarillo(Tex.) Daily News

Businessmen Gamble
And Lose In Vietnam
Editors Note: Men grown rich and
powerful by the Vietnam war were finally
ruined by it when Saigon fell to the communists in April. In the first of two articles
of these men, AP special correspondent
Peter Arnett writes of, the U.S. businessmen in Vietnam who gambled all on the
country's future and lost.
By PETER ARNEIT
AP Special Correspondent
HUNTINGTON BEACH, Calif. (AP) —
By April of this year Clyde Bauer's 19
years of hard work in Indochina had built
him a $3 million business domain.
Robert Burns was $150,000 ahead after
recovering from two serious business
reverses in South Vietnam.
Steve Konevitch happily contemplated
his new $45,000, 65-foot freshwater boat
moored in the Saigon river. It had been
purchased from the proceeds of a lucrative
contract he had netted with the U.S. government.
Now all three are flat broke in Southern
California. Like more than a score of other
American businessmen who invested their
time and money in South Vietnam, they
were financially wiped out by the Communist takeover of Saigon in April.
At the beginning of this year the
Hollywood-born Clyde Bauer was overseeing his 6,000 employes and considering
establishing yet another chapter of the
Lions Club. (He had already started 19
Lions Clubs in South Vietnam in the
previous 10 years. Now he is counting his
unsuccessful job applications,250 so far.
Robert Burns is doggedly attempting to
collect the $150,000 which he figures five
governments owe him. His last contract
was providing food, drink and entertainment in Saigon to the International
Control Commission comprised of Polish,
Hungarian, Indonesian and Iranian
delegations.
Steve Konevitch scrambled out of Vietnam on the last helicopter April 29 with $10
and a change of clothing, and is discovering that he is "too old for work at
home, 46 going on 47." He worries about
his business disaster in a two-roomed
apartment in Hayward, Calif., with his
Vietnamese wife and three children.
Adjusting to life back home without
hopeful prospects has come hard to the
three American expatriates who between
them spent 44 comfortable years in
Southeast Asia.
"Ironically, the Vietnamese who worked
for us in Saigon are better off now in
America than we are," said Clyde Bauer
who personally arranged for 100 Vietnamese families — about 700 people — to
be evacuated to the United States before
Saigon fell.
How come these Americans didn't see
the writing on the wall in Vietnam and get
their money out?
"I kept telling myself I'm going home
soon, but I never did," Bauer said. "All my
business associates were Vietnamese who
seemed to have confidence in the future,
and it was catching."
Bauer started out in Saigon in 1956 as the
agent for Lufthansa and Civil Air Transport airlines, and eventually established
and controlled 12 companies involved in
banking, insurance, automobile importing, fishing and travel. Bauer estimated that his share of his flourishing concerns was worth $3 million before Saigon's
collapse.
Because he believed that "if a
businessman takes something out of a
country he has a responsibility to put it
back," Bauer, a familiar figure in Saigon
over the years, established his Lions
Clubs,the U.S. Chamber of Commerce,the
Vietnam Council on Foreign Relations,the
Tourist Association and Vietnam, the Cancer Society -- even the Vietnam Orchid
Society.
Bauer also maintained close personal
relations with ..Presidesit Nguyen .. Van
Thieu and other senior officials, many related to his Vietnamese wife Simone. And
he was close with American officials.
Robert Burns, born in Cambridge,

Mass., and a former U.S. army officer and
State Department official, said he predicted years ago that Saigon would
probably fall to the Communists around
1975 because of weakening American
resolve.
"I told my Vietnamese business partners to make their money by then and get
out, and I had the same idea," Burns said,
but fate kept interfering. A million-dollar
fish processing plant they established at
Bach Gia on the Gulf of Thailand was
destroyed in a Communist rocket attack
late in 1973, and insurance had been impossible to obtain.
A contract to provide large quantities of
dehydrated rice to the Vietnamese army
collapsed when military reverses in the
Mekong Delta in 1974 forced the price of
raw rice to three times the contracted
price of the processed variety.
Burns went into business alone last year
with an openended contract "to feed and
keep happy" the Communist and nonCommunist delegations in the International Control Commission based at
Saigon's Tan Son Nhut airport.
Steve Konevitch, born in Middleton, Pa.,
recalls "I should have known better, I
should have gotten out earlier." But the
former U.S. Air Force officer who had
previously operated businesses in
Thailand, kept reinvesting in Vietnam
with profits from two contracts with the
U.S. government, one to ship rice to Cambodia, the other to air-condition U.S. offices in Saigon.
Coming_ home was traumatic for all
three.
While his wife hocked her jewelery to
pay the rent, the newly-poor Bauer looked
around for help "and I discovered that
while we had lots of friends when we had
money, they are not around now that we
need them."
His former friends included some of his
Vietnamese business associates now in
America who were quietly spiriting money
out of the country while Bauer was reinvesting his own profits in Vietnam.
Bauer has even offered to work six months free to prove his managerial abilities
"but it seems impossible to get any
takers," he said.
Burns is working temporarily as an adviser to an old friend in the Scrap metal
business while attempting to recover the
$150,000 he claims he is still owed. So far
his daily registered letters, including two
to the President of the United States, have
resulted only in a letter from an aide to the
Shah of Iran who suggested that Iran was
responsible for only two per cent of the
debt.
"Send the money," Burns immediately
replied upon receipt of the letter.
Steve Konevitch, like the other two
financially ruined Americans, maintains
the independence that characterized their
business activities abroad. None will accept welfare payments or consider food
stamps.
"My pride won't allow me to say I'm
broke," said Burns who tries to keep $10 in
his bank account to keep it open.
Konevitch said: "The government is
giving me nothing; I have not asked for
it."
Bauer said: "I've helped Uncle Sam
over the years. Maybe he could do us a
favor to give us a chance again somewhere
where we left off, and not as gas station attendants."
All three men see their only financial
salvation as going into business again, and
are talking with possible future partners.
Bauer's lawyer lent him $25,000 to move into a modest home at Huntington Beach,
and Bauer hopes to go into business with
an inventor of electronic gadgets.
Konevitch is talking with a potential partner in the real estate business. Bums, who
drives around Irvine, Calif., with "Vietnam Evacuated Americans, Jobs
Needed,:' painted-on his auto,is calling up.
old contacts in government for contract
leads.
For all three, life has turned upside
down in just a few months.

Executive Vice President

United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: THE TERRORISTS

HARRIGAN

LONDON, ENGLAND—Criminal the communist -long march" as an epoch
revolutionaries of the outlawed Irish of the human spirit, whereas it was a
Republican Army have destroyed the once triumph of the forces of evil.
The U. S. public apparently • doesn't
peaceful atmosphere of the British capital.
They have failed to terrorize Britons, but realize that the State Dept. and CIA
they have forced them to adopt ex- currently are supporting the forces of
Holden Roberto in Angola. Roberto is a
traordinary security measures.
Today, at hotels, guards search luggage terrorist who, 14 years ago, was running
and handbags. Men are required to open Portuguese settlers through buzz saws.
Is it any wonder, therefore, that there
their coats for inspection. A suitcase or
parcel in a lobby is cause for concern and are sick, confused young people in the IRA
possible scrutiny by the bomb squad. At who will booby trap cars and plant bombs
railroad stations, police check the track in London hotels and pubs?
before a train departs.
The sickest people of all are those who
It is like Algiers in the 1950s, and Lon- praise revolution and
give aid to terrorists
doners hate what the terrorists have done in Angola and
elsewhere. They provide a
to their city. Unfortunately, no end is in model for the
maniacs who are trying to
sight. Gang after squalid gang of IRA terrorize the British
people.
terrorists is dispatched to Britain to plant
What terrorism
bombs in pubs, stores, restaurants, signified by the gifts means—what is
of money to terrorists
hotels—wherever opportunities exist for by organizations such
as the World Council
mindless slaughter.
of Churches—is that the candles of
The IRA terrorism is barbarism at its civilization are burning
low. Paul Johnson,
worst, for it is violence without specific former editor, of
the liberal New
targets. Rather, everyone is a target— Statesman in Britain
recently made this
every woman and child, cripple, very point.
physitian, or other innocent person—
Mr. Johnson said that the world is now
within range of a hidden explosive device.
IRA terrorism r%'ently took the life of a not so much governed by communism or
distanguished
cancer
researcher capitalism as by a false lexicon of political
responsible for saving countless lives. It cliches. "We all know what they are," he
has taken the lives of simple people with no said. "Those who do not have only to peer
connection to politics or public authority. into the otherwise empty head of an
The terrorists who do this filthy work average member of the fascist Left—that
are, in the main, young people who have men with colored skins can do no wrong,
drifted from job to job. They are nihilists, and those with white ones no right—unless
people without belief in any humane value. of course they call themselves comThey not only bomb but torture captives. munists; that murdering innocent people
How do such vermin appear in the for political purposes is acceptable
Western world? Nihilism has flourished in providing you call yourself a guerrilla;
the 20th century. The authority of moral that, in the right political circumstances, a
values has diminished dangerously. Men chunk of gelignite is morally superior to a
and women, who pride themselves on their_ rational argument."
This mentality is a hideous feature of our
intelligence and sophistication, have
mouthed the slogans of revolution. A new times. It is embedded in the "liberal chic"
generation grew up hearing revolution that has been fashionable in America in
described as noble. This generation has recent years. Effective police work can
seen such types as Fidel Castro, "Che" curb terrorists and reduce bomb threats.
Guevara, Patrice Lumumba, and Mao But it is infinitely more difficult to restore
Tse-Tung represented as cultural heroes. , a sane mentality that accepts the
Civilized government and even church authentic values of civilization and that
groups such as the World Council oi rejects revolution and terrorism.
Churches have given aid to revolutionariedli,% Shattering the myths about "freedom
and terrorists. In Peking recently, lighters and guerrillas is, however, the
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger hailed prtme civilizational need of our time.

111EARTILiN
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems — fast.
If you have a question or a problem not
answered In these columns, write
HEARTLINE, 8514 N. Main St., Dayton,
Ohio 45415. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
Heartline: I am receiving Social
Security benefits because I have a
daughter under age 18 in my care. She is
going to live with her aunt during the next
school semester. Will I lose my benefits
during that time? — P. A.
Answer: Provided that the separation is
expected to end within 6 months from the
date it begins and that your daughter
customarily lives with you and is in your
care when you do live together, she would
still be in your care when you do live
together,she would still be in your care for
purposes of receiving benefits during her
absence. You must notify any Social
Security office when the temporary
separation begins, as well as when it has
ended.
Heartline I called my Social Security
office and asked a lady there if Medicare
would help pay for a second set of
corrective cataract lenses, if the lenses
were necessary due to a change in
prescription and were ordered by my
doctor. I received different answers from
two different people. Can you tell me if this
is covered under Medicare? — S. C.
Answer: Yes. Medicare will cover the
second pair of cataract lenses when ordered by your doctor. Although you should
realize that Medicare will only cover the
new lenses and not a new set of frames.
Heartine: May I change the beneficiary
of my National Service Life Insurance to
name a bank as trustee for my children? —
W

Answer: Yes, you may. Name the trust
in full. However, once the proceeds of the
policy have been paid to the trustee, the
Veterans Administration has no responsibility to see that the purpose of the trust
is fulfilled.
Heartline: I just got out of the hospital
after having an operation. The only thing I
had to pay for at the hospital was $92. I will
need another operation in the near future,
but I hope to put it off until the middle of
1976. Will I still have to pay the first $92 on
my hospital bill? — H. K.
Answer: Yes. You will have to pay the
deductible again, but, in 1976,, the
deductible will be raised from $92 to $104.
In announcing the $104 deductible, James
B. Cardwell, commissioner of Social
Security, said this amount is equivalent to
the average cost of one day of hospital
care.

with the government as an agent of the
Soviet Union.
Five years ago: The Vatican pledged
support for a U.N. 10-year plan to narrow
the economic and social gap between the
rich and poor nations of the world.
One year ago: President Ford, who was
in Tokyo, proposed that the US.and Japan
show the world how to deal with the new
difficulties of inflation and recession.
Today's birthdays: India's Prime
Minister Indira Gandhi is 58. Television
personality Dick Cavett is 39.
Bicentennial footnote: Two hundred
years ago today, Gen. George Washington
said two marine battalions should not be
raised from his forces at Cambridge,
Mass., but in New York and Philadelphia,
where, he said, there were many sailors
out of work.

20 Years Ago

The City of Murray has been granted a
gas allocation by the Federal Power
Commission. Engineers will move into
Murray in the near future to make a
The Kiwanis Club observed the begin- survey and construction should start next
ning of Farm-City Week last night when year.
farmers and agricultural leaders were
U.(j. g.) Joe Pace, son of Mr. and Mrs.
their special guests at a dinner held at Joe Pace,is stationed at Jacksonville, Fla.
Southside Restaurant. Robert Hendon, The Kirksey PTA will sponsor a Fidprofessor of agriculture at Murray State dlers' Contest on November 26.
College, was speaker.
Births reported include a girl to Mr. and
Deaths reported include Mrs. Effie D. Mrs. Roscoe Ellis Hayes on November 10,
Brewer of New Concord and Mrs. John a girl, Deborah Ann, to Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Pearce Campbell IV of Paducah.
Wade Crick on November 8, a girl,
Kim Smith, Kenny Lynn, Mike Jeffress, Rebecca Lynn, to Mr. and Mrs. Clinton
James Perkins, Christine Kodman, and Burchett on November 8, a boy to Mr. and
Ralph Tesseneer, all of College High Mrs. John A. Warner on November 16, a
School, won honors in the Discussion girl, Mary Kay, to Mr. and Mrs. Clovis
Clinic-Contest held at Murray State Conley Oakley on November 7, and a girl,
College.
Deborah Sue, to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Richard
Solon Bucy, Civil Defense Director of Nance on November 9.
Calloway County, was speaker at the
Mesdames Josiah Darnall, William
meeting of the Murray Civitan Club held Wallace, John Winter, Howard Olin,
last,night.
Richard Farrell, Robert Baar, John
Patsy Hendon, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Waters, H. W. Wilson, Joe Dick, David
Edward Hendon, sophomore at Murray Gowans, and Miss Lillian Watters
State College, was recently selected as presented the program at the meeting of
sweetheart of Tau Kappa Epsilon the Music Department of Murray
fraternity.
Woman's club.

10 Years Ago

The.Family Lawyer

Liability For Lightning?
Golfer Griggs, caught in a
squall on the seventh hole, took
shelter in a wooden shed provided by the management. But
within moments a bolt of lightning struck the shed, knocking
Griggs flat.

When he recovered, he decided
to claim damages from the golf
club.
'They located that shed on top
of a little knoll," Griggs pointed
out in court, "making it extra
vulnerable to lightning."
But the court rejected his claim,
saying that the added risk—if any
—was too slight to justify pinning
the blame on the management.
"A bolt of lightning." observed
the judge, "is inscrutable. It is no
respecter of persons, places, or
occasions."
Lightning is a classic example

of what the law calls an "act of
God." Generally speaking, no
human agency can be held legally
liable for the consequences. This
is true even though the impact is
transmitted through a man-made
apparatus.
Thus, a telephone company was
held not liable when lightning
struck a service line near a house,
injuring someone who was inside
using the telephone. The court
said this too was a freak accident
.hat could not plausibly be traced
to any fault on the part of the
company.
Nevertheless, liability may indeed be imposed for the failure to
tamethe power of lightning when
that can reasonably be done.
In another case, lightning struck
a telephone that had not been
properly grounded. This time, the
injured user was able to collect
substantial damages from the
company.
"No one was responsible for
the lightning," conceded the court.
"But if the defendant's faulty installation was responsible for the
excess current coming over the
wires, entering the building, and
doing the damage, it is responsible."
in American Bar Association
public service feature.

.e•

Let's Stay Well

Iron is an element that is essential to health. But, an excess
of iron can be poisonous, even
fatal.
Iron is a neceary part of the
hemoglobin in our red blood
cells.
This element enjoys a goal
image, one that is associated
with strength, correction of
anemia and an ingredient of
tonics. Iron has a "safe" image.
Pharmacologist Anthony
Manoguerra supervisor of Hennepin County Medical Center's
poison control center in Minneapolis cautions in a recent
Ye shall not steal, neither deal issue of Medical World News,
Falsely, neither lie one to a notikr. "Unfortunately, too few doctors
are aware of the toxicity of iron,
Leviticus 19:11.
or that there's enough of it in
The cheat is the one who cuts some
vitamin bottles to kill a
the. value and- Worth from a- child" The average layman is
bargain, not giving another more, even less knowledgeable about
but taking more for himself. God the potential danger of iron
poisoning.
always gives more for others
Doclor Manoguerra is refer-

Bible Thought

Today is Wednesday, Nov. 19, the 323rd
day of 1975. There are 42 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1863, President Abraham
Lincoln delivered his Gettysburg Address.
On this date —
In 1497, the Portuguse navigator, Vasco
da Gama, discovered the passage of India
around Africa's cape of Good Hope.
In 1794, the United States and Britain
signed the Jay Treaty, adjusting issues
that were not settled in the Revolutionary
War.
In 1831, the 20th American president,
James Garfield, was born on a farm near
Mentor, Ohio.
In 1919, the U.S. Senate rejected the
World War I Treaty of Versailles.
In 1954, it was announced that the U.S.
would build a radar warning system
across arctic Canada.
Ten years ago: A federal jury in
Washington fined the American Communist Party $230,000 for failng to register

Iron Poisoning
By F.J.L. Blassingame. MI)
ring to the danger of chewable
iron-containing vitamins. Their
animal, cartoon character or
monster shape and fruit or
chocolate taste make them exceptionally attractive to children
who may gulp down an overdose
Occasionally, ferrous sulfate
tablets or other forms of iron
may be taken in excess by adults
in an effort to cornmit suicide.
Signs and symptoms of iron
poisoning are vomiting,diarrhea
and lethally. Bloody stools or
vomit should make one
suspicious, since they are strong
indications of iron poisoning.
Iron poisoning will not respond
to "home" treatment and requires the prompt attention of
-..- -health professionals,
Vomiting may be induced if
the iron has recently been ingested. Once absorbed, an overdose or iron is serious and the

victim may fail to tepond to
treatment_ Damage to the kidneys and liver may be severe.
Blood levels of iron can be
detected by special tests.
Parents should keep iron products out of the reach of children,
especially preparations mixed
with vitamins and manufactured in forms which are tasty
and attractive. Federal regulabons may shortly be advanced
Which require special packaging
of bottles containing 300 mg or
more of iron.
Remember that iron in excessive amounts can be a serious
poison.
•
Q: Miss R.A. expresses alarm
that two women have allegedly
made effort* to asseasmate
President Ford and pions
whether these occurrences signal a change in women.
A Women, like men, are occa-

BLASINGAME

sionally filled with rage and
rebellion, and women may be
becoming more aggressive. The
FBI reports that crimes in the
United States committed by
women have doubled in the last
decade. Often assassins and potential assassins have unstable,
unsucceksful lives, be they men
or women They are loners and
may be seeking attention. The
more prominent the victim of attack, the greater the publicity
Q: Mr. HI., who is nearing 18
years old, asks if a hormone or
other medication is available to
help him grow more hair on his
chest and a heavier beard.
A No hormone or medicine is
available to influence the growth
et body haw. Al yeur age. give ,•yourself a dose of time In a few
years, your natural Maturity
may solve your hair-growth
problems.
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OWEN FOOD MARKET
A BIG THANKS!

Peanut Butter
Hyde Park or Mother's Best
Self-Rising

-age and
I may be
mive. The
es in the
lilted by
.n the last
a and pounsta
they men
wiers and
bon. The
Aim of atublicit y.

181
/
2 oz.

November 19th through November 26th

Shortening

7 Owen's Famous Bar-B-Que Shoulders
(one each day of sde)
Niblets
Whole Kernel

Corn
12 oz.

Hyde Pork
Pancake & Waffle

We reserve the right to limit quantities

294

Kraft Miniature 10% oz.

3 Lb. Can

30 Baskets of Groceries -10 each day will be given away Nov. 24, 25,26
AND ... MANY OTHER SURPRISES!

24 oz.

Marshmallows

39' Tuna
$169 Marshmallow Creme
49c Cranberry Sauce

Coffee

Kraft oz.

Kraft Velyeeta

Cheese

2 lb. Box

Cream Cheese

1 lb. Can

Carnation 1% oz

Planters 9 oz.

Potato Chips

16 oz.

Kraft

Cokes

Golden Ripe

Miracle
Whip

Bananas

Hyde Park

SUGAR

Hyde
Park

32 oz.

Lb. 15
4

Pure

Ground
Beef

Owen's Famous
Pit Baked

New Crop Yellow

Pet Ritz Or
Hyde Park

Onions

Pie Shells

39

With $1500 Order
or More

Owen's Best
Slab Sliced

Lb.

HAMS

194

Plus Bottles 8 Deposit

4 to 5 lb. Pkg.

59'

79c
69c

Instant Breakfast

Ocean Spray Whole or Jellied

Kraft 8 oz.

79

Chase 8 Sanborn

Del Monte

Florida

U. S. No 1 Red

Oranges

Potatoes

5 Lb. Bag

694

10 lb.

Bacon

894

Lb. $1 le

Double 'Q'

Pit

Bar-B-Q Pork

NorBest Grade A Fancy Self Basting Hen

Pink Salmon

Turkeys
8 to 15 lb. SIZE6

Lb.
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Crisco

LOOK AT THESE GREAT PRIZES

Mr. and
nber 10,
N. Earl
a girl,
Clinton
Mr. and
er 16, a
. Clovis
a girl,
Richard

IF

All Flavors
Except Angel Food

In appreciation for our many faithful customers

nd Mrs.
lle, Fla.
a Fid-

Villiam
Olila,
, John
, David
Vatters
eting of
iturray

Cake Mix

Shoulders for Thanksgiving! Ph_onti! 75374682

16 oz. can
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Sports Survey Results
1. How often do you read the sports section?
C. Rarely

A. Always

$1 fe_

B Sometimes

___11 Pa

2. How important do you think women's athletics are at the elementary, high school and
B. important,
college levels, with regards to sports coverage? A. Very important 33.
but not as important as men's sports S5 /a C. not important at all __Lila-

SPORTS

Streaking Spurs Stay
Hot, Rip Edmonton 6.3

v.

3. As far as the minor sports at Murray State soccer, tennis, golf, track and cross counwould you rate the coverage given by the Murray Ledger & Times?
B. Good _.6.1_14._ C. Fair _I 4_4,2 D. Poor 3241_ __ E. Awful
A. Superb

try; are concerned, how

By The Associated Press

Things are picking up for the
Denver Spurs.
The Spurs whipped Edmonton
6-3 Tuesday night for.their second straight victory at home.
That may not sound like much,
but compared to the eight-game
winless streak with which they
started the World Hockey Association season, it is downright
impressive.
Since their woeful beginning,
the Spurs have gone 5-)c1. They
are still last in the W5-st Division, but they are only four
points behind second-place Minnesota and seven in back of
first-place Houston.
In other WHA games, Houston edged Winnipeg 3-2, San
Diego downed Calgary 6-2 and
Quebec trimmed Cincinnati 6-4.
Don Borgeson and Bob "Addington pumped home two
goals each for Denver. Jim
Sherrit connected at 16:53 of
the first period for the Mariners and "Borgeson scored 38
seconds later.
Ken Baird put Edmonton on

4. Do you feel the summer baseball programs, such as the Little League and Pony
League etc., receive too much coverage? A. Yes V,70 B. No t:e % C. No Opinion
5. This year, the Murray Ledger & Times is not using the Carr football and basketball
ratings. Would you like to see ratings such as those in the past continued or do you feel they
B. Just wasted space
S are just wasted space? A. Would like to see ratings again
"2- ito C. No Opinion 32fo
6. How would you rate the amount of pictures in the ports section of the Murray Ledger
0
C. Too few f. 9
96 B. About right L
& Times? A. Too many.
.r 9
•
B Sometimes
7. How often do you read 'Timeout With Brandon? A. Always
Lt.Q C Rarely 5 941, D. Never
8. Do you find that Timeout With Brandon is: A. Always interesting V4'90
D. Always boring
Sometimes interesting 114 t, C. Often boring fee,

B

9. In Timeottt With Brandon, do you ever learn about things you didn't know before? A.
52Y7 C. Never

Often 1.4 3" 94B.Sometimes

10. In stories written by Murray Ledger & Times sports editor Mike Brandon, do you find
lo B. Sometimes interesting qg Pa c Rarely inMay are: A. Always interesing
-,r,-EstestIng GI 90 D. Never interesting
basketball predictions in Timeout With Bran1111._ C. No Opinion

11. Would you like to see area football and
5,„„ B. No _
don continue? A. Yes

12. If you could rate the sports section, including all phases such as writing, photography
and layout, how would you rate the section on a scale of 100, with 100 being perfect? A.90-100
E Below 60 _2.4_
,_ C.70-79
to D.60-69 2B 80-89 t-i 9c
13. Do you feel that local stories and columns in the sports section are: A. Often too con13To.C. Not controversial enough
troversial 2,2.-90 B. About right

S-

14. In the past few months, play-by-play accounts of basketball and football games have
been vastly cut and more quotes from coaches plus some analyzing by the writer have been
B. Stories are about
added. Do you feel: A. There should be more play-by-play

16. Please indicate your
)44) D above 50
tie

g19n Female t

i
e group: A. under 15

g9„

B. 15-25 23%

C. 25-50

23

Michigan And Oklahoma Picked
In Key COQ
Showdowns
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON. can kill you."
And he didn't even mention
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (API — We've Archie Griffin.
What would it take to beat
done such a lousy job forecasting the college football Ohio State, Cal'
"A hell of a defensive effort.
scores this year that we're going to let some coaches preview And I really don't know who
a couple of this week's big can stop them. They are a
great football team, more solid
games.
Ohio than when we played them last
First, Michigan it
year."
State:
"I think it'd going to be one
"I think it's a dead even
game, 0-0," says Minnesota's heck of a game," says Illinois'
Cal Stoll. "Quarterback could Bob Blackman. "If they played
be the difference. Ohio State's each other 10 times, I'd say
Cornelius Greene is just super. Ohio State would win five,
But the thing is that Ohio State
has so many ways they can
beat you. The first thing you
have to do is stop the buffalo
( 246-pound fullback Pete Johnson). If you do that, Greene

Released
WiSNIPEG(AP) — The winnipeg Jets of the World Hockey
Association said Tuesday night
they have released forward Bob
Guindon after an eight-game
trial.
Guindon played with Quebec
for the past three seasons before being signed by the Jets as

a free agent.

Russians To Play
WINSTON-SALEM, N.C.
( AP) — The touring Russian
national basketball team, which
has been having trouble with
Atlantic Coast Conference
another
one
teams, plays
tonight, Wake Forest.
The Soviets lost 82-78 to
North Carolina last Saturday
and 100-96 to Maryland in overtime on Monday. They are 4-5
so far in their 14-game exhibi-

Michigan four and the other
one would probably be a tossup','
The pick ... Michigan 17-14,
Next, Nebraska at Oklahoma:
Iowa State's Tarte Bruce
says both teams have good offenses but Nebraska's -is more
devastating. Nebraska controls
the scrimmage line well enough
so they can do anything they
want offensively."
The pick ... Oklahoma 27-17.
Last week's score was 52
right, 14 wrong, two ties for a
.788 percentage. For the season, it's 485-191-14--.717.
Penn State at Pitt: Has Pitt's
program caught up with Penn
State? "We'll find out Saturday," says Coach Johnny Majors. "I think we can play with
'em." So do we ... Pitt 26-21.
Kansas State at Colorado: KState hasn't scored a touchdown in five games ... Colorado 24-7.
California at Stanford: Winner of a wild game must wait
for UCLA-Southern Cal to decide the Rose Bowl ... California 38-28.

tion tour.

tie TI

steof-s

fou

tstSalei

Cin-

cinnati 16-13.
Missouri at Kansas: Winner
meets Pitt in the Sun Bowl ...
Missouri 27-20.
Texas Tech at Arkansas: Razorbacks' backfield battered
and bruised. Second Upset Special ... Texas Tech 21-14.
Harvard at Yale: Crimson's
offense vs. Elis' defense ...
Harvard 21-20.
Rice at Texas Christian: Nation's longest losing streak

Minnesota victory. It was only
the fourth triumph for the
North Stars against 13 tostaes,
their first victory on the rbad
since last March and it snapped
a six-game Minnesota losing
streak.
"It's about time," said Romunderanother
in
bough
statement.
Elsewhere in the NHL, Buffalo beat the New York Islanders 3-1, California downed Pittsburgh 5-3, Atlanta and Van-

couver tied 2-2 and Toronto
trimmed Washington 4-2.
Bill Goldsworthy scored at
comes to an end. Third Upset 17:37 of the first period to give
Minnesota a lead it never lost.
Special ... TCU 24-20.

Pro Basketball
At A Glance

Rombough poked in his first
goal of the season !fob!:in the
second period and added his
second late in the third for the
North Stars, who also got goals
from rookie Tim Young and
Glen Sather.
Red Berenson got the only St.
Louis tally in the middle peri-

-96.90
* Boys' Sizes SY/-11
$7.90
1
2-3
* Boys' Sizes 12/
129.110
*
4°4
,
31
/
24
*use YOU( MAiTtFitriAlltrd•rti

Bel-Air Shopping Center
10-7 Mon.-Thurs.
Murray
198Sat.
Get to know us: you'll like us.

Wins Fight

ABA
East Division
Pct. GB
W
Kentucky
N.Y.
St.Louis
Virginia

7 3
4
7 6
1 12
West Division
8
2

63
7°°
6
538 1 Va
.077 7/
1
2

Denver
800 —
Indiana
San Antnio
8
7
3 '6
4
73
26
7 111
/
2
/2
U,ah
2 8 200 6
Tuesday's Result
Indiana 106, Kentucky 92
Wednesday's Games
New York vs. Virginia at
Norfolk
Kentucky at San Antonio
Denver at St. Louis
Indiana at Utah

Crepe
4.97
'Thick
Fleetest St
d.
or San 341.53,
SAVE

1

Week ...

for Pittsburgh.
Flames 2, Canucks 2
Gerry Monahan and Gerry
O'Flaherty scored third-period
goals to lift Vancouver into a 22 standoff with Atlanta. Rey
League clubs.
"We haven't been playing Comeau and Bill Flett got the
well," said center Doug Rom- Flames' goals.
Leafs 4, Capitals 2
bough, a master of underTuesday. Biome Salming and Lanny
before
statement,
McDonald scored goals 45 secnight's game at St. Louis.
"We had a team meeting last onds apart in the second period
night and we just decided we to lift Toronto past Washington.
wanted to turn things around." The Caps have won just two of
The strategy paid off in a 5-1 19 games.

By The Associated Press
NBA
Eastern Conference
Atlantic Division
W L Pct. GB od. Minnesota goalie Cesare
8 4 .667
Buffalo
Maniago stopped 29 Blues'
7 4 .636 1/2
Philphia
Boston
6 5 .545 1 1/2 shots.
6 9 400 3'/a
New York
Sabres 3, Islanders 1
Central Division
Danny Gare and Peter
Atlanta
7 4 .636
42 McNab
netted third-period
Washington
6 4 .600
Frouston
5 5 .500 1 1/2 goals as Buffalo continued its
2
N.Orleans
6 7 .462
1
2 mastery over New York. The
Cleveland
4 8 .333 3/
Western Conference
Sabres are 11-0-5 against the
Midwest Division
Islanders in 16 career meetDetroit
6 5 .54,5
/
2 ings. The victory was Buffalo's
Milwaukee
5 7 .117 11
K.0
3 6 .333 2
14th of the season — tops in the
Chicago
Islanders have
NHL. The
Division
Pacific
3 8 .273 3
9 3 .750 —
,G State
dropped four straight.
/
2
9 6 .600 11
L.A .
Seals 5, Penguins 3
1
2
4 5 .444 3/
Phoenix
Rookie Dennis Maruk celeSeattle
6 6 .429 4
Portland
5 7 .417 4
brated his 20th birthday one
Tuesday's Results
day late with four goals for
Buffalo 120, Los Angeles 106
New York 101, Portland 92
California. Maruk had just
Golden State 112, New Or.
three goals in his first 20
leans 104
games. Vic Hadfield, Syl Apps
Houston 95, Cleveland 91
Wednesday's Games
and
Jean Pronovost connected
Portland at Detroit
Kansas City at Philadelphia
Golden s!aire at Atlanta
Los Angeles at Houston
Milwaukee at Phoenix
HOUSTON (AP) — Irish
Cincinnati at Miami, O.: UpChicago at Seattle
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Mariners 6, Cowboys 2
John French scored two goals
within an 18-second span of the
second period to lead San Diego
to victory. Calgary lost the
game but won the shooting
match 40-31.
Nordiques 6, Stingers 4
Marc Tardif and Real Cloutier got two goals apiece for
Quebec. The*Nordiques built a
4-1 lead after two periods and
held on.

By The. Associated Press
It was team-meeting time for
the Minnesota North Stars, second in futility only to Washington among National Hockey

C. There should be even less play-by-play

15. Please indicate your sex with a check mark. Male

the scoreboard early in the second stanza but Liddington connected twice for a 4-1 San
Diego lead after two. Borgeson
and Ralph Backstrom got thirdperiod goals for the Mariners
while Murray Kennett and Tim
Sheehy tallied for the Oilers.
Edmonton is now 1-8-1 in 10
road games this season
. Aeros 3, Jets 2
Larry Lund scored twice for
Houston and Murray Hall got
the game-winner with less than
eight minutes left. Bobby Hull
and Peter Sullivan connected
for Winnipeg.

Saints Hold Meeting
Then Bomb Blues 5-1

40 90

right

Joe Morgan Named As
National League MVP

(\It ll I: 'CI 1 I I it .1 It - I I \II n)

BOWLING
GLENDALE HEIGHTS, Ill.

Gene Wells, 158, Orlando, Fla.,
ranked sixth among the world
junior middleweights by Ring
Magazine,outpointed Jose Martin Flores, 1631
/
2, Mexico, in a
10-round bout Tuesday, night.
Wells, in posting his fifth
straight victory, boosted his
record to 41-6-3.
In the cofeature, Maurice
-Termite" Watkins, 1341
/
2,
Houston,stopped Bobby Flores,
131, Uvalde, Tex., in the sixth
round of their scheduled 10rounder. The 19-year-old Watkins is undefeated in 21 straight
professional fights.

OAKLAND (AP) — Joe Morgan says he always was his
team's smallest player from
Little League to the major
leagues, but he won the National League Most Valuable Player award by being a "complete
player."
"I think of myself as a complete player, and I've tried to
combine everything into my
game — hitting, fielding, stealing bases and scoring," the
Cincinnati Reds' 5-foot-7 second
baseman said during an interview at his home here.
"I got the MVP award because the club was having a
great year and I was having a
good year along with it."
As the "Big Red Machine"
ground out pennant and World
Series victories this season,
Morgan hit .327, fourth in the
league, and reached base safely
about half the times he came to
bat. His 132 walks led the
league, his 67 stolen bases on 77
attempts were second, his 107
runs were fourth. He drove in
97 runs, smashed 17 home runs
and 27 doubles. He capped the
season with the winning hit off
Boston in the seventh game of
the world series.
After being selected MVP
Tuesday, Morgan said, "The
thing I'm most surprised about
was the margin of victory. It
was the largest margin in the
history of the award. That's
quite an honor."
Morgan got 3211
/
2 points in
the balloting, followed by Philadelphia Phillies outfielder Greg
Luzinski with 154 and the Pitts-

Pirates' Dave Parker
with 120.
"The only thing that separates me from other guys with
great credentials is that I do
more things," he said. "Luzinski didn't run bases and
steal like Joe Morgan. But on
the other hand, I didn't hit
home runs like he did."
Morgan's baseball career
started in lower middle-class
burgh

East Oakland, at the foot of the
hills where he, his wife and two
children new live in a fashionable home with a swimming
pool.

"I was always the smallest
guy on all the teams I played
for, starting with Little League.
But I always was the best hitter on the team, always hit
more home runs and things like
that," he recalls. "Size was
never a hinderance to me; it
just was in other people's
minds. A lot of scouts used to
tell me, 'You're a great little
ballplayer. I wish I could sigh
you.'
"That never really bothered
me. I always figured they were

the ones who were losing, not
me."
After a year at Oakland City
College, Morgan was signed in

1963 by Houston for a $3,000
bonus.
"I signed with Houston because Bill (Wight, a scout) never once told me, 'You're a
great little player,' " he said.
"He just said, 'You're a great
player and you're going to be a
good big league ballplayer.'"
Eleven years later, Morgan
reached with subdued joy at receiving baseball's highest
award.
"I look at it as a team victory," he said. "Without them,
the thing would not have been
possible. When there was that
last out in the series, I was so
happy I was frightened. I don't
think any award could take the
place of that."
Morgan, who admitted he
was in a "bad mood" after a
hectic day of taking congratulatory phone calls and
news media inquiries, said, "I
haven't had a chance to sit
back
and
enjoy
it
(the
award)."
As for the future, he said, "I
figure I'll play four more years
then look at the situation and

see if I enjoy playing as much
as I do now."

He said he didn't want to become a major league manager

because the travel woukt be
hard on his family. But he said
he was interested in coaching
at the junior college level.
"My life will change when I
quit baseball, but I'll be able to
help younger kids," he said.
"They'll be able to come to me
and know that I know what I'm
talking about."

BOWLING
STANDINGS
Dillar or Dollar
Bowling League
Team
Crawford Shell
Smith Poultry
McCuiston Auto Electric
Steely & Clark
Complete Auto Repair
Astro Car Wash
Burger Queen
D.& D.Bo4.
Murray Fed.rgs&Laos.
Roberts Realty
Shoemaker Seed Co.
Corvette Lanes

W
31
22

a

21
34
u
21
11
11
111
17
12

B
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13
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20
20
20
20
20
34
27
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High Team Game(Sc)
Crawford Shell
117'
Complete Aido Repidr
807
Astro Car Wash
Me
High Team Game(HC)
Crawford Shell
819
Complete Auto Repair
Corvette Lanes
.774
High Team Seriea(Sc)
Crawford Shell
1852
Smith Poultry
,.1*
Mg
Complete Auto Repair
High Team Seri(HC)
Crawford Shell
nil
Smith Poultry
2253
Complete Auto Repair
2235
%
m
0 Game(SC)
11.
Ethelene
107
Sondra Rice
116
178
Sondra Rice
Itua
lit Game(HC)
Ethekne
Evelyn Mein
Jean Bland
High Ind.Series(SC)
Sondra Rice
Morton
=try
High Ind.Series(HC)
Bernd& Baker
Sondra Rice
Margaret Morton
High Averages
Sondra Rice
Mary Smith
Pat Soon
Margaret Morton
Jeanette Williams. ....
Mary Harris
Verona Grogan
Ethelene McCallon
Lou Darnell
Lois Smith & Evelyn &loin

1

en

Team
Johnson C
Beauty
Corvette I
Murray Ir
Lindy's
Jerry's
=
8
Shirley's
Dennison

Beauty Bc
Corvette,
Beauty &

Beauty &
Lindy's .
Corvette

3211
2/1

Beauty 13c
Corvette]
Lindy's .

623
511
NI

Corvette]
Lindy's ..
Shirley's.

610
007
002

Marie Jac
Wanda Ni
Mete Bum

al
158
138
152
149
141
144
143
139
138

*Aerie Jac
Marie Jar
Pat Wine
Fay Hurt

Wanda Ni
Lou Darn
Nete Burn

Wanda Na
Lou Dana
Debbie Ho

YOUR SNOW TIRE
IS HERE NOW

Wanda Na
Mildred li
Barbara A
Betty Disc
Mary Han
Nets Burn

Additional Winter Tire Sizes Comparably Low Priced

LARGE
CARS
Ft/IA.0ST
CADILLAC, UNCOLN
PONTIAC, CHRYSLER,
OLDSMOBILE

FitS MOST
FORD, CHEVY,
PLYMOUTH, DODGE.
fiERCurfy

SNOW RETREADS

$1

SNOW RETREADS

Blackwell plus 370 to 454
F f T per tire and old tiro.
Add $2 for whitewalls.

s17

SNOW RETREADS

$18

Blackwell plus 45t to 56t
r.E.T. per tire and old tire.
Add $2 for whitewalls.

Blackwell plus 60t to 66t
F.E.T. per tire and old tire.
Add $2 for yrtittewafte.

• You get the same type tread design
as on our "SURE (;RIP IV" polyester
cord tire
SIZES: 6.00x13. 6 Wen,6.45x14,
6.95x14, 5 60x11

• You get the same type tread design
as on our "SURE GRIP TV" polyester
cord tire
SIZES: 7.35x14, 7.75x14, 7.75x1S, 8.25x15

• You get the same type tread design
as on our "SURE GRIP IV" polyester
cord tire
SIZES: &SUM 8.85)(15, 9.00x15, 9.15x15

SUBURBANITE
POLYESTER BIAS-PLY

SUBURBANITE
POLYESTER BIAS-PLY

SUBURBANITE
POLYESTER BIAS-PLY

EllaAwall plus $1 27 F.E T
per tire. No trade needed
Add 13 for whitewalls

Blackwali plus $1.76 F.E.T.
and old fire. Add $3 for
whitewalls.
• Rugged cleats built to handle winter
•strong 4-ply polyester body cord
SIZE: A78-13

Blackwell plus $2.83 I.E.T.
per tire No trade needed.
Add $3 for whitewalls.

•Rugged cleats built to handle winter
•Strong 4-ply polyester body cord
Sin:EMU

• Rugged cleats built to handle winter
•Strong 4-ply polyester body cord
SIZE: M75-15

8 Ways to Buy

GOODAEAR

•Cash•Goodyear Revolving Charge
• our Own Customer Credit Plan
• Master Charge•BankAmericard
• American Express Money Card
• Carte Blanche • Diners Club
See Your Independent Dealer For His Pelee. Prices As Shown At Goodyear Service Stores

Oil,Lube &Filter

Engine
Tune-Up

$ 88 brandgi
,,,,.,,, .,-. frnvo ril

8

n

• Complete chassis
lubrication, oil change
and filter
• Helps ensure long
wearing parts & smooth,
quiet performance
• Please phone for
appointment
• Includes light trucks

• With electronic equipment OUT
professionals fine-tune your en gine, installing new points, plugs
& condenser • Helps maintain a
smooth running engine for maximum gas mileage •Includes Oatsun, Toyota, VW & light trucki

32

Add $4 for cyl
$2 for air cond

Brake
Overhaul
Install new linings, seals, return
springs, fluid & precision-grind
drums e Includes total brake system analysis to ensure safe, dependable service • New wheel
cylinders $10 each, if required
Free Brake lospeetio• —No obligation.

Sizei
Bin
and
worn
5, 5'
61,4.
8. 8'
10, 1
11%

$5495

U.S drum type cars
and hint Duda, all four wheels

BASEBALL

- Jimmy Certain of Huntsville,
NEW YORK — Joe Morgan,
Ala., averaged 228 to take the Second baseman for the World
secorid-rourid lead over nt.dtge Champion Cindrinati Reds, 4as
Pappas of Charlotte, N.C., by named the National League's
57 pins in the $100,000 Bruns- Most Valuable Player by the
wick World Open Bowling Tour- Baseball Writers Association of
nament
Amtrica
i

Reg. Store Wows: Mon. & Fri. 7:30 in t:00 Tuft, Vied., Thurs., Sat.'73O to 5:30

South 12th & Glendale
-

.;4

Phone 753-0595
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34
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..21
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L
13
16
19
20
20
22
23
23
23
M
27
32

617
$07
III
819
774
1032
1805
isee

C)
2261
2253

nas
197
188
17$
237
229
223
500
4111
610
607
802
161
158
158
152
148
144
14$
120
139

PORTS

The Murray High Student talk to the man that ran the
Council helped kick off the (.'ompany.
Tiger basketball season by
"The father wanted to know
sponsoring a Tipoff chili dinner why the boys were all getting
Tuesday night at WIS.
different salaries for doing the
Jane Fitch, coach of the Tiger same job. So the boss told him to
girls, introduced her squad stay around for a while and he
while Cary Miller, coach of the would find out.
boys, presented his team. The
"The man told the first boy to
guest speaker for the evening go down to the dock and check
was Murray State basketball the Ontario's cargo to see if it
mach Fred Overton.
had the 1500 seals and then
Overton gave several things come back. An hour later, the
that must be done in order to $100 boy called back and said
Houston 1!,ockets to a 95-91 vicBy ALEX SAC11ARE
Knicks 101, Blazers 92
have a winner.
the boat was there and there
tory over the Cleveland CavAP Sports Writer
Earl Monroe scored 28 points,
-First, you have to play
Cslvin Murphy's streak is aliers Tueklay night.
but it was the play of a pair of together. You're gonna hear were 1500 seals on it.
"The second boy then went
The Braves, meanwhile, reserves, Neal Walk and Phil
over, but the Buffalo Braves
your coach, mother, father and down and stayed for two hours.
have started one of their own. made good on all 30 of their at- Jackson, that made the differeveryone else say it. We say it He then came back and told the
Murphy's National Basketball tempts from the free throw line ence for New York. Walk
every day at Murray State.
and
beat
the
Los
Angeles
LaAssociation record string of 58
scored 15 points and had nine Don't ever take it lightly" president of the company that
the boat was in and it had 1500
consecutive free throws was fi- kers 120-106.
rebounds, while Jackson had 13 Overton said.
seals.
In
other
NBA
games,
theNew
nally snappea when he missed
points and played some fine de"Then the third boy went
"Second, you have to be
the first of two tries during the York Knicks beat the Portland' fense. Those two keyed a 16-4
third period, but he went on to Trail Blazers 101-92 and the surge in the third period that positive about one another. If down, the one that made $500.
score 19 points and help the Golden State Warrriors de- broke the game open for the you treat other people right, Four hours later, he didn't call.
you'll be a winner. If you can't He came to the president's
feated the New Orleans Jazz Knicks.
say
something good about office. -She had 1500 seals and I
112-104.
Warriors 112, Jazz 104
Bowling
In the only American Basket- Forwards Rick Barry scored someone,then don't say it at all. bought them for five dollars
Standings
ball Association game of the 22 points and Jarnaal Wilkes It's so much easier to say apiece and filled that order we
had for seven dollars apiece.
night, the Indiana Pacers added 21 to pace Golden State's something bad.
Magic Tri
BorasLeague
'I went down below the deck
work
at
"Next,
you
have
to
topped
the
Kentucky
Colonels
attack. The Warriors ripped off
Team
W
L
and also found they had red fox
106-92.
Johnson Gro.
32
12
10- consecutive points early in it."
Beauty Box
304t 134
Overton then used a very and I invested $5,000 in that.
Rockets 95, Cavaliers 91
the fourth quarter for an 85-76
Corvette Lanes
M
16
interesting story about a man Then I found out they had some
Murphy's basket snapped an lead and never trailed.
Murray Ina
25.01 1P2
Lindy's
25
19
that had three sons all working mink and we made an inPacers 106, Colonels 92
Jerry's
n 21 87-87 tie and helped the Rockets
for
the same company. He vestment there.' "
road
losing
end
a
15-game
Bank
16
2$
Len Elmore equalled his caMurray
15
29
illustrated his point beautifully.
Overton then continued: "The
runningmate
at
streak.
His
reer
high
of
23
points
and
Shirley's
14
30
"One of the boys was getting first boy just went down to the
guard, Mike Newlin, took scor- grabbed 17 rebounds to lead the
Dennison Hunt
11
33
High Team Game(SC)
ing honors with 23 points, while Pacers, who broke the game paid ;500 a month, another one dock and called, he didn't even
Beauty Box
812
$300 and the third one was only return. The second boy did
Corvette Linea
755 Bingo Smith led Cleveland with open with 15 consecutive points
Beauty Box
741 21.
getting $100. The father was exactly what the man asked of
in
the
third
period.
Billy
Knight
High Team Game(HC)
disturbed so he went down to him. But the third one, he went
Braves 120, Lakers 106
Beauty Box
1006
also had 23 points for Iridiana.
Unity's
996
Bob McAdoo scored 38 points
Corvette Lanes
984
and Garfield Heard grabbed 19
High Team Series(SC)
Beauty Box
2217 rebounds for Buffalo, but the
Corvette Lanes
2196
Unity's
2102 decisive statistic was the free
High Team Series(HC)
throw shooting, Los Angeles
Corvette Lanes
........ . 2883
!Andy's
2882 getting just 12 of 16. Randy
Shirley's.... .
.
2835 Smith had 10 of Buffalo's foul
High Ind. Gains(SC)
Marie Jacotema
187 shots and McAdoo eight.
Wanda Nance
185
McAdoo scored 21 of his
Nete Burnham
184
points in the second half and
High hid, Game(HC)
Jacobsma
....
238 Heard had 11 of his 13 after inprobably something that hasn't
make an investment.
By LARRY McDERMOTT
238 termission. Smith added 22
Marie Jacobama
Associated Press Writer -------Negotiations continued with been done anywhere in the en235
Pat Willett
226 points for Buffalo and Ernie
Fay Hurt
NORFOLK, Va.(AP) — The Cunningham, who kept the of- tire country," he said.
High Ind.Series(SC)
DiGregorio scored 18.
The Squires, now 1-12, have
Virginia Squires, back on their fer a secret and would only tell
szs
Wanda Nance
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar scored feet thanks to a last-minute the investors that there was a been hampered by injuries to
479
Lou Darnell
476 35 points and grabbed
16 money transfusion, vow they chance to save the team.
Nets Burnham
three key players — All-Stars
High Ind.Series(HC)
624 rebounds for the Lakers, but will take steps in the coming
ABA Commissioner Dave De- Mack Calvin, Mike Green and
Wanda Nance
617 had
Lou Darnell
his hands full with weeks to make the team a vi- Busschere said "the investors' Dave Tviardzik.
Debbie Hopper
600 McAdoo.
able American Basketball Asso- confidence shown in the Sciires
High Averages
McAdoo's plan of attack was ciation franchise.
and the entire ABA should
Wanda Nance
156
Mildred Hodge
150 simple: "When Karam didn't
The Norfolk Investment Co., aside any doubts about the hiBarbara Alexander
148 come out for me, I shot over
Inc., a 21,2-year-old black busi- ture of the league.Betty Dixon
147
Mary Harris
If the Squires had collapsed,
146 him. When he came out, I just ness group, injected the needed
Nets Burnham.
143 went by him."
money at the Ilth hour Tues- they would have become the
day after 24 hours of frantic ne- third ABA team to fold this
gotiations with original in- season. The San Diego Sails
vestors of the locally owned wen$ out of business earlier this
month and the Baltimore Claws
team.
Players were to be paid to- went under shortly before the
day, two days late, and will season started.
meet the New York Nets here The Utah Stars and the Spirits of St. Louis also reportedly
tonight.
Another problem to be re- are having trouble staying afsolved was the hiring of a new loat.
coach. Al Bianchi was fired Utah owner Bill Daniels said
The natural walking shoe with natural
from
that job two weeks ago. Tuesday that he has plans for
leather and Pedwin's contoured Nature
solving the team's financial
Sole. It sets you back on your heels, helps - -11111- Squires' indebtedness problems but will know within
surfaced only a few days ago, two weeks whether he must
you stand straight (like Mom always said
and word soon leaked out that fold the team.
you should), and lets you walk with the
6400,000 was needed to finish Saunders would not divulge
feeling of
the season.
how much the group had inInvestors met here Sunday vested, but sources put the
barefoot
comfort. but could not raise the entire amount at close to $200,1))0.
amount.
Saunders said he believed it
ExperiKirk Saunders, general man- was the first time bid( k busience it.
ager of Norfolk Investment, ap- nessmen have made a substanproached Van Cunningham, tial investment in professional
general partner and trustee of sports.
the Squires, on Monday and ex- "We're offering a _ very
pressed the group's desire to unique situation," he said. ••ll's

Murph
Record

• Squires Get Needed
Aid And Stay Alive

sophomore Christa Russell; and
freshmen Angie Camp, Penny
Price, Janis Washer and Lisa
Williams.
The boys will be getting a
taste of action this Saturday
when they play in the jamboree
at Paducah Tilghman. Murray
will play at 7:45 p. m. against
Lone Oak.
Including the varsity and 'B'
team, there are 18 players on
Newcomers include juniors the boys team this season at
Janet Smith and Paul Dickson, Murray High. They include
seniors Bob Wilder, David
Frank, Chris Kurz, Donnie
Williams and Keith Tabers;
juniors Raymond Sims, Keith
Reed, Andrea Perry, Lindsey
Hudspeth, Brett Harcourt, Bill
McHugh and Richie Richardson
and sophomores Willie Perry,
Frank Gilliam, Bob Thurman,
Bill Wilson, Greg Garland and
Roy Richardson.
season, the girls finished with a
10-3 campaign.
Eight of the girls will be
returning. They include seniors
Lisa Winters and Cindy Jetton,
juniors Tammy Boone, Denise
Bumph's, Mary Ann Littleton,
and Donna Miller, and
sophomores Gloria Cavitt and
Marlene Farrell.

High School
Cage Scores

GIANT ON GIANT —Phihreelefie Wes Noe James

ever w

pens from moorterbsch Roman Gabriel pod for the yords I. e
fooraisortor ploy et New TM. Newts Jim Dteinke (50) appears

to be toddlog teensosate Bred Von Pelt(10).. the May. The bilis
wen;i3-10.

(AP Vareptiote)

To Stage Boycott
MOSCOW (AP) — The Soviet
Gymnastics Federation said today it would boycott the World
Calistenics
Championships
being held in Spain.
A federation statement said
the decision was made "in token of solidarity with all democratic forces" and in protest
against "Fascist arbitrariness
and terror in Spain."

Head Coach
VANCOUVER (AP) — Eckhard Krautzun was named head
coach of the Vancouver Whitecaps of the North American
Soccer League Tuesday.
Krautzun, 34, quit earlier this
year as coach of Canada's national team. He replaces Jim
Easton whose contract was not
renewed at the end of the 1975
season.

By The Associated Press
Boys
Monticello 90, Eubank 48
Barbourville e9, Red Bird 71
Burnside 93, Clinton County 71
Erlanger St. Henry 63, Pend
leton County 55
Grant County 94, Williamstown
47
Millard 73, Allen Central 70
Rowan County 86, Menifee
County 65
Sheldon Clark 74, Salyersville
49
Taylorsville
83,
Bardstown
Bethlehem 68
West
Hopkins
70,
Dawson
Springs 62
Lyon County 73, Livingston
County 58
Central City 87, Bremen 55
Graham 93, Fordsville 83
Hughes-Kirk
100,
Chandlers
Chapel 64
Lowes 99, Ballard Memorial 91
M!. Olivet Deming 78, Toll
esboro 70

Symsonia 83, Cuba 59
Sedalia 61, Farmington 45
Fancy Farm 68, Wingo 67
Powell County 84, Owsiey Coun
'y 68
Sheiton-Ciark 74, Salyersville 49
Lewisburg 71, Adairsville 48

Girls

Cawood 53, Lone Jack 35
McDowell 64, wheelwright 28
West Hopkins 61, Dawson
Springs 42
Mt, Olivet Deming 68, Toll
esboro 14

FREE Ham or Turkey wpurchtists-of *,F00'"or more
excluding tires

Plus: TAKEAIM ON
THESESPECIALS!

Western Moves Up To
$26••
Third Place In Poll
Antique

irge
an
ard
rd

5

that extra mile. He did
everything that was asked and
even more.
"When you win in your heart,
you really win," Overton
concluded.
First Games
The basketball season at
Murray High will open Dec. 2
when the boys host Trigg
County. The boys finished 9-14
last season. The girls will open
Dec. 4 at Fulton City. Last
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Large Crowd Turns Out To Hear
Overton On Tiger Tipoff Night

Sizes to
fit men
and
women
S. 5%,6.
6%, 7. 7%.
8, 8%. 9, 9%.
10, 10%. 11,
11%, 12. 13

Burnett's Shoes

eels

Paris, Tenn.
Leather refers to uppers

dropped from third to seventh.
Bethune Coolunan, 9-0, moved
up from 12th to eighth. Ithaca,
9-0, advanced one position to
ninth with the help of one firstplace vote, and Wittenberg, 9-1,
dropped from sixth to 10th after
losing to Muskingum 9-0.
"
Rounding out the top 15 were
Jackson State, 7-2; Northern
Iowa, 9-2; Lehigh, 8-2; Eastern
Kentucky, 7-2-1, and Massa{ husetts, 8-1.
The Top Fifteen
By The Associated Press
The Top 15 in The Associated
Press college division football
poll, with first place votes In
parentheses, season records
and total points Points based
on 10-9-8-7-8-5-4-3-2-1:
1.Texas Add (29) 9-0-0 385
9-0-0 341
2.N. DAtota (5)
9-1-0 290
3.Grambling (1)
8-1-0 221
4.W.Kentucky
10-0-0 188
5.Henderson St
19-1-41 155
6.N.
7 BoisMe
Ill
St.
8.Bethne-Citmn
:
8
90
1-1 189
16
9-0-0 85
9.1thaea ( 1)
2
66
-0 5
9
7.-21.0
10.Wittenberg
11.4ackson St.
13.Lehigh14
12..-fcrwe
.-944
-

By The Associated Press
Texas A&I continues to lead
The Associated Press college
division football poll by a
healthy margin.
A&I raised its record to 9-0
last Saturday with a 48-18 romp
over Howard Payne. The Javelinas collected 29 first-place
votes and a total of 385 points
in voting Tuesday by a nationwide panel of sports writers
and broadcasters.
North Dakota, also 9-0, provided the closest competition,
holding onto second place with
five first-place ballots and 341
points. North Dakota was idle
last week.
(;rambling, 9-1 after shutting
out Norfolk State 26-0, moved
up one place to third with one
first-place vote and 290 points.
Western Kentucky, 8-1 after
taking the weekend off, advanced one spot to fourth with
221 points.
Henderson State, 10-0 after
beating Central Arkansas 13-7.
punned from seventh to fifth
with 188 points.
Northern Michigan, 10-1, was
ap ketwainth te siath anti got
one first-place vote. Boise
State, 8-1-1 after getting 14.E. Kentucky
clubbed 42-19 by Utah State, 15.Massachusetts

G. E. Refrigerator
Model 4THF16U

$489"

G. E. Dishwasher

$22900

Model oGSC411
•Cash•Goodyear RevolviflgChafge
•Our Own Customer Credit Plan
• Master Charge•BankArnericard
• American Express Money Card
•Carte Blanche• Diners Club

South 12th & Glendale

Phone 753-0595

leg, Siont Hours: 1st & Fri. 7:30 to 5:00 Tires, Wed., Thum., Sal 7:30 to 5:30
S.
8.
7-221
:
I 27
2318

'

r mut• int swots& I, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES, Weesesaly, oi.viampf
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30111SONv
512 So. 12th Murray, Ky.

We Reserve the Right To Limit Quantities

WIENERS

12 oz.
Swift Proton

ROUND STEAK
$1°2 foie"
CAPONS

Prices Good
thru
Nov. 23,1975

Frozen

BAKING

HEW

/
1
4,
,40r4.\****
Ak
T-Bone
Steak it
$ 199
Swift Proton

Lb.

EL

Domino
10 lb.

Is

Pot Ritz
Pie_
2 Per Pack

Mardi Gras
Osage Freestone

Campbell Tomato

PEACHES

2901.

Pet Evaporated

MILK

494 SOUP
TIDE

COFFEE

_KRAUT

10 oz.

King $189

9

,00z. 2/394

Mario Stuffed

OLIVES
Rainbo Sweet

TISSUE

2/894

Reynolds

WRAP

White Cloud

Graham Cracker

Kelly

CHILI & BEANS

Bush Chopped

Folgers Instant

PIE CRUST

194

Towels

2 Pack

43' GERKINS

CAULIFLOWER
1=1111151111.

Johnsons Coupon

RiO

No 1314

Folger's

COFFEE
'

lib.Can $1 29

Limit I Per Customer
11-25-73

mummumaiimigssummusaaaall
Pl

Head

CELERY
RADISHES
CARROTS
- EGGS

Lynn GroveGrade A Medium

1

*educe*

**** * f 0_ • •

..s..•.940011,.01010•Ansiav
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3111111SOlts
512 So. 12th Murray, Ky.

We Reserve the Right To Limit Quantities
2 oz.

69WIENERS

I

89'

Lb

Lb $149

89$

DUCKLINGS
HENS

We Accept
Food Stamps

Lb. 694

V
Ocean
Spray

Kraft
Philadelphia

--44k

t

Golden Bake
Brown N Serve

Cranberries

CreamCheeset

1 Lb.

Roils

9

Bag

FFEE 1'9

CE 39

Old
Judge

Frosty Acres
Orange
12 oz.

1 Lb.

*Frozen Foods*
Kraft Marshmallow

•• 11. OOOOOOOO

t4
... ,

OOOOOOO •••• •

Jumbo

49' CREAM
—FROSTY WHIP90z 2/99'
494 MARTAALLOWS iooz 39'
PIE
Tasty-Acres

7 oz.

Kraft Miniature

Pet Ritz Pumpkin or Mince

kNS

15 oz.

20 oz. 594

Premium

12" Reg.

29' CRACKERS

—Frosty Acres—

nb.

mol
BROCCOLI SPEARS :
MATCH
CAULIFLOWER
io-oz.
CUT CORN
GREEN PEAS

Harvest Pride
lot.
• .- • OO OOOOOO
_ . OOOOOOOO

O OOOOO

89' FRUIT CAKE

wi1/2h

$139

Gerber Strained

12 oz.

S.O

-

Peoduce*

694

BABY FOOD

EirliticE
Stalk
Pack

1 Lb. Bag

354
15'
17'

A.LANIM11111•01101111•111111116.71

Doz.

3/891

15'
Nu

29

=IIIM 111111111111=111811
..
11.11111111.1111111111•111=
No.28634
R12

Coupon

JELL() 3 oz

4/67' I

With this coupon_ One coupon per Wally. Coupon
-•Nrav,
•Exptrts 11-13-75

IIMIUMIN MEM AM 111111•1111•1111/

.s-_—,
.••••••• •+•—••••

-

4\**Its**4kic\i,
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Fabric Softener

11'
Mary Hess of Tell City, Ind., a
music education major at
Murray State University, will
present her senior clarinet
recital on the campus on Sunday, Nov. 23.
Her recital is scheduled for 2
p.m. in the Farrell licital Hall
ne Arts
of the Price Doyi
Center.
Miss Hess is a member of
the Thoroughbred Marching
Band, the Murray State Symphony Orchestra, and the
Murray State Wind Sinlonietta. She is also the chap' ter vice-president of the
• Sigma Alpha Iota women's
music fraternity.
•
Her parents are Mr. and Mrs.
C. J. Hess of 514 11th Street in
hell City.

Reminder
Issued To
Veterans
The Veterans Administration
today issued a reminder to
.. veterans and dependents
0 enrolled in or considering a
i correspondence course under
1 the GI Bill that special
•„, legislation gives them added
‘, protection from possible fraud
; or abuse by some operators of
ti such schools.
k The law protects veterans
from costly payments when
they cancel a course before
0. reaching the half way mark,
: and provides a 104ay "cooling
off" period from the time the
1 veteran signs-an application for,
'a correspondence course.
Under this provision, after the
ten days the veteran must affirm in writing to the VA that he
•
ii is going to take the course.

I

2/$1°°

Table fit Chairs

2/$1

DON'T FORGET
TO
REGISTER

By Mecce Reg. $6.88

Swag
Lamps

YOU DON'T
HAVE TO BE
PRESENT TO WIN

THURSDAY
ONLY
$21E00

Amber & Ruby

IN GIFT
CERTIFICATES

Assorted

Pictures
$266

t

1

:
$
$
$
1
I
fl

i..
%.
:
:
f
;
•,,
i

1

Should he decide not to pursue
the course before completing
the notice of the VA, he must
advise the school of his decision
and it must make a prompt
refund of the total amount paid
by the veteran or eligible
dependent.
In these circumstances, of
course, the school would be
entitled to the return of any
course material already
provided.
If the veteran or dependent
completes 25 per cent or less of
a correspondence course and
then quits, the school may
retain the registration fee i not
to exceed $50) plus 25 per cent of
the course cost. If between 25
and 50 per cent of a course is
completed, the school may
retain half the course cost plus
the registration fee.

Students failing to complete
non-accredited courses may be
charged the registration fee
(not to exceed $10) and the cost
of that portion of the course
.
0, actually completed.
?
The law also requires the
school to furnish the veteran or
dependent student a fully
I completed copy of the
i enrollment agreement.
This agreement must inlcude
;.,i
f a full disclosure of the
obligations under the contract,
a clear explanation of the
1: provisions for affirmance,
: termination and refund, and a
; statement of the conditions
. under which VA payments for
..,
the course will be made
The VA advised any veteran
or dependent having questions
concerning correspondence
courses under the GI Bill to
: contact the nearest Veterans
Administration office.
1
:
WE'RE EATING
i
MORE BEEF
0
CHICAGO (AP) — Rising
i
.1
E food prices and inflation apparently haven't dampened the
American consumer's appetite
for beef. A recent issue of Prairie Farmer, a leading farm
magazine, reports that beef. consumption the first half of
1975 reached a neiv high of 30.2
A
, pounds per person.
Each American ate two more
of beef this year than
pounds
'
during the same time last year.
Pork consiimptibn, however,
fell slightly in the same period.
. .

1

I

1

/

1

Reg. 77'

Big K

Disposible
Diapers

$29° Drawing At 5:30 p.m.
$29° Drawing At 6:30 p.m.
$50°° Drawing At 7:30 p.m.
$100°° Drawing At 8:30

60'

3
s 88
Reg ;

2/sr

Registration Starts at 9:00 a.m.
Thursday, November 20,
to

Johnson & Johnson

osmetic Puffs

-•IV\vs.

46

Sound Wave
Solid State

Tigg,

1
fts
-rota
rill.tit;i
-17141

08

Up to $3.00

Cassette Tape
Recorder

1

1

Reg. 934

Varallo
Chili

Metal
Folding Card

I

1 Gallon

aolit

NNS

*a or, Nu

2/
$ 00
260 Count

AC/DC Model
No. 8000

19

44•
Nik.- • .
•

Reg.$24.97

Boy's

Fisher Price

Tube Socks
with numbers
is,.

Be
To
In

Bowling & Basketball

sr77

Game

Size 9-12 With Letter

$897

Men's

Flannel
Shirts

No Instruction To Follow Easy To Play

Tractor-Loader
Backhole

Reg $3.97

Mechanically Operated
Front and Rear Boom
Arm and Bucket

'Thursday Only

Ladies

Barbies

Johnny West

Dream Boat

Pants
2/

Kenner's

Baby Alive

4 ft. Long Realistic
Exterior With Flying
Bridge Reg.$13.

Pull on from PBS

Only

Sizes 8-18

Adventures
$388.$566

She eats and drinks
and soft like a real baby

1088

With Quick
Dtaw
Johnny
West

Reg. $12.97
Big Wheel engineering in trimmer design.
All blo-molded plastic. Ages 3to 7.

Thursday Only
By Mattel

Thursday Only

Only

oilys1

$1000

by Marx

Collect Entire Series

Watt A Saver

Pot Belled

Penny
Dog
Food

Pipe Wrap

7/$1°°

Furnance & Air
Conditioner

Stoves
$5
calto

,Magestic
Log Roller

IP•

GWARE SET

Prepare, cook. serve, and
store food in lust one clistO
Model A-500 Chef Master set
consists of I and 2 quart
covered shcepans. 4 quart
covered saucepan, 8-inch
covered skillet and 10-inch
covered skillet

997
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sun.
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only$27")
Reg. $27.00

Regular & Beef
15',2 oz.

Reg. 77'
2
/ 1°°
25 Ft. Roll 3"x /
1
2"

Filters
Asst. Sizes

574

Reg. 77' Only

master charge
•
Equa Qpportunity Employer

Shopping Center

753-8777
Limit Rights Rmierved

nuts,'

'a
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tHouses Grow
On Trees
You could say that houses
have descended free) trees. Or
that a home is really just a
fancied-up treehouse on the
ground. After all, the wood is
the same—only the names have
changed.
Whatever you say, it's clear
that the homes we live in today
are still basically a product of
trees. A lot else has changed
since our founding fathers
settled in log cabins. But we're
likely to go on using trees to
make our homes for centuries to
come.
Lumber and plywood, points
out the Southern Forest
Products Association, are the
structural frame and sheathing
for 11 out of every 10 singlefamily homes in America. Then
there are such other wood
products as doors, windows,
flooring, paneling, moulding,
siding and roofing.
The association notes that the
typical single-family home uses
nearly 12,000 board feet of
lumber and 5,000 square feet of
plywood. Yet the cost of this
wood construction material is
only 10 per cenrof the total tab
for a house.
Why is wood used by
homebuilders and preferred by
homebuyers? Because of its
strength, versatility, natural
characteristics,
insulating
workability and cushioning
effect on stress and strain,
explains the association.
Not to mention that wood is
beautiful.
The beauty of wood has
become an increasingly strong
factor in homebuilding. A
return to wood for siding, exposed ceiling beams, attached
decks and patios helps blend a
man-made home with its environment.
Then there are innovative
uses of wood, such as massive
sawn-textured ceiling beams.
This helps create the feel of a
forest within a home, says the
association, allowing the
structure to merge with the
trees, shrubs and other plant
life outside.
Who says you can't go home
again?

USE YOUR
BANK CREDIT
CARD AT BIG K!
18" x 25'
HEAVY DUTY
REYNOLDS
WRAP

GENERAL
ELECTRIC

BASIC ALARM
CLOCK

44

Garbage
Cans
With Licis

REG.
4.33

Reg. 4.44

G.E. Snooz-Alarm repeat' alarm feature
wakes you, lets you
snooze, wakes you
Mdo L
7371-

REG.
730

LIMIT 2
Strong wrap helps retain cooking juices,
retain natural flavor

397

again.

SMALL
APPLIANCES

JUNIOR
GAUZE SMOCK

20" Round
Diameter

YOUR CHOICE:

With Stand
Large enough for
Regular Plants

Pretty, long sleeve
gauze smock
print embroidery and ric
rac trim bodice. Sizes
small, medium and large.
In blue and rose.

Here are many Kitchen work
savers at low Big K prices!
Choose a DoMinion toaster,
Hoover percolator, Broileroven or Waring blender.

Betty. fgrd
To Appear

MELMAC

In Segment
WASHINGTON IAP — Betty
Ford, a one-time dancer, is
back in show biz.
President Ford's wife made
her debut as a television actress Monday as CBS shot a
segment of the -Mary Tyler
Moore Show" in which Mrs.
Ford makes a two-minute appearance playing herself.
Asked if she was nervous as
she arrived at the hotel where
the show was filmed, Mrs. Ford
shuddered emphatically and
stammered, "n-n-no," then
added: "I'm a ham at heart."
Mrs. Ford will be paid minimum union scale, $172.50, for
her work, said her press secretary, Sheila Rabb Weidenfeld.
She had to sign a Screen Actors
Guild waiver restricting her to
one performance.
A co-producer of the show,
Ed Weinberger, said he first attempted to get the President.
But CBS lawyers objected, citing the equal-time rule that requires political candidates to
receive equal television exposure. They may have foreseen the necessity of guest appearances by Ronald Reagan,
Morris K. Udall, Eugene
McCarthy and the numerous
other presidential candidates.
So Mrs. Ford was called upon
and accepted.
The plot:
When Mary's boss, Lou
Grant, was a Washington reporter for The Detroit F'ree
Press, he got to know a new
member of the House named
Jerry Ford.
Now Grant, news director at
a Minneapolis television station, throws a party and invites
his old friends, the Fords. Mary
skips the party because she
thinks no one will show up.
Not only do the Fords show,
the President leaves his pipe at
the party. Betty Ford calls to
retrieve it, Mary answers the
phone and, thinking she's got a
prankster on the line-hangs up.
Mrs. Ford makes the phone
call from the White House, according to the script. But she
actually was sitting on a couch
in a hotel suite, with Ford family -piettirea. mattered -aboutr
when the segment was shot.
The episode probably will be
shown sometime before Christmas, Weinberger said.

20 Woo

JUNIOR
PRE-WASHED
JEAN

GENERAL
ELECTRIC
BUFFET SKILLET

HOSTESS
PLATTER

97
Durable- easy to cleanscratch resistant stainless steel cooking surface.

Get in step with prewashed
denim
jeans!
These have a diagonal
zipper as a fashion accent, plus a perky point
on the waistband extension. Sizes 5-13.

Game Load
12-16&20 guage

GAF Pocket 220

Thurschity Only

Camera
Reg. 21.88
Thursday Only
Royce 23 Channel

MODEL
M44

NO EXTRA
CHARGE
LAY-A-WAY
AT BIG IC

Shot Gun
Shells

Serve all of your holiday
meals from this colorful
platter.

MODEL
SK27

12 Speed
Avacado
in color
May be used
as portable,
Glass Bowl

C. B. Mobile Radio

15-0Z.
JERGENS
HAND & BODY

LOTION

Reg. 119.00
Thursday Only
9900

TEENS & WOMENS

aorox
Bleach
1 Gallon Size

Thursday
Only
Reg. 77'
Idmit 2

2/100

EVENING SANDAL
Welch's
Grope

Dowgard

AntiFreeze
1 gal. Size

Reg. 4.47

Thursday Only

Listerine
32 oz.
Reg. 1.97
Thursday Only

77

Jelly
32 oz
1.17 Value

Thursday Only

77c

Evening
sandal features
platform heel, platform sole
and glittery cross-strapped
uppers. Sizes to 10 in silver

imkAufrncA
Acres of Fr** Periting

7534777

Soft, lovely, comfortable
scuffs are available in a
variety of colors and si-
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opao ON THESE THANKSGIVING BUYS

Oft0(4(*co

Prices 6661 Ronde
Ameba 20
Ihrs Wedasein
&ember 16

Scott
Pearl

Golden Rich

Meal

Yellow Quarters

*Meth* re Ws ••• Cards Te Peace •AM Teo De Is Register Ease Time Toe Are In TIte Store Drawees Wedaesday et 8:00 P. IP.
.fleve Contest Starts llarraley Morning

5lb. Bag
Self Rising

.Employees of Parkers and their Eamihes ad eligible to win .Adults only may register .You do not have to be present to win.

Pride of Illinois
Early June

Vlasic
Kosher Genuine

Dill
Pickles

Peas

Cheese

16 oz.

12 oz. Pkg.

3 for 9

32 61.594
Bush
Chili or Pinto
15V2 oz. Cons

Rono Elbow

Borden's
Sliced

Macaroni

Green Beans

4(3 lb

Sr°

99'
Mothers test or
Hyde Pork

Beans

2.10189"

I

89'
Hyde Park

Philadelphia

Hunts
Yellow Cling

Cream
Cheese

Peaches
Large 29 oz. Sliced

Quin
Beli
Vet I

PRODUCE
Yellow Ripe

MEATS

Fancy

Bananas
Ocean Spray
# Cranberries
Krey Whole pork / Fresh Crisp
Celery
Shoulder
(4 Ruby Red
99! 1511 Grapefruit

Turkeys
Krey No. 1 Sliced

Slab Bacon
Fresh Lean
Ground Beef

Family Pock
5 lb. or More

Snackin' Cake
Fresh Sliced
Pork
Liver

With Coupon

49 lb.

Boneless Rolled

•

Rump Roast
lb. $139

Lean
Boneless Beef
Stew
lb. $1 29

494

Coupon

Armour Test Tender

Round Steak

FR d
Kentul
and It
this ys
an atti
figure
double
relate(
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pa tric
year's
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makes
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Lean Tender }I Frosty Acres
Cube Steak
Cob 8 pieces bag794
on
Corn
lb.$"
Sirloin Tip
Hyde Pork
lb.$1"

--(!)-

chgcn9s

Novemb(
Adults 1::
Nursery
NEW/
Baby
Vada J.)

10 oz. With Coupon 49
4

J. T. T
Mayfield,
Mathis, 1
Ode DI
Murray, :
1, Hazel,
1504
Christopti
12th., Mt
Wyatt, 1
Kathy D.
Mrs. Kai
Baby Bo
Murray,
terson ar
12th., Mt
Janes, B
Mrs. Shai
Box 179A,
L. Lax, N
FAIrnonds
Herbert
.Dover,Tz
2, Stewar
McDaniel
Murray, f

Expires 11-26-75

Home Owned
and
Home Operated
Joe M. Parker
and
Sammy Joe Parker
Owners
Downtown Shopping Center - Open 7 a.m. to 9 p.m. 6 Day A Week

HOSI

Parker's Market
Cheerios

** "If You Match Our Quality... You Can't Beat Our Price"* *
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far, the report states. Yet of all
the reasons listed for a minarelated death, surface fatalities
have had the greatest increase
with 10 victims. That figure is a
13.5 per cent increase from the
yearly base average (a figure
obtained from calculations
based on the number of
fatalities from 1964 through Oct.
31, 1975).
In addition, the detailed
report states that 13 miners
were killed when performing
duties other than those usually

assumed. For instance, a flume
owner was killed while temporarily relieving an employe.
The man failed to don a hardhat and was struck on the head
by a falling rock.
Kentucky's largest county,
Pike County, lost the most
residents to mine-related accidents. Mining in Pike County
cost 10 workers their lives while
Hopkins lost seven. Knott, five;
Muhlenberg, four; Harlan,
three; Ohio and Floyd, two
each; and Elliott, Knox, Let-

FRANKFORT, Ky.—The can happen to them, he said. follow recommended safety
The report further notes that standards. Kirkpatrick added
Kentucky Department of Mines
and Minerals is investigating falls of roofs, or cave-ins, ac- that falls of roofs also accounted
this year's 42 mine fatalities in count for 16 fatalities and for a large number of deaths
an attempt to discover why the continue to be the main killers since virtually everyone
figure has already more than in Kentucky mines. The com- working in an underground
doubled 1974's toll of 20 mine- missioner explained that while mine was susceptible to such
inspectors could forsee possible accidents.
related deaths.
Commissioner H. N. Kirk- dangerous areas in the mines, Electircal fatalities and
patrick explained that this they could not always be machinery-related deaths have
year's figures initally seem present or force the workers to claimed five victims each thus
especially alarming when
compared to the 1974 tally, since
WM
NW
MO
an
that figure is an all-time record
low. That same year also
produced a record high of 136
million tons of coal, a fact which
makes 1974 even more impressive.
1 II • NI
"Its the $64 question as to
IN Ell II • 111
NEMO
what was being done correctly I Al II INU 11 _111_11_1a as_ss ••• iris- se • MI III •
in 1974 that is not being done
111 r
today," Kirkpatrick stated.
N
As the department is charged
with maintaining the highest I F
.4-1112111110•11110111•• Massaseamell1111
safety standards for Kentucky's I
Al
'JI1_1111_•
..All E
.
III ILIII11.111.
3,356 licensed mines ( compared
to 2,264 mines operating .
IIII\ — 0
through Oct. 31, 1974), a staff
member, Sam Johnson, has 1111111111111
11
• Ill
submitted a preliminary report I IIIMI
• III •
N II
analyzing each of the 1975
facilities. His report is based on I. IN 1. N. Or- la • us •• II no ii• iml M m so ... .111 INII
IN 111 II ME• III NI • NMI II II NIMIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIII
the 42 deaths through Oct. 31 of
this year.
III •
HIGHWAY 641---MUR 'Y KY, II-•
Despite several claims that
-. Some items not exact! .cis ictured
the deaths are chiefly those of
inexperienced miners, Johnson's findings show that the
"average" victim was 34 and
had 10 years of experience
We have more hunting items than any other area store...all at discount prices
behind him. The report states
that 17 victims did have less
than five years-of training but 12
had more than 15 years of
mining skills. Moreover, three
of those 12 miners had 30 years
experience.
Kirkpatrick views these facts
as evidence that a worker can
become careless through "overexperience" just as easily as
from inexperience. People find
it hard to believe that disaster

cher, Martin, Bell, Henderson, zero in on that
problem.
Whitley, Morgan and Perry However, he acknowledged
that
counties all lost one worker.
no main reason for the acWeather does not seem to be a cidents could be discerned
so
factor in mine fatalities as department employes
would
January with seven deaths continue to emphasize all
safety
claimed the most lives of any issues.
month. However, June and
Kirkpatrick said that federal
September with six fatalities and state regulations
have
each followed close behind.
greatly reduced coal mining
Kirkpatrick explained that accidents from the 1920s and
the
Johnson's report was made to 1930s when a mine disaster
determine if the deaths were occurred nearly every year
and
following a certain trend so claimed dozens of lives.
department employes could "Miners are now more

lee.
%
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
••••

careful and routine inspections
help to upgrade their working
coalitions, but a year with just
one death would still be a
tragedy. The department must
continue to instill workers with
the idea that they should be
constantly aware of what is
going on around them so as to
avoid
these
accidents.
Hopefully, we will someday
reach the point where no lives
will be lost to mining. Only then
will we have a perfect year," he
added.

Gillette
Gillette

Metamucil

Super Stainless Steel

Double Edge
Blades

a.

.. mill

_
e

. . ,-
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...r si •

.
.
.• ,. . ... .0

Questionaires To
Be Included With
Vet Pension Checks
Annual income questionnaires will be included with
Veterans Administration
pension checks mailed to 1.3
million recipients in November,
the agency reported today.
Questionnaires also will go to
34,000 parents receiving
Dependency and Indemnity
Compensation ( DIC) checks.
Completed questionnaires
must be returned to the VA by ,
January 1 to insure continued
receipt of benefits.
Pensions are paid to veterans
and widows of veterans with
nonservice
connected
disabilities. Amount of the
monthly stipend is based on the
annual income of the recipient.
Also governed by annual income are amounts of DIC
payments to certain parents of
veterans who died of serviceconnected causes.
With some exceptions, pensioners are required to file
income questionnaires annually. Those 72 years'of age or
older are exempt from filing,
but must report income changes
as they occur.
Some beneficiaries who
normally are exempt, however,
will receive questionnaires
because of cost-of-living increases in annuities, a VA
spokesman said. Prompt return
of questionnaires will avoid
suspension or delay of monthly
checks in 1976, he added.
Full information on pensions
and other VA benefits is
available through local VA
offices and veterans service
organizations.

Hospital Report
November 17, 1975
Adults 130
Nursery 4
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Tubbs (mother
Vada J.), Rt. 6, Mayfield.
DISMISSALS
J. T. Tidwell, Rt. 7, Box 132,
Mayfield, Master Forrest A.
Mathis, Box 241, Benton, Mrs.
Ocie Diuguid, 104 S. 10th.,
Murray, Mrs. Linda Erwin, Rt.
1, Hazel, Mrs. Mary E. Contri,
1504
Henry,
Murray,
Christopher C. Young, 402 N.
12th., Murray, Mrs. Annie L.
Wyatt, New Concord, Mrs.
Kathy D. Puckett, Rt. 1, Hardin,
Mrs. Kathryn- N. Welch and
_Elaby Boy, Ftt. 5, Box 2326,
Murray, Mrs. Letha R. Patterson and Baby Boy, 305 N.
12th., Murray, Mrs. Nova A.
Janes, Box 117, Farmington,
Mrs. Sharlene D. Foster, Rt. 2,
Box 179A, Dover, Tn., Mrs. Eva
L. Lax, New Concord, Buell T.
Edmonds, 504 Elm, Murray,
Herbert M. Bryant, Rt. 2,
—Dover,Tu., lienrylL Settle, Rt.2, Stewart, Tn., Mrs. Mary 0.
; McDaniel, 1214 Dogwood Dr.,
'Murray, Finis C. Holland, Rt. 1,
Almo.

4? -
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The Skin
Machine

A Natural Vegetable Powder for
Treatment of Constipation
14 oz.

Sale

Pack of 10

utomatic Cleansuy Brush By Clairol'. for
dear dun keep it clean A soft bristled battery
powered facial brush Cleans like nothing else
Model SM- I

Miss Breck
Hair Spray

Desiten
Skin Medicated
Care
Lotion

Listerine
Antiseptic

Choice of Regular-Super
Hold-Unscented-Ultimate
Hold-Super Unscented
11 oz. Can

Quart bottle (32 oz )

Helps heal and protect
dry, chapped skin. Nongreasy

Kills germs by millions on contact.

Johnson's
Baby
Shampoo

NM

For Baby and you.. won't
irritate eyes. New Giant Size
22 oz.

Colgoteldro

Chap
Stick

Colgate
Toothpaste

Choice of Regular-Cherry-GrapeMint
Reg.59

Family Size Tube 7 oz
Sale 784

Mens Denim

Quail Hunters
Special

Duck Hunters
Special

by Wrangler

Gowns

Reg. $12.99
100% Cotton

Reg. $6.97

Shotgun Shells
Mens
Straight.Leg

12g.
PA it 1%z6

117Wit-Alglim
12 ga. Duck Laid:

SMITH

WESSON

12 go. heavy Field
Loads
Limit 10

Mohawk 12 go.
33,4 x 11
/
4 x6

Asst. Colors
Sizes S-M-L-XL

5 Place

Shower Curtain
Set

Jeans

Max 1½x4

Mans
Western

Ladies
Long

Jackets

Sat.
& Sun
Only Famous Maker
Preshrunk

Reg. 2.99

$025

3,4 z 1 14 x 7L2

Reg. 12.25

Boxes Please

Boys

Mens Sweater

Vests

Boots

Sizes S-M-L-XL

Pull-On Styles
Asst. Sizes
Reduced

Duck Calls

Ladies Polyester

Slacks
$399 Pr
Asst Colors

53 99 Valve $1 99

‘\\*

Decorator

Aluminum

Acrylic Yarn
Pot Holder

Tables

Roaster

Fancy Holiday

Dish
White
with Gold
trim

Will hold
12 to 14 lb.
fowl or
6 to 17 lb. ham

The

White '
Orange
Pine
trimmed
with
Gold

40" Overall
Length

$2
47

$257

Comet
Bake 8, Carry
Covered

Pie Pan
$207

Swingers

Decorative
Hanging
Black
Wrought
Iron

Take-A-Cake
Covered

Cake
Pan
$247
Shopmate
by
McGraw Edison

19 Transistor,
23 Channel

C.B. Radio

..nnnrinnriri
4 Transitor
AM System
_ Set of 2

Forgetbaster 11 pc
311" drive American measure

OR
13 Pc. Metric Set
9 min to 13 mm with 1416 plug socket

Socket Set
Rog. S9.97 Your Choice

With microphome, P.A.
Jacks, mounting brackets,
frequency meter reader, 2 internal speakers, 4 watt output,
5 watt input.
Mike has a
auto noise
limiter
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Cleaver Returns To Face Charges After Seven Year Exile
NEW YORK (AP) — Resigned to the possible imprisonment
that he eluded for seven years
as a fugitive abroad, Eldridge
Cleaver, the once strident
Black Panther information director, was to be taken to California today to face charges of
parole iIlolation and assault.
Cleaver was immediately arrested by FBI agents during a
prearranged surrender Tuesday
evening when he arrived from
Paris aboard a Trans World

Airlines jet. He said he had him.
Cleaver, 39, was handcuffed
made no deal with the authorand arraigned at U.S. District
ities
transatlantic Court in Brooklyn, despite his
his
On
flight, Cleaver was •'unofficial- attorney's objections that the
ly" accompanied by three FBI handcuffs were unnecessary
agents, and at Kennedy Airport since Cleaver had returned volhe was met by three more. As untarily to this country to face
the one-time revolutionary sped the charges against him.
"I think a situation exists in
through customs, agents
formed a human barrier the country now where I can
against some 75 shoving and have my day in court," Cleaver
shouting reporters who mobbed told newsmen in explanation
the area, trying to interview for his return.

Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS
1 Algonquian
Indian
4 Peer Gynt s
mother
7 Young
salmon
12 Fuss
13 Music. as
written
14 Body of
water
15 Male sheep
16 Parish
house
18 Mischievous
children
20 African antelope
21 Otherwise
22 Abated
25 Rugged
mountain
crest
27 Excavated
28 Insect
31 Hold back
33 Clergyman
35 Golf mound
36 Electrified
particle
38 Wipe out
39 Securities
dealer
41 Solar disk
44 Dine
45 River in
Africa
48 Polestar
(two words)
51 Bow
52 Attempts
53 Silkworm
54 Deity
55 Begin
56 Communist
57 Nahoor
Sheep
DOWN
1 Hindu gar-

Answer to Tuesday s Puzzle
merit
21 MUM
FX.-4A,
MILRU
2 Man a name
IMSA
71A ceim
3 Finish
44L2iXtlaP
Snake
5 Antlered
DaWel
animals
r3:73is mu '030A
6 Merited
WL*APIS
7 Theater sign
RUIZ.
CJIM;,3 [42
(abbr.)
NUO
8 Burrowed
9 Egg-shaped
Vmd MW WVIED
10 Limbs
rwrAl WAIMAL:
11 Woody plant
ajEiiiq'2N 2011g0
17 Dawn
WAS WWII! Mull
19 Bristle
23 European
finch
43 Silkworm
-summer
24 Lon9-10946 Diving bird
32 Pigeons
ged bird
47 Icelandic
34 Metal
25 Skill
writing
Tidier
37
Bury
39
26 Female ruff
49 White
ini28 RelationshipHouse
140 Look fixedly
29 Worm
tials
41 Emmett
30 French for
50 Free of
42 Civil injury

-mmm
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Diets. by United 'stare Syrsdkate,

You'RE Also WITHarr A
WATcHoo6 NOW...HAVE
LOU THOUGHT AffOUT THAT?

Cleaver was also served with
a subpoena to appear Jan. 20,
1976, before a Senate internal
security subcommittee. The
subpoena was signed by Sen.
James 0. Eastland, D-Miss,
chairman of the Senate
Judiciary Committee. It could
not be immediately determined
why the subcommittee wanted
Cleaver to appear.
In 1968, Cleaver was paroled
from prison after serving nine
years of a 14-year term for as-

sault with intent to kill in California. He was rearrested a
short time later following a
shootout between Oakland police and the Black Panthers.
Scheduled to surrender Nov.
27 of that year for re-imprisonment on parole violation
charges, Cleaver says he was
already in Montreal by then,
the first stop in a fugitive odyssey that took him to Cuba, Russia, North Korea, Algeria and
France,among other places.
In a letter published Tuesday
In the New York Times, Cleaver declared:
"With all its faults, the
American political system is
the freest and most democratic
in the world. The system needs
to be improved, with democracy spread to all areas of life,
particularly the economic.
"All these changes must be
conducted through our established institutions and people
with grievances must find polit-

ical methods for obtaining redr

CLASSIFIEDADS!

Cleaver's erstwhile Black
Panther fellows disassociated
themselves from him. David
DuBois, editor of the party's
weekly newspaper, told National Public Radio in Washington:
-We don't want our party to
be associated with Eldridge
Cleaver and we don't want the
work of the party to be associated with Cleaver.
"His return to the country is
not of concern to us beyond the
fact that we are interested in
guaranteeing ... that he receives a fair trial."
Cleaver waived his right to
an extradition hearing, opening
the way for his return to California today to face the parole
violation and assault charges.
His wife and two children will
join him on the West Coast in
December.
Cleaver was held at the
courthouse overnight. He was
held without hail.

Bill Pre-Filed To Designate
Butterfly As Kentucky Insect
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
In 1974, a bill died in the General Assembly that would have
given Kentucky something it's
never had before — an "official" state insect.
But a bill has been pre-filed
for the next legislative session
that would remedy that situtation. It would give that designation to the monarch butterfuly.
State Sen. Tom Ward, D-Lexington, filed the bill and the
measure is replete with flowery
legal language and confusing

scientific terms.
In fact, some of the language
contained in the measure will
confuse even those who write
legislation, unless they happen
to be entornoloists — scientists
who study insects.
For example, the measure
states:
-Whereas, the American
monarch butterfly is a member
of the family Nympallde;
family
"Whereas, the
Nytnphalide is a member of the
superfamily Papilionoidea;
"Whereas, the superfamily

WHO's GOING TO 1TON
WOWS HOU5E,AMP WNW
THINGS WHILE HE'S AWAL(.7

2 Notice

Witt e

Pennyrile Tours
Offers

If You
Need Them:

December 13, one day
trip to Nashville. Transportation and admission to Cheekwood to
see
rislrn

753-1441
Fire
753-1621
'Police
7534952
Rescue
753-9332
Ambubmce
Hospital Emergency...
753-5131
Humane Society 753-4307
Comprehensive
753-6622
Poison Control 753-7588
Senior Citizens 753-0929
Need Line; .753-NEED
Learn to Read..753-2288

rees.
Sir
Three other points included in the tour.
For farther information
call Ruth Blackwood, Tour
RepretellfffiVe at 7533934 or 753-2827.

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger
Times

13.

Sfinppinq

6 Help Wanted
SEREXPERIENCED
VICE station mechanic.

Must give references.
Apply in person only.
Hudson Texaco, 15th and
Main.
ARE YOU INTERESTED
in a second income or part
time employment? Call
753-0034.

NOTICE
apprestrostely 12,000 sq. ft of
rental space available at Znd
and Poplar Streets. Western
Dark Tobacco Pectins Corp.
Murray,Ky Phone 7$3,-3312

Pheonix
Clothing

Kings Den

FOUND ADULT female
dog. Part beagle. Brown
and white.-Was found on
Nash Drive with seven
two day old puppies.
Owner call 753-4307 after
5:00 p. m.

WHAT WE DO best is care.
NEEDLINE, 753-6333.

OPENING FOR General
office worker, must be
able to type, take care of
correspondence and
phone. Also needs to have
some
accounting
background. Mall resume
to P. 0. Box 402, Murray.

DLL

IF TI-IE 5P-40E FIT5
IT PROSA80/ I5N1T
Ti-4E ONE 11-IE ARM)/
I55LJED *7/0iJ

1

Agnew Fiction Work
To Be Published
NEW YORK( AP) — Former
Vice President Spiro T. Agnew
has delivered to his agent "The
Canfield Decision," his 165,000word political suspense novel
about a vice president of the
United States who wants to become president.
Agnew's agent, Scott Meredith, said Monday that Playboy
Press will publish the book in
the United States in May. Publishing houses in more than a
dozen foreign countries also
have agreed to publish the
work, he said.
Meredith said that when Agnew dropped the manuscript off
Monday, he did so with a sense
of "tremendous relief and said,
'Thank God.' He said a lot of
people did not think he could do
it, but he was glad to show
them he could."
The work of fiction is 576
manuscript pages long — about
500 pages in book form. "It is
unlike the Agnew-type vice
president," Meredith said, "It
Is about a liberal vice president
who does not get along with the
president and is looking for a
means to get the next party
nomination oft 11s Men while
bog manipulated by foreign
forces."

He also has an affair in the

book with a female cabinet
member, according to Meredith.
Meredith described the novel
as "very authentic with its descriptions of the boredom of
cabinet meetings and scenes on
board airplanes traveling between cities."
Meredith said Agnew was
now on a trip to Europe and
the Far East and would do
some promotional work for the
novel when he returns. After
that, he said, the former vice
president plans to start a second novel of the political world
and then probably write his
memoirs.
He declined to disclose how
much the former vice president
was paid for the work.
Agnew resigned as vice president Oct. 10, 1973, after pleading no contest in federal court
to one count of income tax evasion.

Californians may now register to vote during working
hours all year round at the
nearest office of the California
Department of Metor V_ehicles.
In 1680 Louis Hennepin discovered and named the Falls of
St Anthony in Minnesota
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Papilionoidea is a member of
the suborder Ditrysia;
"Cleaning Is
"Whereas, the suborder DitOur Business"
rysia is a member of the order
Vibes see mod stipples, impolpLepiodptere;
meat Sr service cull es. Clewing
"Whereas, the insect order
I wile we laws loess. We Wye
Winsw.1: Colets-GeWaver end
Lepidoptera is second in size
Amen mei ether
is.
equipeseet for rest, or
only to the Coleptera;
If see prefer we will clean 'Oaf
"Whereas, the superfamily
arras and floors for see.
Papilionoidea is considered the
true butterfly.
The "whereas's" remain, but
the scientific terms are
',...._
dropped from the remaining
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"Whereas, the butterfly has
appealed to the human imagiregular display, must be
nation for thousands of years;
by 12 noon,
submitted
"Whereas, the butterfly has
day
before
the
been depicted in many paintpublication.
ings, ornaments and even postAll reader classifieds
age stamps;
ust be submitted by 4
a
is
butterfly
the
"Whereas,
p. m. the day before
symbol of fragile and epherpublication.
meral beauty;
"Whereas, the American
Monarch Butterfly has the distinctive coloration of reddish
brown wings, marked by black
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP) —
veins and a black border with
Former Kentucky football playtwo rows of spots;
"Whereas, they are the most er Elmore Stephens, who is acpopular insects among amateur •cused along with two other men
collectors and students of natu- in connection with the kidnapmurder of a Lexington man,
ral history;
"Whereas, the citizens of the was released from the Fayette
appreciate County jail Tuesday after postCommonwealth
ing $50,000 bond.
beauty and natural history,
The University of Kentucky
"Now, therefore . . be it
enacted by the General Assem- student newspaper, The Kenbly of the Commonwealth of tucky 'Kernel, reported that
Kentucky that the monarch but- Stephens was released about 6
THE XI ALPHA DELTA
terfly is named and designated p.m.
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Fayette Circuit Court Judge
as Kentucky's official state inPhi will hold their annual
lowered
Charles M. Tackett
sect."
Christmas bazaar on
A spokesman for the Legisla- bond on Stephens and two other
November 21, 6 p. m. to 9
of
22,
—
Bishop,
men
John
tive Research Committee said
p. m. and November 22, 9
the "flowery language" con- Louisville, and Robert Chana. m. to 3 p. m. at the
tained in the bill probably will nels, 22, of Lexington---tram ----Murray Branch of the
3200,000 to $50,000 on a motion
be deleted if it is adopted.
Hopkinsville
Federal
But if history is an indication, by their attorney, Henry
Savings
and
Loan
the butterfly bill faces an uphill Hughes.
Building.
The three had been in jail for
struggle.
There was an attempt in the more than a month after being
last session to designate the charged in connection with kidLoretto's Flower
honey bee as Kentucky's offi- nap-murder
Shop
Taylor was reportedly abcial insect. But that measure's
Open
Now
was
body
his
11;
Oct.
duch....d
insect,
an
of
that
like
life span,
11 mi. on east 94
found floating in the Ohio River
was short.
474-2262
10 days later.
It died in committee.

MAINTENANCE
MECHANIC. Experienced maintenance
mechanic with proven
machinist experience
wanted for immediate
opening. This is a permanent position, offers
excellent pay and fringe
benefits, including
company paid medical
and life insurance,
holidays, and vacations.
Only qualified applicants
need apply in person
between 9 a. m. and 4 p.
m. or send resume to
Chemical
Vanderbilt
Corp., Route 2, Box 54,
Murray, Ky., 42071.
ASSISTANT MANAGER
excellent
wanted,
required.
references
Apply in person, Derby
Oil, South 12th Street or
call 753-9114 or 753-3384.

Stephens

PuT
IT OUTSIDE
FOR THE
REST OF
THE NIGHT

19711
two
traile

.aaaAAAav
Pre-Christmas

Sole
.lig
S4

ed

patterns

hon.'. rstal Potter%
and
Bog Reduction

heShon)case
1W.IiratfrOVAN.
NEW KIRBY VACUUMS
sold by dealers from other
cities will not be serviced
by Kirby Vacuum Sales
and Service, 500 Maple
Street.

CHEMICAL OPERATOR.
Experienced
chemical
plant operator, wanted
for immediate opening.
Prefer person with at
least 3 years experience
as
Plant
Chemical
Operator. Only qualified
applicants should apply in
person between 9 a. m.
and 4 p. m. at Vanderbilt
Chemical Corp. Route 2,
Box
54,
Murray.WANTED SOMEONE to
sell Watkins Products.
Call 753-5550.

Join
The
Ones
Gale
Wein ea appertente Mho yew
mover had la yew We?
Wept to loe with cempeury that
wadies yes te Gene end kw.et
the saw time

Opportunity for advancement,
fringe
benefits. For an interview call between 9
a.m. and 5 p.m., 7532654,
MATURE WOMAN for
general office and phone
work. Experience not
necessary. Call 753-2428.
1 Storage BuddIngs
CUSTOM BUILT por able
storage buildings, green
houses, dog houses and
bird houses. Hick's
Cemetery Road. Call 7530984

piano
condit
twin h
adjus
frame
4153.

ANTIQ
bacht
piece
set.
Heir
croch
$150.01
340.00.
Excel
753-321

SEND
this yr,
goes
choose
Hurry
753-467

SAVE
uphol
Lustr,
shamf
Auto,
Well(

CAMPI
long
Call 41

REM
TYPE
duty,
carriai
stencil
old. Pt

;AVE h
chain,
mixing
PIONE
East S
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Call 7
mile

MODEL
and H,
servict
753-757

GO CA
prices
and 2&
model,
128.88.
sale
FirepL
glass
brass,
polish
88.88€
ware,
office,

CLEAT
safe-si
with 1
electri
K, 131
Center

3. Card Of Thanks
WORDS ARE HARD to
express just how we feel.
May we say how much we
appreciate the help and
kindness shown to us
during the loss of our
loved one Ebe Lyons, the
nurses at the Murray
Calloway Hospital and
Dr. Quertermous for their
efforts, to the employees
of the Murray and Cash
and Carry, also Bro. John
Dale for his words of
comfort, the food, the
flowers. Also the singers,
the --J. • H.- Gbarthell—
Funeral Home. God bless
each of you,is our prayer.
The Family of Ebe I.vons

DISTRIB4RSHIP
The Wettest fiten oeW throw.'
readers is awe evellieble in year
. I/ Iwo ere serieos wheat
Self beoloyewpot lee WPM Mild
yaw. senteht of ow pewter, in
the mewl. This is est is pet rich
forkb scheme We preside
lecesiews, pee service. We offer
fisieseing for espeasioe.
vestarein Levels, $32,265
$3,775 $7,550

For information and-or
interview call collect
(703i 659-2147 or write
including phone 0 to
CONSOLIDATED MARKETING, _INC.
Village Plaza Office
Bldg., P. 0. Box 317,
Stafford, Va. 22554.
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15 Articles For Sdle

Insurani_e
1
.2

H For Sale Or Trade
1970 FORD TORINO for
two ton truck or house
trailer. Call 753-7975.
1 4 Want To Bui,

22. Musicai

16. Home Furnishings

BACH TRUMPET, silver
finish. Call 753-9364 or 7536751.

VENEER LOGS wanted,
GREEN
white oak, walnut, ash MATCHING
couch, chair and rocker.
and hackberry. Highest
Good condition. $130. Call
prices paid for logs 14" in
753-0412.
up.
and
diameter
Delivered to Benton, Ky.
Also will buy standing ONE KROEHLER sofa, 2
floral chairs. All perfect
'Veneer trees. Call J. H.
condition. Call 753-2347.
Miller 3548440.
15 Articles For Sale

Fill ROIL PRICE SALE
WAR ANO CIIIIMUCTOCI MOW

WURLITZER SPINET
piano, nice. Excellent
condition. 6400.00. Wicker
twin head board, $20. Two
adjustable metal bed
frames,$20 each. Call 4374153.
ANTIQUE MARBLE top
bachelor chest. Three
piece bowl and pitcher
Rose
$365.00.
set.
design
Heirloom
crocheted bedspread.
$150.00. Dark Pine chest,
$40.00. Three quilt tops.
Excellent condition. Call
753-3209.
SEND CHRISTMAS cards
this year before stamps
goes up. Five kinds to
choose from. Now. But
Hurry! Call 753-1712 or
753-4672.

Conseserciel Tweed 12 or
15 ft. widths, $2.99 sq.
yd. in cuts (or 2.75 sq.
yd. in full rolls)
12 or 15 ft. Print $3.95 sq.
yd. in cuts (or 3.65 sq.
yd. in rolls)
Rubber Beck Shag $3.95sq. yd. in cuts (or 3.65
sq. yd. in full rolls)
lock Strip (wood or concrete) 14.15 box (or 5
cents per ft. in broken
lots)
Carpet Motel 304 per ft.
(sold in 3-6-9-12 ft. only)
2 gallon pail1
Glue 3/
56.80 each
Glee in gallon pail $2.50
each.

Paschall & Son's
Carpet Sales
la.....1••••1•-‘4100. ••••••,
NW clef Mit Plow WIWI33

SAVE BIG! Clean rugs and ELECTRIC STOVE,
upholstery with Blue avacado refrigerator with
freezer on top. Call
Lustre. Rent electric 105
shampooer $1. Western 753-6346.
Auto, home of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop."
3 PIECE OAK bedroom
suite, wash stand, dresser
CAMPER TOPPER for SE bed Aladdin lamp parts,
long wheel base truck. tri pot, shays & etc. and
Call 492-8646 before 6.
old telephone parts.
Hubert Coles Antique
26
REMINGTON
Shop, 492-8714.
TYPEWRITER, heavy
duty, dual ribbon, 17" 17. Vacuum Cleaners
carriage, cuts a good
stencil. Less than 3 years ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
old. Phone 753-3714.
753-6760,
Montgomery,
day or night.
SAVE NOW! Oregon Saw,
chain, sprockets, oil for
mixing with fuel, also 18. Sewing Machines
PIONEER CHAINSAWS!
East Side Small Engine, USED SEWING machine,
sews perfect, zig zag and
Hwy. 94 East Murray.
all regular attachments.
one
Just
Call 753-9437.
Full cash price $29.50.
mile east of Murray.
Call or write Martha
Hopper 354-8619 or Route
MODEL TRAINS, Lionel
5, Benton, Ky.
and
Sales
and Ho Scale.
service. Call 753-6855 or
19. Farm Equipment
753-7570 after 5 p.m.
EQUIPIVNT, lots
GO CARTS, 3 models, FARM
and ends and
odds
of
prices are 241.95, 277.95,
Call 474-8805.
antiques.
and 284.95. CB radios pace
model, 143. Sale price
disc,
128.88. Pace model 144, BIRCH 10' WHEEL
sealed bearings. Good
144.95.
price
sale
condition. $550.00. Call
Fireplace enclosures with
437-4139.
glass doors; antique
or
brass
brass, black and
tractor.
polished brass finish, 1954 M FARMALL
In perfect condition. Call
88.88 each. Wallin Hard474-2321.
ware, across from post
office, Paris, Tenn.
20. Sports Equipment
CLEAN CARPETS the
safe-save and safe way 1975 DELTA PRO BASS
with Blue Lustre. Rent boat. 85 Mercury Locator,
electric shampooer. Big trolling motor, power
K, Bel Air Shopping trim. Call 753-3932 or 753-3226 after 4.
Center.

WALLIS DRUG

*PRESCRIPTIONS
*HOSPITAL SUPPUES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS

RSHIP

Lion and-or
collect
7 or write
4 to
TED MA, _I N C
za Office
. Box 317,
22554

43 Re

Auction Sale
every Friday night, 641 Auction House, Paris,
Tenn.

Big nice combination buffet and china
cabinet with curved glass door. Drop leaf
table, six medallion back chairs, oak
barrel dinette set with 4 thairs
upholstered in black naughyde. Lincoln
walnut bed, pie safe, wig dresser, chiffrobe, trunk, stove and refrigerator,
glass, dishes and lots more.

Shorty McBride
No. 247 Auctioneer

PIANO IN STORAGE
Flee hileet•Ceasete, siert/
liecelly. !sported ticelleut.
Illesperoille portal cam tyke us
hip swam ea lew paysieat
Wien& Write M. I. A. C. Mgr.,
431 11111kie, Mai,Me. Niel.

NEAR ALMO HEIGHTS
within view of Highway
641. Estate of Alfred
Keys. Phone 753-6162.

29 Mobile Home Rentals
12 x 60, 3 BEDROOM all
electric, central heat,
carpeted and furnished.
Located conveniently in
Riviera Cts. Deposit
required. Call 767-4055
after 6 p. m.

BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to purchase
plan. Lonardo Piano
Company, across from
Post Office, Paris, NE*
3
CARPET,
Tennessee. Also The
bedroom, bath and hall,
Antique Mall, 4th &
partially furnished,
Sycamore, Murray,
washer, air cond. gas
Kentucky.
heat. Ready for occupancy. 1 mile South of
PIANO TUNING, repair
Hazel Hwy. 641 call 901and rebuilding, prompt
247-3946.
service. Rebuilt pianos
31 Want To Rent
for sale. Ben Dyer 7538911.
LAND TO RENT for beans
or corn. Call 489-2697
23. Exterminating
NEED TO RENT a room
by December 18. Please
call 767-4970 after 5.

FREE

E-'.•

ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
five
has
Sycamore
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years exclusive real estate experience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.

NORTHWESTERN GOLF
Clubs, one complete set
and bag. Graphit Driver.
GR 70 x 14 radial, 4 wheel
grain bed farm trailer. 2
bicycles 26" -, 10 speed.
Call 437-4570 or 437-4733.

ALLOA
SIDING,
Aluminum Service Co.
Call 492-8647.

MEW

N4dthroe.;
in year
*wises awe
we will wed
ear preilact 11
wit get rich
Me provide
. We offer
zawasies. la1,2,214 •

20. Sports Equipment

OAK FIREWOOD for sale. MEN'S 10 SPEED Sears,
20" logs $14.00 a rick. 24" also ladies 10 speed AMS.
Call
logs $16.00 a rick. Will Excellent condition.
special cut to your needs. 753-3296
Call 436-2315.
TWENTY BLUE Spruce.
$20.00 picking choice. Call
753-2900. Tucker T. V.
Sales, 1914 Coldwater
Road.

Mb

1E

3ICA welk.

ATTRACTIVE THREE
bedroom house on large
wooded lot near Carter
Supplies
38
School. Newly decorated
inside and outside. Large
SHOP. living room, dining room,
POODLE
Professional grooming.
bath, kitchen and extra
All breeds. Pine Point
large paneled den with
Estates, Eagle Creek
brick fireplace. Tippan
13oad, 1 mile from
dishwasher, disposal and
Buchanan Resort. Call
electric range. Carpeting,
901-6421977.
curtains and draperies
included
Monthly
39. Poultry Supplies
payments are lower than
rent. We have this
FAT DUCKS for sale.
reasonably priced at only
Ready for Thanksgiving.
$18,000.00. Call John C.
Also guineas. Call 436Neubauer, Real Estate,
2405.
753-0101-7531 or Robert
Associate
Rodgers,
HENS FOR sale. Call 753- Broker, 753-7116 for ap9745.
pointment.
TWO BEDROOM mobile 44 lots For Sale
home, full porch, private
yard, nice. 670.00 per CHOICE CORNER lot in
month. Call 753-8216 after Sherwood Forrest. 120' x
200' 52500 Phone 753-0388,
5.
after 6 753-4910.
41. Public Sales

49 Used Cars 8 Trucks

51 Services Otrprod

For Selo
1970 FORD LTD station
wagon. Fully equipped,
chrome luggage rack.
A-1 condtion.
1969
CHEVROLET
pickup, must see and
drive to appreciate. Can
be seen at Ualversity
Gulf, 16th and Cheshart.

ZIPo.,ua,

WIRING
ELECTRICAL
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 474-8841
or 753-7203.

LIMINATDI6
Com,Yew
kilos Cards
le as

I-D TAG

WE WANT TO MAKE wet
basements dry. No
while-yee-wad
digging or pumping.
Beaver water control
succeeds where others
fail. Guaranteed. Check
our
methods
with
1958 T-Bird, one owner
satiatied customers. For
102 N. 416
Montana car. No rust.
free estimates contact'
New (ires. All way above
Morgan Construction Co.,
average.
Drive JOHN
HUTCHENS' 502-442-7038, Route 2, Box
anywhere. Priced to sell.
490-A, Paducah, Ky.
Plumbing and Electric.
See Bob Cook, Hazel. Call
42001.
No jobs too small. Call
4924165.
436-5642 early morning or
GENERAL BACKHOE
late afternoon.
work. Gravel and top soil.
1968 CHEVY VAN, 6
Call 436-51IN or 436-2306.
cylinder, automatic, 1975 GUTTERING BY Sears,
Seers seamless gutters
VW Serie°. Call 753-0963.
Installed
per
your SEE THE Great Energy
Saver at Roy's Carpenter
1957 CLASSIC Chevrolet specifications. Call Larry
Shop. South 4th Street.
at
free
for
753-2310
Lyles
truck. Custom seats, good
condition. $325.00 firm. estimates.
KIRBY Vacuum Sales and
Call 753-4174.
Service, $00 Maple Street.
CARPET
CLEANING,
and
New
rebuilt
very
experienced,
1972 FORD GRAND Torino
vacuums. Call 753-0359. 24
reasonable rates,
PS-PB-AC, Am-Fm
Hour answering service.
references, free
stereo, tinted glassestimates. Quick drying.
automatic-302 engine
Call 753-5827 or 7534818. EXPERIENCED
PAIN$1750.00 753-2576.
TER will do interior or
exterior work by the hour
1964 FORD XL, 750 Honda EKE CONSTRUCTION
or job. 753-8343.
Co., landscaping, backhoe
Chopper, 17 ft. fishing
work, general hauling,
boat, 1957 Ford truck. Call
bush hogging, Call 436- LAKELAND
CON435-4425.
2540.
STRUCTION. Backboe
work in vacinity of 121
1970 NOVA vinyl top and
South and 94 South to New
factory air. Power. Call LICENSED
ELECConcord. Gravel, white
435-4352.
TRICIAN - Prompt efrock and
top soil
ficient service. No job too
delivered anywhere. Call
1968 BUICK SKYLARK, small. Call Ernest White.
Ross, 436456, open 7
good condition. Call 753753-0605.
days a week.
0428.
CAMP-A-RAMA Sales,
1966 CORVAIR Monza, 4
Coachman, Trail Star, 54. Free Column
door, very good condition.
Fold down, unique, Good
Almost new tires. Call
used trailers, t/a mile east FREE TWO THREE
month old puppies. Mixed
436-5624.
of 88 and 841 intersection.
breed. One is brown and
Draffenville, Ky. Phone
black and the other is
1965 CHEVROLET, ex527-7807.
brown and white. Will
cellent condition. Also
make gentle children's
movie MOBILE HOMES unM67
Kodak
pets. Call 753-7869.
projector. Call 753-7819.
derpinned. Your choice of
color
al FREE FEPAALE adult cat.
and niaterialL'
1967 FORD CUSTOM, 2
758-1873.
Grey with dark stripes
door sedan,stick shift and
and spots of orange.
over-drive. 287 h. p. AWNING, CARPORTS,
Beautiful and playful.
motor. See at 802 North
patio covers and enCall 753-3994 after 4:30 p.
m
lath.
closures. Aluminum
Service Co. Call 492-8647.
1969 PONTIAC Catalina, 4
door hardtop, power and
air $475.00. Call 753-9189
or 753-8124 after 5 p. m.

SALE, 45 Farms For Sale
RUMMAGE
22,
November
Saturday,
WANT THREE room
248 ACRE FARM,175 acres
Termite
at
Legion
Hall
American
furnished apartment for a
tillable, 20 acre lake.
Inspection
retired man and want it starting at 8 a. m. Adults
Located "Z mile from
new
and
clothes,
children
clean and quiet. Near
Coldwater on black top
toys, new and used
Avoid Costly
Murray. Call 753-9308.
road. Older frame house,
clothes, and something
Nome Repairs
be repaired. Call
could
for everyone.
753-4935 days, or 436-5424
IF YOU ARE vacating a
nights.
furnished one or two GARAGE SALE, furniture
bedroom
in and glassware at Murray
house
46 Homes For Sale
December, please call Hobby and Handcraft, 512
Termite &
Gail, 8-4:30 at 7624826, or South llth Street.
Pest Control
THE QUALIFIED perafter 5 at 753-9767.
solfhel 112 Gay-Spann
32. Apartments For Rent 43 Reil
Realty are waiting-to talk
to you regarding your real
For Sale or
estate needs. Our time is
MANOR
MURRAY
100 S. 13th St.
Tra‘e By Owner
your time. Give us a call
Apartments, 2 bedroom,
or drop by the office at 901
unfurnished, except stove 3 or 4 bedroom, 2 bath,
Phone 753-3914
on
approx.
Sycamore Street, 753level,
split
water
refrigerator,
and
Roaches
Flies,
7724.
bill paid. Central heat and one acre lot. Fireplace,
Silver Fish Shrubs
attached
air conditioning. Start at carpet.
120.00 per month. Call 753- garage, all built-ins,
OWNER. Three
BY
double concrete drive,
8668.
bedroom brick, modern
•
DODGE DART GT2000
approximately
home on one acre lot, on 1969
318, automatic, also
TWO BEDROOM apart- square feet one mile
Highway 299 between
24 Miscellaneous
5mm
Remington
ment,all carpet, disposal, from city limits, price
Stella and Kirksey. ImCall
scope.
with
magnum
reduced
dishwasher,
range,
mediate possession.
16'116 AMP Electric service
753-1566
753-4762.
hookup,
dryer
washer,
489-2167.
Phone
pole, complete. Call 753central heat and air
0870.
1971 OLDS 98, 4 door hard
Patio. $150.00 per month. VERY NICE 2 bedroom
with new aluminum FIVE ROOM BRICK, big
home
top. 44,300 actual miles.
752-75,50.
Call
TWO STORY oak log barn.
hall, bathroom. Excellent condition,
siding, located close in to
Excellent condition. Call
Remodeled. In old Ahno.
$2,000. Edgar Shirley, call
Murray, carpeted,
NICE TWO BEDROOM
753-0870.
Call 753-8953.
753-3006.
completely
remodeled
apartment, carpeted,
1
a
a
on
acre
lot,
inside,
air,
heat
and
central
majestic
FOR SALE
1970 DODGE SWINGER, 2
nice home at the price of HOUSE AND LOT, good
stove, refrigerator and
woodburning fireplaces.
door hardtop, 6 cylinder,
growing
in
location
$18,200. Call for an apwater furnished. 1414
Aluminum Service Co.
good shape. $1250. Call
Excellent
Kirksey, Ky.
pointment at Moffitt
Vine Street.
Call 492-8647.
753-2906 or 753-6474.
new
pump,
new
water,
Realty Co., 206 South 12th
electric,
carpets, all
Street, 753-3597.
1971 1/2 TON Ford tran- TWO BEDROOM duplex,
furnished. $12,500. Route 1973 GRAND PRIX. Call
$125.00.
1609
Farmer.
390
radiator,
smission,
753-0994.
1, Box 175, Kirksey, Ky.
month. Available now. WE HAVE CLIENTS
intake and carburetor.
489-2330.
Phone
(1)
wanting
with
property
Call 753-8080, after 5, 7531970 Ford Torino body for
PONTIAC NINE passenger
central heat and air in
8958.
parts. One Chippendale
Safari station wagon, air,
Motorcycles
Robertson
School
47.
chair, lion head, back
radio AM-FM. Good
APART- district; (2) 40 acres with
claw feet. Call 753-4716. FURNISHED
condition. $1075.00. Call
to
priced
750
HONDA
1973
house-cash
deal.
Call
old
Lake
Kentucky
MENT on
753-2632. '
753-8330.
Wilson
Real
Call
sell.
Estate,
with electric heat and air. now
27 Mobile Home Sales
$40.00 through winter. 753-3263. Or come by 202
OLDSMOBILE
1969
South 4th, across from
Call 436-2427.
WE BUY used mobile
1975 HONDA 550, less than
48,000 actual
Cutless,
post office.
homes. Top prices paid.
400 miles. Adult owned
miles. $795.00, Fenton
Saddle and Spur Trailer
TWO BEDROOM apartand ridden. Call 753-0202.
Mags, $75.00. Call 753ment unfurnished. Call FOUR MILES west of
Sales, Paducah. Call 4428668.
3
Neat
Murray.
bedroom,
1918 or 443-8226.
753-4331.
KAWASAKI 450 MX. Call
2 bath brick veneer home
753-3943.
PICKUP.
GMC
1968
electric heat, den,
12z 70 FLAMINGO Manor, FURNISHED
APART- with
Perfect condition. Call
wall
carpeting,
to
wall
3 bedrooms, 2 full baths,
MENT. One or two
437-4318.
antenna, single FOR SALE, 1972 500
central heat and air,
bedrooms. Zimmerman tower
Kawasaki or take over
8'
x
6'
outside
carport,
throughout,
carpeted
Apartments, South 16th
payments. Call 752-9629 1975 DATSUN B-210, radio
storage 115' x 198' lot.
refrigerator and stove,
Street. 753-6609.
after 3 in afternoon.
and air, 7000 mi., 39 mi.
$27,750.
sell,
to
Priced
electric fireplace, unper gal. Must sell. Call
or
753-8080
come
by
Call
derpinned, excellent
33. Rooms For Rent
Boyd-majors Real Estate, 1973 HONDA MOTOR753-6878-1688.
753-9816.
condition. Call
CYCLE SL70 road or trail
105 North 12th.
SLEEPING ROOM for
bike. Excellent condition. 30. Campers
12 x 60 1973, Riviera mobile
rent. Electric heat,
752-5950.
Call
total
bedroom,
2
home,
private entrance.
3 swim., bwielteenl heat A
22 FT. FULLY selfelectric Real nice. Call
Refrigerator. Zim1973 YAMAHA MX 254,
womiew beam with hider
contained travel Waller
489-2524 after 4:00 p. m.
merman Apts. South 16th
excellent running conspa so 2 acres hied wear Celi
1972 model. Sacrifice
Street. Call 753-6609.
water.
dition. Call 753-9168 or 4361973, 12 x 65 SAVANNAH
$2,750 at Fox Meadows
5370.
mobile home, 3 bedroom, 37. livestock Supplres
South 16th Street. Call 753Weirldn't feu IN. • lee 2
total electric, all set up
3855.
5
la
hew*
lam
et
bedroom
1975 YAMAHA, 125 MX.
and underpinned. Call FOURTEEN PIGS, 2
hos4 mkt $11.2011.
Call 436-5335 after 5:00 51. Services Offered
498-8419.
months old. Call 753-5251.
.,„4 s
00
a better beiwas la
.
p.m
csAewtt Ceellt,• 1101
1974 12x 50 MOBILE home,
HAVING TROUBLE
POLLED
REGISTERED
central Wel awl elr se her let
49 Used Cars & Trucks
steps and underpinning
isce
d 3 , mleit nab ea 121.
.
getting those small
Hereford bulls, 7 no. to 15
. Call 753-0551
.
included
Wilma let. a
plumbing jobs done'
no. Also cows, bred and
1970 T-BIRD, full power
after 5 p. m.
teal kW,
call 753.6614.
Then
open heifers. Call 901-247and
stereo
AM
air.
and
c.11753 3143 awythwe
5487.
Rex
Robin.son.
tape. New radials. Call
19. Mobile Home Reotais
SHOLAR
CONTACT
753-8161.
38 Pets • Supplies
Brothers for all your
CUSTOM HOMES built on
BEDROOM,
II x 52,
bulldozing, backhoe work,
, 'gas heat, SIX
mobile
your lot, not ire-lab, no FOUR WHEEL drive, 1974
MONTH
OLD
trucking needs. Phone
or
financing,
t.
a.
Chevy. P. S., a-c, and
month. Call
down payment
$95.00,
male
registerea
354-8138 or 354Aurora,
Call 247-8476 after 5,
436-5337 or 753-4481 after 5
Shell or completely
American Eskimo puppy.
7 p.m.
after
8161
Ky.
finished
Mayfield,
Call 489-2726.
p m
('all 436-2215 after 6 p. m.

Kelley's

CUSTOM RIGID

MOM

Winchester
Printing Services

Auction Sale

Saturday, Nov. 22
10 a.m.

1 2 ale West of Lynn Grove on Niglersey 94.
/
Np Sole et kronen, anilines. leaded .411 'Einem eellerser's

Moan.
tivine reefs, IS,rem',rebore, ma er ppionese er kirk
Nice 220 and 110 heaters, portable electric dishwasher, TV., electric range, antique trunks, picture frames, mirrors, oak dressers,glass doored pie
safe, drop leaf table, old rockers, extra large lot of
glass, china including depression of all kinds. Old
stoneware, jars, jugs, churns, cast iron items of all
kinds.
Nice glass showcase, Coin operated drink box,
swivel office chair.
Numerous hand tools.
Too many good collector's items to itemize
separate.
For information call
Chester and Miller Auction
Service,435-2148 or 435-4144.

SALEI SPECIAL'

SPECIAL'

Save s37.36
Tastes charge

(Free Offer good with all 25 series saws)
(.me otter
•111.au4acturee5 iegmyr••••1 Lel Orme

MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE

••••

4111.11.
AP
,

Alatilr-at

AellegettutiMMIManek

•
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I Deaths and Funerals I Reports Still Indicate Ford
Final Rites Held
For Porter White

Will Support Aid For New York

Mrs. Mandy Henry
Dies At Hospital

Mrs. Frocie Hornbuckle of 211
Pine Street, Murray, died this
morning at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. She
was the widow of John Henry
Hornbuckle.
Survivors include three
daughters, Charlene of Murray,
Mary Leona of Lexington, and
Thelma Parham of Almo; four
sons, Henry William, Jim, Tom,
and Junior Hornbuckle, all of
grandMurray; several
children.
The Rutledge Funeral Home
of Murray will be in charge of
the funeral and burial
arrangements _which are incomplete.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Legislative Board of Ethics
has given final approval to a
code of legislative ethics, which
has been pre-filed for introduction in the 1976 General
AiSembly.
The Kentucky Constitution
generally defines conflict of interest and prohibits a legislator
from voting on a measure in
which he is financially involved. The new legislation
would make that prohibition
more precise.
The Board of Ethics was
created by the General Assembly in 1974 to oversee legislative conduct, but has spent
practically all its time trying to
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 354.5, decide the scope of its legislation.
down 0.2.
The new code of ethics would
Below dam 310.3, up 1.3.
the board from seven to
expand
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 354.4,
nine members, increasing the
down 0.2.
number of non-legislators on
Below dam 318.9, up 0.6.
the panel.
Sunset 4:45. Sunrise 6:39.
The board would have the auMoon rises 5:49 p. m., sets
thority
to conduct investigaWednesday 8:13 a. m.
tions, to issue subpoenas, and

Franco Survives
Another Night;
Condition Same

McGaughey
Named To
NCCPA Post

*Celebration*
November 20-21-22

Kwik Mown_
Whitnell Avenue Behind Big K

Duro-flame

Fireplace Logs
Reg. $1.39

Any Brand
16 oz.-8 pock

Drinks

994

Good Cheer
Sandwich Loaf

Bread

plus tax & deposit

2/79'

Rich St Chips &
Pecan Sandies

COOKIES

79

4with coupon on Handbill

Be sure and use the coupon below to register for free
bags of groceries to be given away each day of
celebration and free 19" Quasar color TVpurchased
from Dunn Furniture TV and Appliance
Kwik-Pik Coupon

Kwik-Pik Codpon

Free Popcorn

Name
Address
Phone
L_

With This Coupon
Coupon Good
Nov, 20-21-22
.•11.

--•

Jetirnaliam and Radio-TV at
Murray State University, has
Bro. Stephen Cobb To
been named research director
and member of the board of
Speak At Coldwater
directors of the National
Bro. Stephen Cobb Will Council of College Publications
conduct the services at the Advisers ( NCCPA ).
Coldwater Baptist Church on
He will serve a year with the
Sunday, November 23, at eleven NCCPA, which is a national
a. m. and six p. m. Sunday organization made up of adSchool will be at ten a. m.
visers of campus newspapers
The public is invited to attend and yearbooks. McGaughey is
all the services, a church currently co-adviser of The
spokesman said.
Shield, the university yearbook.
As
research
director,
McGaughey will be working to
initiate and coordinate research
Federal State Market News Service
projects dealing with student
Novernber 19,1115
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market publications on the nation's
Report Includes,Iloytog Stations
Receipts Act nat.700 Etarrows & Gilts campuses. He will also serve as
Seedy Sows Mae to .50 Higher on a clearninghouse for this type of
weights over 501
US 1-2 200-230lbe
151.25-51 75 research.
$50.75-50 25
US 1-3 200-2401ba
McGaughey, 32, formerly of
*5000-5075
US 3.430-231
149 00-50 00 Hopkinsville, was named a
US 34 716410lba.
Sows
departmental chairman at
138.56-39 50
US 1-2270-3001k.
138 5O-3950 Murray State in 1974. He earned
US 1-3 311045011is
US 1-3 4604601M...131.61-48.50 few at 41.00 both the B. A. and M. A. degrees
US 3-3 300-50011m
137.50-38.50
at Murray State and the Ph. D.
Boars K11.00few 31 50
degree at Ohio University in
Athens.
His media experience inFRANKFORT,Ky.(
— A
cludes
radio as a reporter and
subcommittee
to
implespecial
sports announcer and in adment portions of the judicial
amendment to the state con- vertising sales and production,
stitution was named Tuesday public information work as a
graduate student at Murray
by state Senate President ProState,
outdoor advertising
Tom William Sullivan and
sales, and sports editor, adHouse Speaker Norbert Blume.
vertising
manager, and
The subcommittee will make
recommendations on implemen- business manager of the
Murray State News,the campus
tation of the legislation, which
newspaper.
was approved by voters in the
He is also currently the inNov. 4 general election The
formation
officer for Kenamendment calls for estabtucky's 100th Army Reserve
lishment of 8 state Suprenie
Division and holds the rank of
Court to replace the current captain.
Court of Appeals, with a 14McGaughey, who joined the
member appellate court below
faculty at Murray State in 1969,
it
is a member of several
Gov. Julian Carroll said he
professional
organizations. His
intends to call a special session
name has been in several
year,
later
this
legislature
of the
honorary listings, including the
to deal with the court revisions, 1974 volume of "Outstanding
which become effective in Young Men
in America."
January

Hog Market

While They Last 894

N•

Subcommittee

Ihe9.4411 I.

Santa's
Bundle
Is Bulging
With Savings

4% +%

1% +%
WASHINGTON (AP) — As close to some kind of aid for drew their bids at the last min- Kauhmui& Broad
PonSerost Systems
rill% -%
President Ford prepares a new the city but that "there's been ute
Kimberly Clark
36% -1%
Union Carbide
37% +in
statement of his adminstra- no change in position': on
--Although there were state- W
.R. Grace
II -%
tion's view of New York City's Ford's opposition to pending ments from members of Con- Texaco
WO -%
General Elec.
411% -%
financial crisis, there were Edo
gress and administration offi- GAF
10% unc
more reports that Ford will
A conflicting view came from cials that Ford's views were Georgi
Ccar cific
43% -/
3
4
Pfizer
711% -1%
Rep, Peter Peyser, R-N.Y., cnditioned on the assumption
support federal aid to the city.
Jim Waiters
3090 -44
White House Press Secretary who also met with Ford. He that the New York State legis- Kirsch
U%-%
41% +%
Ron Nessen declined to rule out said Ford's statement today lature would take action to DUney
Franklin lent
a% -1%
a new administration position would not contain any new pro- raise revenues and cut exin today's statement, telling posals dealing with the crisis penses, the state Assembly met Prices si
docks ol loud Inliorgat at noon
newsmen they would have to and added that the President for five minutes in Albany Oxley turalabad to the Wear
Timm by
I.
M.
Maas
Co.are asblow
announcement.
the
wait for
seems to be waiting for the Tuesday without considering
Ford in the past has insisted New York legislature to act to- any of the legislation designed
Airco
17% -44
he will oppose any federal ward solving the crisis.
to deal with the fiscal crisis.
•
Amor. Voters
6 mac
Oil
"bailout" of New York City and
Meanwhile, one nonadininist12% -%
The brief meeting allowed the AahMind
AT&T
5044
-NI
that the city and state should ration source close to the issue legislators to collect their $40-a- Ford
42% -%
Gen. Molars
take tough steps to solve their said Tuesday evening Ford was day expense allowance.
56 -%
Gen. Tire
15% Ai
local problem,
described as leaning toward a
Goodrich
10% unc
Gulf
Oil
who
is
predicting
$2.3-billion
loan guarantee for
One person
21% Aio
Pesanvalt
31%
44
a new Ford policy, Sen. Jacob three years if the New York
Quaker Oats
25% -%
Republic
R-N.Y.,
said
after
Steel
Javits,
legislature
accepts
K.
26% -%
Gov. Haab
Singer
r.we
meeting Tuesday night with Carey's package for fiscal re6% +%
Tappan
Western Union
Ford that She President seems form and more taxes.
15% -%
Zenith
24-54
The Los Angeles Times also
reported today that Ford's
statement will support loan
MADRID,Spain(AP) — Genguarantees. The newspaper eralissimo Francisco Franco
said Ford's plan will call for survived another night, and his
three-year loan guarantees to- doctors reported this morning
taling $2.5 billion. Ford is ex- that his condition was unpected to insist on New York changed.
A brief announcement on the
to seek the aid of circuit courts City's bringing its budget into
balance within three years and 34th day of the 82-year-old dicin enforcing those subpoenas.
The act also provides for will threaten cancellation of the tator's illness said he had a
fines or jail sentences for viola- guarantees if city officials fail quiet night. Apparently there
to continue budget tightening was no recurrence of the mastions.
sive abdominal hemmorhaging
One major provision of the and fiscal reform.
There also were these devel- which he suffered early Tuesnew legislation would allow a
day.
legislator with a private or per- opments:
—The House of RepresentaThe doctors late Tuesday
sonal interest in a bill to introduce it, but would prohibit tives today begins floor debate afternoon reported there had
him from voting on it in com- on a package that would grant been no evidence of additional
mittee or on the floor of his federal loan guarantees of $7 bleeding for some hours. But
billion over a 24-year period they said the old man was still
house.
In addition, a legislator spon- and would give a five-rnamber in "critical" condition, a term
soring such a bill would have to federal board certain powers in the newspaper ABC interpreted
disclose his interest on the running the city; and amend- as "the last rung of his illness.
Bob Wilson of Trenton
jacket of the bill, and the dis- ments in the bankruptcy law It cannot change, and it cannot
Route 1, a musk education
closure would appear on the that would allow the city to pe- get worse" without death.
tition a court for bankruptcy
Franco's body temperature maior at Murray State Univerprinted copy.
The board also agreed to try without the consent of 51 per has been lowered to 91.4 de- sity, will present his senior
grees, his doctors reported trumpet recital on the campus
to be more "visible" during the cent of its creditors.
—Philadelphia officials said Tuesday, to slow his flow of
next session of the legislature.
on Monday evening. Nov.24.
They will hold regular meetings they blame New York City's fi- blood and to conserve his enerThe recital is scheduled for
every other Monday and try to nancial problems for Phila- gy. Medical sources and press 8:15 p.m. in the Farrell Recital
arrange for a permanent delphia's inability to sell a $25- reports said he was in a "semi- Hall of the Price Doyle fine
"home"—even if it's just a million bond package Tuesday. vegetal" state of hibernation in- Arts Center.
desk in someone else's office— The city had two banking duced partly by more than a
Wilson is vice-president of
so that people will know where syndicates bidding for the pack- week of heavy sedation.
the Thoroughbred Marching
age
that
carried
a
9.5
percent
A
high-ranking
government
to find them if they have cornrate of interest but both with- source reported that the doc- Band and a member of the
plaints.
tors had also discovered a de- Brass Choir, University Choir,
gree of brain damage due to and Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia
the long sedation, prolonged men's music fraternity. He is
also an arranger of musk for
shock or to shortage of blood.
the annual Campus Lights
production.
State President To
His parents are Mr. and Mrs.
William
H. Wilson of Trenton
Hold Conference
Route 1.
Bob Wade, president of
Kentucky Farm Bureau, will
hold a special press conference
on Thursday, November 20, at
11:00 a. m. in the basement of
the McCracken County Court
House, Paducah.
Wade will discuss the meat
certificate program now being
conducted by the bureau until
the holidays, and also the state
convention to be held in
Dr. Robert H. McGaughey,
Louisville December 11-13.
chairman of the Department of

Board Approves
Code Of Ethics

ONO Res

Mesa of stock of local uitereat at noon
E)T, today, furnished to the Ledger 6
Ilmes by Fit* of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray,are as follows:
US. Homes

Final rites for Porter White,
The funeral for Mrs. Mandy
retired local businessman, were Henry of Route One, Puryear,
held this morning at ten o'clock Tenn., will be held today at
at the chapel of the J. H. three p.m. at the Union Grove
Churchill Funeral Home with Missionary Baptist Church with
Or. H. C. Chiles and Dr. James Rev. A. Taylor of McKenzie,
Fisher officiating.
Tenn., officiating. Burial will be
Pallbearers were Everett held in the church cemetery.
Ward Outland, Dallas G. Doran,
Mrs. Henry, age 77, died
Ralph Finney, Les Jones, Frank Saturday at 8:25 a.m. at the
Ryan, and Bob Miller. Burial Murray-Calloway County
was in the Murray City Hospital.
Cemetery.
The deceased was a member
Mr. White, age 62, died of the Unioh Grove Church and
Monday at 8:30 a. m. at the was married to Gus Henry who
Westview Nursing Home. He died November 27, 1967. Born
was former owner of Murray 'September 10, 1.4 ., in TenMarble and Granite Company. nessee, she was the daughter of
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. the late Anthony and Ada
Mildred White; mother, Mrs. Reynolds.
Amanda White; daughter, Mrs.
Mrs. Henry has no immediate
Bill Wyatt; son, Frank White; survivors but leaves a number
two brothers, Harold and of relatives.
Seiburn White; five grandchildren.

Mrs. Hornbuckle
Dies At Hospital

(_ -rock.41,nket

Girls'

Mirro
Party Size

Leather
Purses
$100

Corn
Popper
4 qt.

$444
Men's

Double knit

Pants
$399
with the purchase of
a ;19.95 or $25.00
Sport Coat

Northern

Hot Lather
Dispenser
Useis Any Brand
6 or II oz. Aerosol Can
Roth-signal on-off
Switch, Thermostatically
Controlled. Waterproof

1
1

$788

Calendar Towels
For 1976
8 styles with
towel rods for
easy hanging

97'
Ladies

Blouses
entire stock
Buy 1 for
regular price
Buy 2nd of equal
Value or less for
/
1 2 price

'er-1

Hamilton Beach

Stand Mixer
Includes Stainless
Steel Bowl
12 speed

$1588
GE
Portable
Professional

Hair
Dryer
4 temperature
selection

1
Lay-A-Way Now For Christmas. No
carrying charge on any item in the
store.

P. N HIRSCH & CO.
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performance of
Patricia Rozow, a soloist with the Cincinnati Ballet Company, is shown in a
Paducah, Kentucky,
in
appear
will
Company
The
"Serenade."
of
production
Company's
the
November 20 & 21, at 8:15 p.m.at the'llghman Auditorium.

FBI Conducted Campaign To
Destroy King As Rights Leader
WASHINGTON AP) — The
FBI conducted a six-year campaign to destroy Martin Luther
King Jr. as a leader of the civil rights movement, according to
evidence made public by the
Senate intelligence committee.
Evidence released Tuesday
showed FBI bugging of King's
hotel room, a blackmail attempt which King interpreted
as a suggestion that he kill
himself shortly before he was
to receive the Nobel Peace
Prize, and an effort to find and
promote a replacement for
King as a "national Negro leader."
One document raised the possibility that the FBI was responsible for King's checking in
to the Memphis hotel where he
was killed in 1968.
High-ranking FBI officials
are scheduled to appear before
the committee today to be
questioned about what Sen
Walter F. Mondale, D-Minn.,
called.an historic revelation of
widespread, illegal conduct by
the nation's chief law enforcement agency.
According to committee lawyers, the FBI campaign against
King also included an unsuccessful 1964 effort to prevent

King from meeting Pope Paul
VI; a warning to then-New
York Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller not to meet with King, and
an attempt to convince a major
university which had awarded
an honorary degree to then-FBI
director J. Edgar Hoover not to
make a similar presentation to
King.
Chief counsels F. A. 0.
Schwarz III and Curtis R.
Srnothers told the committee
the campaign began with a
January 1962 memo in which
Hoover concluded that King
was "no good." The campaign
escalated sharply after the August 1963 civil rights march on
Washington despite a determination by agents just prior to
the march that the Communist
party had "failed dismally" in
its efforts to infiltrate the
movement led by King, the
lawyers said.
The finding that Communists
had failed to infiltrate the civil
rights movement was rejected
by Hoover with the notation,
Time will only prove you're
wrong," according to a series
of memos read by the staff.
Several days after the march,
William C. Sullivan, chief of the
FBI domestic intelligence divi-
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sion, responded with a note that
read "the director is correct
... We regret greatly the
memo did not measure up to
the standards that the director
had every right to expect."
Another memo followed, recommending increased coverage
of Communist influence in the
civil rights movement, to which
Hoover responded, can't understand how you can so agiley
switch your thinking."
Ten days after than an unofficial memo written by Sullivan
stated -it is obvious to us now
we did not put the proper interpretation on the facts.... We
regard Martin Luther King to
be the most dangerous and effective Negro leader in the
country."
That memo was followed by
a December 1963 meeting at
which bureau officials discussed a total of 21 different
tactics for dealing with King,
including "the possibility of
placing a good-looking female
plant in King's office," staff
lawyers said.
One month later the first of
16 electronic bugs and eight
wiretaps on King was installed,
according to the lawyers.

OWENSBOFt0, Ky. (AP) —
What began as a class discussion has blossomed into a
movement. The students at
Owensboro High School want
the electric chair at the Kentucky State Prison at Eddyville
replaced with a gas chamber.
"We're not opposed to capital
John
punishment," said
Lovern, 17, the chairman of the
Concerned Students Committee.
"We just believe the gas chamber is a rare humane way of
dealing with capital offenders."
The movement began after a
classroom discussion of the
death penalty and a tour of the
prison at Eddyville. It has developed to the point that a bill
to change the prison's execution device is being drafted by.
the Legislative Research Commission in Frankfort.
Rep. Charles Wible, D-Owensboro, who has worked with the
students on their proposal, said
an LRC staff member is studying the measure.
"When I receive a copy of
the bill, I'll discuss it with the
class and their teacher (Joan
Robertson)," said Wible, who
said he would introduce the bill
in the legislative session that
opens Jan. 6.
The students are preparing
"position papers" in defense of
the bill and have made plans to
lobby for its passage.
While some students agreed
that using lethal gas is more
humane,several contended that
there is nothing humane about
execution in any form.
"We dont expect those who
are opposed to capital punishment to help us in any way,"
Lovern said. "But I believe
that our society is built on the
dignity of man. If someone
must be executed, it should be
done in a humane and dignified
manner."
Linda Hampson, the group's
research chairman, has studied
methods of capital punishment
and is conviced that reform is
needed.
"We're not saying every electrocution is unspeakably gruesome," said Miss Hampson, but

she added that there are
recorded instances where witnesses have commented on the
disfiguration caused by the
electrocution.
There have been 162 executions in Kentucky since the
electric chair was introduced
into the Commonwealth in 1911.
But there hasn't been an execution performed since 1962.
"The victim is shocked twice
after strapped into chair," said
Dale Augenstein, another member of the student committee.
Each shock lasts 57 seconds in

Ken Easley of Paducah, formerly of Mayfield, a musk
education major at Murray
State University, will present
his senior vocal recital on the
campus Thursday evening,
Dec. 4.
Scheduled at 7 p.m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall of the Price
Doyle fine Arts Center, the
program by Easley, a tenor,
will include musk by Caccini,
Handel, Purcell, Schubert, and
Vaughn Williams.
Easley, the son of Mrs. Orville Easley of 722 Anderson
Avenue in Mayfield, is a member of the Murray State Choir
and Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia
men's music fraternity on the
campus.

Kentucky, but the length varies
from state to state.
"The first shock renders him
unconscious and the second assures that all bodily functions
have ceased. If the victim is
still alive after that, the routine
is repeated," Augenstein added.
Augenstein said that many
victims put up a struggle in the
chair. In the accounts I've
read, this didn't happen in the
gas chamber."
"It takes about 10 seconds for
the gas to rise from under the
chair to the facial area," Miss
Harnpson said. "Victims are
sometimes told to hold their
breath until the fumes have risen. He then takes a deep
breath, loses consciousness instantaneously,and death occurs
within three minutes." Kentucky is one of many states
that passed restrictve capital
punishment laws after a landmark U.S. Supreme Court decision in 1972 that outlawed the
practice because, among other
reasons, statutes gave juries
and prosecutors too much discretion in handing out death
sentences.

Speeding
Citations
Increase
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
An expanded force of state
troopers and a new emphasis
on enforcement of the 55-mileper-hour speed limit have
markedly increased the number
of speeding citations issued In
Kentucky, according to State
Police.
State Police Commissioner
Truett Ricks has said that since
the speed limit became effective in March, 1974, 100 troopers have been added to the
force, which now totals about
915, and 50 more will be added
this year.
The result is a bonanza for
local governments in fines paid
by speeders.

Two Killed in Bombing
In London Restaurant
IX)NDON (API— A bomb
packed with ball bearings, nuts
and bolts was hurled through
the window of an exclusive restaurant crowded with diners in
London, killing a man and a
woman and injuring 17 others.
Police said the three-pound
antipersonnel device was tossed
into Walton's restaurant, in the
fashionable Chelsea district,
from a speeding car Tuesday
night. There were about 70 diners in the restaurant at the
time, and there was no warning.
An American woman was
among the injured.
It was the 14th terrorist
bombing in the London area in
three months and raised the
toll to eight dead and nearly
200 injured. The bombings are
blamed on the Irish Republican
Army, which has been fighting
a guerrilla war to oust Britain
from Northern Ireland.
The most recent attacks have
all been aimed at the homes
and haunts of London's rich
and famous. Two other restaurants in Mayfair were among
previous targets.
Police said the dead man was
Theodore Williams, a 49-yearold Londoner. The woman
killed was not immediately
named.
Several foreigners were
thought to be among the injured, but the only one identified was Barbara Matthews, 39,
of New York City, who was
treated at a hospital for an ear
injury and discharged.
Witnesses told police the

bomb landed on a table in the
restaurant and began "sizzling" before it exploded.
"I remember looking at the
table and seeing red sparks like
sparklers," said one of the diners, Ivy Brent. "My girl friend
said, 'My God, it's a bomb.'
Then the place was just full of
smoke and dark."
James Neville, deputy head
of Scotland Yard's bomb squad,
called the bomb a "shrapnellike device designed to kill and
injure."
diners
wounded
Badly
smashed their way blindly into
the street where many collapsed, blood streaming from
their faces.
Hours before the bombing,
the police announced they had
completed a fruitless search for
arms and explosives aboard the
liner Queen EllTabeth 2 in
Southampton but were convinced the flagship of the Cunard line has been used for
years to smuggle explosives to
Irish bombers from sympathizers in the United States.
The police said they have
asked the FBI to look for the
American end of the supply
line.
Police found a 400-pound
cache of explosives Sunday in
an apartment house overlooking the Southampton dock',
where the QE2 was berthed.
The explosives were like those
used in recent London bomb,
ings, and 45 suspects, including.
crewmen from the liner, were
questioned.

East Side of Square
Murray, Ky.

PoAder....
SALE STARTS WEDNESDAY—ENDS SATURDAY

ne Reserve The Right
To limit Quantities

Coate
Toothpaste
Total 70 Assorted Size Bandages
Sale

Miss
Clairol

English
Walnu

Shampoo
Formula
Hair Color

U. S. Grade
No. 1

Exciting Colors

54'

$139
Sale

Sale

** SHOP SUNDAY:
*moor

Regular

ts-***********t.

Crockery
Slow
Cooker

Or

Unscented

%MUD
}Ant*,De

Douche
Powder

Extra Dry
Antiperspirant
Or Light Powder

for internal cleanliness

66'

Mirro-Matic

Arrid

* Downtown, Minnens II *
•
* Crossroads, Murray *
•

1 Pound Bag

Family Size

SO with 20 Free

No. 5669

14 ex.

No M-0317
Rich earth tone stoneware in set. Has
snug fitting glass cover Cooks all day for
just pennies Brings out the distinctive
goodness of old fashioned cookery.

5 or. Can

Pre-Washed
Bleached-Out
Front Twin Zipper
Jeans
15
Embroidered, Quilt Shoulder Shirt
$12 Sizes 30-40
MINNENS MURRAY
OPEN NIGHTS TILL 9

Dentu-Creme
tor fast temporary relief of minor

Toothpaste

sore

for cleaning false teeth

,hroat pain

3.9 oz. Tube

3 Cubes

2 Reprints
Layaway

For the Price of 1
on any regular
size film
(Slides Not Included)
Good thru this sole

12 Flashes

Pringles
Potato
Chips

Sylvania Blue Dot
Magitubes
Type X 3 Cubs 12 flashes

Twin Pack
9 oz.
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WE HAVE A LARGE SELECTION
AND A VARIETY OF SIZES IN

CHOOSE FROM GRADE "A"
OR SWIFT'S "BUTTERBALL"..

At Competitive Prices
CHECK OUT OUR
SELECTION OF

HENS•DUCKS
*OYSTERS
FIELD -REG. OR ALL BEEF

Wieners

Lb 894

Lb 594

Bacon

SIRLOIN
STEAK

SLICED

Beef Liver

FIELD-SLICED

U S CHOICE

L.

$

12 oz.

YI

1.O9

HILBERG -STEAKS

Chuckwagon . 14 oz. 994
Catfish Steak Lb. 894
U.S. CHOICE
T-Bone Steak. Lb $1.99

69

BAKER'
ANGEL

COC

STOVE TOP•7 oz.

HAM
SMOKED

Bun
Portion

12

Lb.

Stuffip_,q

57'

•CORNBREA6 *RICE• CHICKEN

ROLLS'

OCEAN SPRAY •303 CAN

Cranberry Sauce

WHITE 09" x 100 CT.

WHOLE OR JELLIED

Paper Plates... PKG 894

DEL MONTE

FROZEN•CHEF PIERRE

Pumpkin Pie

Pumpkin
PKG

37'

Mince Meat Pie

BAG

104

40 oz.

959

KLEENEX

39'

Dinner Napkins soo a

39

Graham Crackers 16 oz

KRAFT•7 Oz.

16 oz. CAN

29' Marshmallow Crm..47'
Stuffed Olives

59

BA

MARIO

7 01

89"

KRAFT 1

Bla

PRISE;

194

RED
POTATOES
189
$
20
Lb.

1.35

FROZEN •CHEF PIERRE

MOUTHWATERING

Swt. Potatoes

40 oz.

SUNSHINE•HONEY

10 oz.

Marshmallows

BOX

BROWN 'N' SERVE

FRESH •JUICY

Tangerines
Pole Beans

Doz.
Lb

49'
49'

RED
GRAPES Lb.

JIM ADAMS FOODLINERS

25
BA

REYW

Au
Foi
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JIM ADAMS FOODLINERS
PRICES GOOD THRU WEDNESDAY, NOV. 26, 1975

QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED

LARGE
EGGS

CORONET

BUSH • CUT

Bathroom Tissue
1
2CAN 534
Swt. Potatoes NO. 2/
8 ROLL PKG.
BLUE BONNET

Sweet Peas

16 oz. CAN

GALA

4

OR

Paper Towels

Niblet's Corn 12 oz. CAN
YOUR CHOICE

2 CANS FOR

JUMBO ROLL

PKG.
1
1
5

Latt

1.O9

Choc. Chips?: 79'

1 Lb.•4 STICKS

GREEN GIANT

JIM ADAMS
GRADE A

BAKER'S

MARGARINE

49

/

0

%,

LAST WEEK'S
SOUTHSIDE
WINNER

CARD
NOT
PUNCHED

Mrs. Mavis Fair
Payne St., Murray

$90000
FREE CASH

$60000

FREE CASH

BAKER'S
ANGEL FLAKE

KRAFT • PHILADELPHIA

Coconut

BAG

140!

99'

DIXIE LILLY

494

TOPPING

//\N
994

RARO•RED LABEL

Cream Cheese
8 oz.

CORN
MEAL

SANK ROLL-7

BE SURE TO
HAVE YOUR
CARD PUNCHED

MORTHSIDL

f;04THSIDE: 100°'

.59

Syrup QUART
SHORTENING

Crisco
air

CAN

3 Ilk

1.69

DUNCAN HINES•ALL FLAVORS

Dream Whip 7 oz... PKG.
Cake Mix
EXCEPT ANGEL FOOD
Coffeemate 16 ox.. $1.19

394

89'

1216 & Story
$ AM-10 PM

GOLD MEDAL

.35

59"

SOUTHSIDE

NORTHSIDE
10* & Chestnut
6 AM-12 PM
CLOSED SUNDAY

69"

DUNCAN HINES• MIX

Moist & Easy

Cake 32 oz
5 Lb.

CINN. APPLE-BANANA WALNUT-CHOC.

694

BAG

Cranberry Sauce
303 CAN

KRAFT•SEEDLESS

Blackberry 18 oz

89'

PRESERVES

Choco. Quik

1.79

2 Lb. CAN $

PILLSBURY
BUTTERMILK OR SWEET MILK

DOG
FOOD
$299

59'

4 PACK 8 Oz. CANS
LAUNDRY 20 OFF LARFL

CLOSED

DETERGENT

THURS. NOV. 27

85
KING SIZE
5 Lb. BOX

Aluminum
'F0i1113"12S'.
:
.:*:.

. PKG

.DRIVE SAFELY THRU THE
THANKSGIVING HOLIDAYS

nal3sitpuszegioR

WE WILL BE

TIDE

BAG
REYNOLD'S

NESTLE'S

29

Biscuits

KRACKLINE

25 Lb.

59'

THANKSGIVING
DAY
SO THAT OUR
EMPLOYEES MAY
SPEND THE DAY b.
WITH THEIR FAMILIES.
Xa.
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YOU'RE
INVITED TO OUR
GIGANTIC...

•8el-Air Shopping Center, Murray, Ky.
*Open Everyday 8 a.m. til 10 p.m.

"Yes We're Celebrating The Addition Of 4000 Sq. Feet Of Floor Space To G
Additional Checkouts, More Frozen Food Cases, Additional Meat Cases And
Bring The Family On Down To "The Friendly Giant" And Take Home A Car

*Limit Rights Reserved
'We Accept Gov.I. Food Stomps

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

Ragu

16 oz.

Spaghetti
Sauce

Merit Saltine

PEPSI
'
S

CRACKERS

15 oz 49C
Jar Expires 11-24-75

$109

8 Btl.
Ctn.

SHAM

0

394

1 lb.
Box

(Plus Deposit)

Good Only At Storey's

Ronco

lot.1

rFamily
COUPONLimitOne Per

Queen of Scot
Cut

-Tar

Green Beans
15 oz. Cans

Hyde Park
Grade A Large

00

se

EGGS

‘
1
Expires 11 -211Good Only At Storey's

Say-Sum
Sliced

Roas

PEACHES
29 oz. Can

COUPON
Limit 1 per family

Scot lad

Food Giant
Brawn & Serve

$100

Cranberry
Sauce

Doz.

Eff

16 oz.
Can
Exp32119
Geed Ooly At Storoy's

Limit 3 With Coupon 8 $7.50
Add Pur. Excluding Tobacco
Dairy Products.

(Limit 3)

COUPON
Limit 1 per family

tynn Grove
Grade A Large

Eggs

Heifetz
Sweet Cucumber Slices

3 Do,.sr

Kraft

PICKLES
Expires 11-26-75,
Good Only At Storey's

894

594

Qt.
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

CHEESE

MIRACLE WHIP

with $1.50 add. pur.

Dial
Soap

•

12/19'

ORANGES

Expires 11-24-15
Good Oisty At Storey's

5 lb.
Bag

BANANAS

69'

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

Magic

lb

This
Week
Win

194

Last Weeks
Winner:

4

Pre-Wash
16 oz. Can

Expires 11-16-15
Good Ordy Stierf's

CASH PO

•

Family Size ,

$109

89

12 oz.
Singles

COUPON
Limit 1 per family

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

Magic
70 oz. Sizing
Can
Expires 11 Ili IS
Good Only At Storey's

59'

Old English
Lemon Polish
15 oz.
link*. 11 76 75
Good Only At Storey 1

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

3
44553

S1 19

Folgers Coffee
ozG.
Cmi

S1 39
Expires 11-24-15
Good Only At Storey's

14
Box

COUPON
.Umit 1 Per Family

COUPON
Limit 1 per family

Post

Old English
Lemon Polish

rape Nuts
Expires11-24-75
Geed Ooly At Storey's

83

9 oz.
Expires 11-26-1S
Good Only At Stervy's

Hardin h

034560
,

69'

Li

!
7 oz.

i

Ges
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Floor Space To Our Supermarket; We've Redecorated, Added
ii Meat Cases And More Spacious Aisles To Better Serve You...
Take Home

A

FREE PEPSI

Car Load Of Spectacular, Food Savings!"

Prices Good thru Nov. 26
COUPON
Limit Ow Per Family

Williams
Whole Hog

Ronco

PAGNETTI

$1 29
I

Wieners

PIMENTO SPREAD

PORK SAUSAGE.

10(Limit

Arrowhead-

Mrs. Weavers

48

994

14 oz.
Ct.

lb.

11 oz. Pkg.
lb.

Spires 11-21-75
Good Gely At Sterey's

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

Kleernade

Bologna

Swift's
BUTiERBALL
TURKEYS

A41
14

C
49

Pure Lean

GR. BEEF

*44
4'

lb

lupins 114645
•spAts

COUPON
Limft 1 Per Family

idz .

Turkeys
Family
pack

63'

lb.

'spires 11-24-7S
SIMI Oily At Storey's

COUPON
limit I Per Family
/0B-3265-5

ft
CHEESE
K

89'

z.
les

Slab Slice

USDA Choice
Sirloin Steak
T-Bone Steak
Round Steak
Chuck Steak

Borden
Breakfast
Drink

$168 lb
$188 lb
$J28 lb

Family
Pack

BACON
$1 18

21 ca. Jar
°
9

Expires 11-24-7S
Good Only At Storey's

lb.

'COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

784

Seven Seas
Green Goddess

'ASH POT

Dressing
CUT UP
Mode Cut

FRYERS

imily

0134560

ish
)1ish

75
loWs

69'

68'

Chuck Roast

Family
Pack
limit 2 Please

39

lb.

lb

$108 ib

&mod Steak

100°
Last Weeks
Winner:

8 oz. .1ar

Baby Beef

88'

Sirloin Steak
T-Bone Steak
RR)Steak

COUPON
Limit I Per Family

lb.

Hardin Morris

Dishwasher

All

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
0/34559

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

Glad

Sani-Flush

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

COUPON
I A rn t One Per Family
0/34554

Glad-Wrap

SO oz.

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

$1 29

Sno-Bol

79'
Wires 11-26-n
Goo/ Gisfy AsIteroy's

Expires 11-24-73
Good Oily At Sterey's

lb

$1°8

88'

2/99

79'
Expires 11-21-75
Geed 0114 At Storey's

Expires 11-23-73
Geed day At Storey's

Expires 11 -26-75
Geed Gots At Storey's

(spires 11 -/4-73
Geed Only At Storey's

,
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Foster Grandparent Program Home Delivery Safer For
Celebrates 8th Anniversary Mothers, Report Reveals
and a posthumous award to the
late Shelby Stallins of Excepticon-Outwood.
Awards were also presented
to those foster grandparents
with one and two years of
service. These awards were
provided by the program and
the facilities.
Hazelwood foster parents who
received awards for one and
two years of service are as
Bloemer,
follows: Edna
Maudelia Buchanan, Nellie
Bumann, Nannie Calhoun,
Marjorie Fowler, Savannah
Garrett, Iona Harpole, Mary
Elizabeth
Hines,
Jane
Holsclaw, Irene Jones, Lillie
Marler, Ruth McCulley, Mary
Newton, Freda Patterson,
Minnie Parsons, Mary Reed,
Ida Schulten, Birdie Simmons,
Naomi Trammell, Katie Wells
and Marie Woerner.

FRANKFORT, Ky. — I've for one and two years of service
seen a cave before," was are as follows: Robert Ard, Jay
the comment of several men C. Barnes, Juanita Bottoms,
and women who came to Dalpha Burton, Sterling Carter,
Nell Conley,
Mammoth Cave recently for the Frank Casada,
eighth anniversary of Ken- Mae Edwards, Alms Floyd,
tucky's Foster Grandparents Mamie Flanagan, Bessie
Gilmore, Elmer Gregory, Pearl
Program.
Halcomb, Cecil Hamm, Oliver
Falls
Going on the Niagara
Horton, John McKee, Vestal
tour was only one of the rewards
Pearl Menkhaus,
received by the 92 foster Meece,
Mills, Mae Mink,
Cynthia
grandparents. After sightBonnie Poynter, Effie Parton,
seeing, picture-taking and a
William Perkins, Docta Pierce,
picnic lunch, the group
Ella Pleasant, Mary Russell,
assembled in the Mammoth
Cecil Sears, Lucinda Simpson,
Cave Hotel for the annual
Lydia Tarter, Eula Taylor,
recognition ceremonies.
Mabel Thompson, Bertha
Each year the Kentucky
Weddle and Ray Worsham.
Foster Grandparents Program
Foster grandparents from
coordinates with the Departood who
Excepticon-Outw
ment for Human Resources
for serving
recognition
received
DHR ) to recognize Kentucky's
program
the
in
continuously
men and women aged 60 to 116
Allen,
Norman
are:
1967
since
who work 29 hours per week
Baxter, Corinne
Mae
Willie
retarded,
with the mentally
Clarkson, William McKnight,
physically handicapped and
Smith and Ernest Torain.
emotionally disturbed children Dora
grandparents from
Foster
served by the department's
Frankfort's Diagnostic and
facilities.
Why do retired ministers, Evaluation Unit recognized for
auctioneers, school teachers, eight years of service are:
railroad engineers and cab Richard E. Booker, Chester
drivers want to spend time with Gill, Cynthia Herndon, Tillie
Martha
and
these children? There are three Richardson
reasons according to Oliver L. Snelling. Crevella Newton from
Horton, a 72-year-old Somerset Hazelwood was also recognized
foster grandparent, who works for eight years continuous
with children in Oakwood: "We service.
Foster grandparents who
all love children, the opportunity is there to help others have served in the program for
less fortunate and we feel three years and five years
received certificates from the
needed."
National Foster Grandparent
GrandFoster
Kentucky's
parent Program started in 1967 Program.
Awards for three years
and is now one of the oldest in
went to the following:
service
the nation, with 129 men and
women participating. They Louise Bishop, Lucille Howard,
receive $1.60 per hour, a small Aliece Robinson and Helen
travel allowance, a free lunch Scheman from Hazelwood; Ida
and an annual physical Farthing and Finley Cunexamination. They work far ningham from Frankfort's
hours each day at DHR's Diagnostic and Evaluation
facilities which include: Oak- Unit; and Lucien Thomas from
wood, Somerset; Excepticon- Excepticon-Outwood.
Awards for five years service
Outwood, Dawson Springs; the
Diagnostic and Evaluation went to the following: Lola
Unit, Frankfort; and the O'Nan, Bertha Richardson and
children's Treatment Service Mary Ellis from Frankfort's
and Hazelwood, both in Diagnostic and Evaluation
Unit; and Carl Adcock, Nettie
Louisville.
Foster grandparents from Ausenbaugh, Florence Ball,
Oakwood who receive awards Azena Caldwell, Robert Rives
never

ge.e gatlitd
itti Kam!
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Of these, 231 "had completely
unremarkable births at home,"
the researchers reported. For
those complications that did occur, the researchers said, the
rate was lower than that for
the population as a whole.
It concluded that mothers

who were not anesthetized and
not drugged had lower risks
than the general population and
that natural childbirth at home
with the ac-cistance of midwives
did not increase risks.
There also were fewer premature babies born to these
mothers and the incidence of
pregnancy toxemia — poisoning
— was lower.
The researchers attributed
"the excellent results of this
population" to the lack of pain
killers and anesthesia in the
women, to their preparedness
for childbirth, to the avoidance
of the lying-flat position during
labor and to the lack of
stresses usually present in hospitals.
The team consisted of Dr.
Lewis E. Mehl and Gail Peterson, now of the University of
Wisconsin, Madison, and Drs.
Nancy Shaw and Don C.
Creevy.

NOV. 19-20

BRING THE KIDDIES TO TALK TO SANTA
and RECEIVE THEIR FREE FAVOR.

W441,e,
SAVE $2 to $251. morchoodiso
cortificotos• on porcloosos of $20 or
more from ill of those Seers Catalogs:
• IM -6- fell-Wisler beewal (stale,
• 1915 "C" Christmas Nese

Nancy Davidson of Akron,
Ohio, a 11/75 spring graduate of
Murray State University, has
been awarded a dietetic internship at the Harper Division
of the United Hospitals of
Detroit.
To begin Feb. 23, 1976, the
eight-month internship, in
addition to the baccalaureate
degree, will qualify her to take
an examination prepared and'
administered by the American
Dietetics Association ( ADA) to
become a registered dietitian.
Miss Davidson, who earned
the B. S. degree in home
economics with emphasis in
foods, nutrition and dietetics,
was notified that she has been
accepted for the internship by
Mrs. Mary Smardzewski,
dietetic internship director of
Harper Hospital.
Dr. Alta Presson, professor of
home economics at Murray
State who was Miss Davidson's
adviser, said dietetic internships are awarded to only a
very few applicants.
"Not many are available, and
the competition for those few is
tremendous," she explained,
"therefore, it is an honor for
Nancy to have been selected
from the program at Murray
State."
Miss Davidson is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Donald W.
Davidson of 183 Castle Blvd. in
Akron.
Besides an undergraduate
degree and an internship, there
are two other routes which may
be used to qualify for the ADA
dietitian-registered
examination — a master's
degree and two years of field
experience or a baccalaureate
and
traineeship
degree
program of varying experiences.
Sites for internships and
traineeships are designated by
the ADA, which also establishes
academic guidelines and approves programs of work for
internships and traineeships.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Inauguration day will be Dec. 9
for Gov. Julian Carroll, swept
into the governor's office for
his first full term in a Democratic landslide Nov. 4.
The governor's office announced Monday that Thelma
Stovall will be inaugurated as
lieutenant governor, also on
Dec. 9, and that Carroll will appoint an adjutant general to be
sworn in the same day.
Stands designed to seat about
1,000 will be constructed near
the Capitol steps, where the
ceremonies will take place. A
parade will highlight the inauguration day and the festivities will end with a series of
dances and parties. Other state
officials will be sworn in in
January.

Neilson Speaker

STREIT PATROL—Troops of the Soviet-backed Popular Movemeot, MLPA, patrol streets of
Luanda, Angola, in an open car following the granting of independence to the country by Portugal. Fighting was reported in the outskirts of the city, but life in the capital is almost normal.
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CHICAGO (AP) — Mothers
whose babies are delivered at
home by midwives have fewer
complications and healthier
babies than those who go to the
hospital, a California study
shows.
The study, reported today in
a paper prepared for the annual meeting of the American
Public Health Association, was
done by a health research team
from Stanford University and
the University of California at
Santa Cruz. The team studied
287 home births performed by
midwives from the Santa Cruz
Birth Center from 1971 to 1973.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP)
Dr. G.H. Neilson Jr., of the
Oak Ridge (Tern.) National
Laboratory will be in Louisville
Friday to discuss the role of
thermonuclear power as an
energy source for the future.
Nelson's speech Is the second
in the University of Louisville's
applied science lecture series.

Orailes that squeal or grind
give warning that the brake linings have worn down so that
the shoe is rubbing against the
drurn

We Now Have

THANKSGIVING
CARDS
All ucCASION
- - CARDS.
ARE AVAILABLE
AT BEGLEY'S-

MOOD
RINGS

Prestone II
Anti
PM— Freeze
1 Gallon

295

PRICES GOOD THROUGH Nov. 2_4
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Bond Fills
Position
With Corps

Frances Drake

Veteran newsman Jack Bon
FOR THURSDAY, NOVEMBER le, 1175
has been named public affairs Leek in the section in which
To be successful now, ideas
officer for the Nashville
your birthday comes and find and plans need not be on a large
District, U. S. Army Corps of what your outlook is, according
scale. A series of well done
Engineers.
to the stars.
"little jobs" could add up to a
In anriouncing the selection,
very important whole.
ARMS
Col. Henry J. Hatch, district ( Mar. 21 to Apr. 31))
AQUARIUS
engineer, said Bond is no Watch expenditures of time (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)*W •'
nevrcomer to the Corps,since he and assets. Know why you are
Stellar aspects indicate a day
had occupied the position until doing what you ARE doing, and of successful moves and plans,
1971. He succeeds Clyde E. Its consequences. Don't run but all will require know-how,
Wisner, who transferred to the with the crowd; neither ignore diligence and painstaking care.
Nuclear Regulatory Com- its influence
Don't launch into uncharted
mission at Dallas-Ft. Worth.
&Mt
TAURUS
As district public affairs ( Apr. 21 to May 21) NV
PISCES
.
Fine Venus influences sup- ( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20))(C
officer Bond is responsible for
Fib& information programs in port your best endeavors, Here is a time for
tbs Cuinberland and Tennessee stimulate your talents. Some reevaluating, -pulling over to
river basins, which include excellent opportunities in- the side" to determine if you
59,000 square miles in parts of dicated. Go forward con- can improve your situation
through new ideas or methods.
fidently.
seven states.
Be eager to meet new
A graduate of Vanderbilt GEMINI
challenges
University at Nashville, Bond ( May 22 to June 21)
There will be nothing dazzling
ettended the Uniyersity of
YOU BORN TODAY are an
about this day, yet it offers you
Tennessee and Southwest
a multitude of benefits if you extremely independent and
Missouri State College. He is a look in the right places. Use determined individual, amcharter member of the Middle your fine know-how.
bitious and willing to work hard
Tennessee Chapter of Sigma CANCER
to achieve worthwhile obDelta Chi, professional jour- ( June 22 to July 23)
jectives. In occupational
nalism society and the NashYou may receive several matters, you usually rebel at
ville Press Club.
unusual suggestions. Accept tedium and details but, once you
He began his new career with only those worth their salt. Be develop system - which may
The Nashville Banner prior to careful, however, not to over- require the help of others- you
entering military service in look something helpful through adapt admirably. You are a
born leader but have a tendency
World War II when he was with miscalculation.
to be ruthless at times. Curb
the Ilth Airborne Div. and a LEO
this trait since, needlessly, it
staff member of the The Stan & ( July 24 to Aug. 23)
Stripes, the Army overseas Shrewd analysis before can bring you many enemies.
starting day's program will You are highly versatile and
newspaper.
Upon his return to Nashville, prevent errors, wasted time. could succeed in any of the
Bond became a member of the Don't just accommodate; following fields: the law,
literature,
news staff of WShi and sub- rather, be choosey, selective in statesmanship,
interior decorating, fashion
endeavors.
your
sequently helped produce the
design or, in the business world,
VIRGO
area's first television newscast
as head of a large corporation:
( Aug. 24 to Sept. M)
from WSM-TV. He re-joined the
Happily aspected, this day Birthdate of: Thomas ChatBanner editorial staff after favors the completion of new terton, Eng. poet; Josiah
being recalled to active military plans, revising procedures for Royce, Amer. educator,
duty during the Korean conflict the balance of the week and philosopher; Robert F. Kenand served as promotion completing all "unfinished nedy, Amer. statesman; Emilio
director for four years before businesa"
Pucci, Ital. fashion designer.
going with the Corps at LIBRA
technical liaison officer.
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 73)
Active in the Boy Scouts of
Allow for some delays in
America, Bond was a Scout- carrying out your program but
master for 14 years and is an don't create them needlessly
information officer in the yourself. Crisp, consistent
Tennessee Air National Guard. action needed to top the comHe is the son of Mrs. S. A. Bond petition.
SCORPIO
of Nashville.
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Though some 33 federal
Keep things moving, and with
agencies and departments alwell-planned design. A -wait
ready operate more than
Miss Your Piper?
and see" attitude could only
1,000 consumer-related prostifle
enthusiasm on this
Seheafbers Wee Wye *et
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delivered copy ef The SAGITTARIUS
interests still are not suffi(
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21)
3eir
lie0
Harm Ledger & Tines hy
ciently protected.
Continuing good influences
5:311 pan. are urged te cell
So, rather than improving
favor original ideas, advanced
753-1116 between 540 p.m. methods and clever
the existing structure, they
strategies.
and 6 p... t. Were delivery A good period in which to put
are supporting a bill to create
ef the Newspaper. Cs mast over unusual ideas.
still another agency, the
Agency for Consumer Probe pieced before 6 p.n.
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Work Day Had Only Begun
After 24 HoursOf Service
The decision to request a
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky.-A
crew from the 336th Medical MAST helicopter is based solely
Battalion'sAir Ambulance on the judgment of the law
Platoon, 101st Airborne DIVISIOLI enforcement officer, physician
( Air Assault) Ft. Campbell, or another responsible official
Ky., was about to get off wont at the scene of the accident or
when they received a mission to emergency.
The people making that
transport a burn victim !men
the Welborne Hospital in decision make the alerting call
Evansville, Ind., to the Indiana to the MAST headquarters
University medical Center in where all emergency calls are
screened to decide whether the
Indianapolis.
The crew members had just emergency does qualify as a
finished pulling 24 hours of duty, MAST mission. This procedure
but for them their work day had when followed can speed the
MAST service up and according
just begun.
Over their radio they received to the MAST crewmembers
their new mission - to fly to possibly save a life in an
Evansville and pick up a 40 year emergency situation.
The inter-hospital transfer of
old burn victim.
It took about an hour for the patients, pick up and delivery of
crew to get to Evansville and blood, medicine, and human
pick up the patient, and an hour organs for transplant are all
and:twenty minutes later the within the MAST program.
Also provided for is the
Indiana University Medical
Center received the patient and evacuation of non-critical
patients from remote or
admitted him for treatment.
This mission was flown just inaccessible areas where
before Military Assistance to ground transportation is not
Safety and Traffic (MAST) practical, within the guidelines
Program began at Ft. Camp- of the MAST program. Any of
bell, Ky., and it proved beyond a the emergency situations may
doubt that a military air am- be classified as valid MAST
bulance program available to missions, if the request for an
the civilian domain around Ft. air ambulance is made by the
appropriate official.
Campbell was needed.
MAST is a civilian program,
The first official MAST
place on planned by civilians, requested
took
mission
Novemger 1, 1974 when the Air by civilians, for the benefit of
Ambulance Platoon received a civilians. The military provides
call asking them to transfer a the operational Meets to make
burn patient from Clarksville's the program work after the
has
community
Memorial Hospital to the civilian
Birmingham Burn Center at provided the landing areas,
University Hospital, Bir- communications equipment and
the training program to make
mingham, Alabama.
Since the first inter-hospital the project a success.
But, aside from the civilian
transfer, the 326th Medical
Battalion Air Ambulance support for MAST, the crews
Platoon has performed 116 that man the MAST helicopters
other similar missions as of cannot be forgotten.
The crews pull twenty-four
October 31, 1975.
The mercy missions ranged hour duty shifts and are confrom transferring a set of stantly on call at a moments
premature twins from Van- notice, should an emergency
hard
derbilt University Hospital in arise. They work
Nashville, Tenn., to Columbus preparing for MAST missions
Medical Center in Georgia, to and according to Captain Antransferring accident victims tonio J. Alvarado, Ft. Campinjured in an Amtrack train bell's MAST Project Officer, "I
derailment from Giles County think everybody in the crew
Hospital in Pulaski, Term., to looks forward to getting a
the mission. They'd rather get a
in
hospitals
other
surrounding area. That ac- half an hour of emergency
flying than an hour and a
cident involved 70 passengers,
regular flying.I'
when the Amtrack train bound
The MAST program has been
for Florida derailed near
Frankewing, Tenn., on October successful in a large part to the
efforts of the civilian Ft.
1st of this year.
Presently the Ft Campbell Campbell MAST Coordinating
MAST encompasses an area Committee and the regional
within a 100 nautical mile radius health planners from the states
from post where approximately involved, together with elected
adhospital
one-million people live and officials,
work. MAST service in the area ministrators and civic leaders.
includes 123 medical facilities in It has firmly implanted itself in
the civilian communities that it
94 communities.
According to First Lieutenant serves by providing a service
John M. Dunnavant, assistant that would otherwise not be
MAST project officer for the available to them and has given
-726th Medical Battalion, Air--the Army a place in the comAmbulance Platoon, "The- munity so it can serve as a
benefit to society.
MAST program is not
replacement, nor is it in competition with the existing
civilian ambulance services.
But rather, it is a supplement to
those services provided by
civilian agencies, until a
comparable civilian operation
can be formed."
The MAST concept provides
for military helicopters configured as air ambulances
manned by qualified Army
medics and equipped with
medical equipment, and supplies, all ready for serious
civilian emergencies twentyfour hours a day.
A serious medical emergency
is defined as a situation where
an individual's condition
requires that he be air
evacuated to a hospital as soon
as possible to prevent his death
or aggravation of the illness or
injuries.

Tony Watkins (left) and Tommy Bell, students at Midway Bementary School, are shown
working on logos and slogans to symbolize the state's toruist industry. The contest, sponsored
by the Department of Public information, is involving school students throughout the state
Several completed posters are in the background.
(A? Wirehoto)
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For the holidays-

Fashion
Draperies
that "cool"
& insulate...

s.w.x63"

reg. 6.99.

7 97
15.97
24.97

S.W.x84" reg. 8.99
96"x84" reg. 17.99
144x84 reg. 27.99

Dress you your horns for the holidays tooi
What a savings you'll be making when
you buy these first quality Empress
draperies

*WARM IN WINTER
*COOL IN SUMMER
-

mu;

Dacron Ninon Sheers
to accent your draperies.
40 x 63... 1.97

40 x 11... 2.47

Monique MIUNY
fabrics-

Central Center
Murray, Kentucky
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TODAY, WHEN EVERY
PENNY COUNTS...SAVE TEN.

1:1
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And fry
practically
grease-free.
We'll give you 100 off
on your next purchase of Crisco Oil.
Crisco Oil fries practically grease-free
and foods fried in Crisco Oil taste crisp
and crunchy — not greasy.

REDEEM THIS VALUABLE COUPON
ILLS'S

CUT ALONG DOTTED LINE

TAKE THIS COUPON TO YOUR STORE

104
100
SAVE

WHEN YOU BUY
ONE ANY SIZE

Crisco

OIL

LIMIT ONE COUPON PER PURCHASE
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DINil0 PERMISSION—NucAndrei'
lear
physicist
Sakharov, above, said in
Moscow that he has been "")
denied • *Mission by the
Soviet government to travel
to Oslo, Norway, to receive
the Nobel Peace Prize.
(AP Wwephele)
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design and Bryan Pleating Co.,
Louisville, making the flag.
In about 1928 another flag was
requested. Gov. Flem D.
Sampson's administration used
a flag made by Jessie Cox,later
Mrs. Joseph Burgess. Jessie
Cox painted the Kentucky seal
on a round of white silk, then
attanched the circle by needle
and thread to a length of navy
blue silk. She hand-painted the
rest of the design.
Still later the General
Assembly ordered that the
design showing a statesman and
frontiersman clasping hands be
used on official state flags.
Kentucky's flag is the planning and work of many people,
Including artists of the Commonwealth. The flag's coloring
Is rich and its appearance regal,
but it is the design of clasped
hands that makes the flag a
friendly one in appearance and
the state motto that makes it
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Kentucky Flag Beautiful Meaniful
By Helen Price Stacey
Everyone loves a flag.
Soldiers bring them home from
other countries; children bring
them home from patriotic
celebrations, amusement parks
and vacations; senior citizens
place small American flags in
bottles and vases to make
colorful bouquets. But how
many people have a Kentucky
state flag?
Many Kentuckians claim a
kinship with the woman who is
credited with making the first
American flag. In Eastern
Kentucky counties, including
Morgan, Rowan, Magoffin,
Elliott, Lewis, Carter and
others, there are Rosses,
Fergusons, Claypooles,
Wellses, Bells, Montgomerys
and Cromwells who are
Attempting to start a fire during the recently held Wilderness Weekend at TVA's Land Between The Lakes are: Warren Boughton, instructor from Murray; John Costello, Poplar Bluff,
Missouri; and Marty Affet, Illinois State University. The Wilderness Weekend is just one of the
many events which will be held during the late fall and winter at the public outdoor recreation
area in western Kentucky and Tennessee.

Postal Services Steps To Reduce Labor Costs
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
financially pressed Postal Service is taking steps to hold down
its labor costs, but postal employes are challenging some of
the measures.
Postmaster General Benjamin F. Bailar said in an interview Monday he has ordered
these steps:
--Involuntary transfers of
employes whenever any postal
facility has a surplus of workers in any craft.
—A curtailment of recruitment of new supervisory employes from private industry.
—Reduced use of overtime.
—Elimination of automatic
cost-of-living raises for some
supervisory personnel.
The Postal Service, which is
losing close to $7 million per
day, says about 85 per cent of
its costs are labor-related.
"Our financial situation is
pretty grim. And if we're going
to ask the public to pay higher
postal rides and if we're going
to ask Congress to consider in-

creasing our subsidy, then we bute mail delivery routes to inshould be making some econo- sure that all letter carriers
mies on our own," Bailar said. have a full day's work.
The National Association of
Postal Supervisors and the two
postmasters' associations have
announced plans to challenge in
court. the elimination of automatic cost-of-living raises.
In addition, the National Association of Letter Carriers is
blocking implementation of a
previously announced economy
measure known as the Kokomo
plan. This plan would redistri-

Arbitration on the Kokomo
plan begins Wednesday and
Bailar said if the Postal Serice
wins on the issue the controversial new work rules
would go into effect early next
year.
Bailar said postal unions
have agreed to the Oolicy of involuntary reassignments, although they have insisted that
agreed-upon procedures be followed in making the transfers.

silk or bunting, with the seal of
the Commonwealth of Kentucky
encircled by a wreath of
goldenrod embroidered, printed
or stamped on the center
thereof."
Two years later when a
military review was scheduled
at Camp Zachary Taylor,
Louisville, Gov. Edwin P.
Morrow requested a flag be
made following the design
adopted by the General
Assembly. One account states,
"The colors of the 84th Division
were to be turned over to Gov.
Edwin P. Morrow by Maj. Gen.
Charles P. Surnmerall during
the review."
The flag that evolved was the
work of a committee headed by
Mrs. W. B. Hoke, with Mrs.
James B. Camp creating the

HEATER HOSE
FANOr3ELT
ASSORTMENT
#

ROBIM

sk001

77

REG. 1.97
EACH
The Alert belt and heater hose line
come with installation and preventative
maintenance suggestions.
Heater hose comes in 3/4- and 5/8inch sizes.

Flexible radiator hose resists hose collapse
Oil-, heat-, and ozoneresistant constructiect,

PLAYING POST OFFICE—Jill Davis, who works for the
National Postal Service, delivers some magazines to a home
in the San Francisco area. National Postal Service is competing with the Unitedliateliftnital_Service for some classes
(AP Wirepfioto)
of mail.

The Hmong tribesmen, still
considered barbarian, have
been fighting, farming and
moving on for 4,000 years, and
are now settled in Laos.

YOUR
CHOICE:

71 cataatatet.

VOXrfe
CO 0401141,4
wItia 1-wet diTTAC,Ora

TWIST-0-SPRAY
FAUCET AERATOR

New clinical tests completed at a
mai' university hospital prove that the
ODRINEX Plan will help you loss
excess weight quickly.
ODRINEX contains an amazing
hunger tamer that suppresses the
oppetite. Envoy three good meals a day
as the tiny ODRINEX tablet helps
you eat less without berng hungry.
With fewer calories, your weight goes
down. Side taken as directed will not
make you nervous.
Look better, feel better as you start
ilimming down today with ODRIIDEX.
>stistectior guaranteed or money bock.

American Indians gorged on
oysters, then dried and smoked
the leftovers. Strung on slender
twigs, they were carried back
to villages or were bartered to
the new arrivals from Europe.

23 CHANNEL- 5 WATTS
CB MOBILE TRANSCEIVER
w‘th 7 way INTERCOM
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LOSE WEIGHT
FAST

CID

reported to be descendants of
the Betsy Ross family.
Many more Kentuckians have
connections
with
those
responsible for the state flag of
Kentucky.
No state flag is more
graceful
or
beautiful,
meaningful than that of the
Commonwealth. How
significant is the state motto:
"United We Stand, Divided We
Fall!"
This inscription was selected
in December, 1792 for the Great
Seal of Kentucky, but many
years passed before the seal
became the center of the state
flag.
In March, 1918 the General
Assembly declared that "the
official state flag of the Commonwealth shall be of navy blue

important.
In autumn Wien the Kentucky
sky is a deep blue and roadsides
and fields sunshine bright with
goldenrod, the flag of the
Commonwealth comes to life.
As a wreath of goldenrod encircles the seal and the men
with clasped hands, so the
state's emblems encircle this
land, which is striving toward a
new, progressive Kentucky
through unity and standing
together.

Adjust from spray to
full stream.
9669
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Polyethylene stays flexible
to 10* below. Fits most

standard size units.

Looks, feels, rings like china.
Oven safe. White or 3 patterns.
Service for 4. 20/5/N 1/4N H
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SCOVILL
Air Conditioner
COVER

c

299

Pocket model figures percentages; adds, subtracts,
multiplies, divides. Automatic constant,- floating
decimal. Batt. not incl. AC ada.tor o.ti :1
- IS

BY MAIL
Buy any two different PRESTON( Products shown, and well send you back
81.00 Just send us the proofs checked below
PIIIESTONE II Ouiti-freeze. Enclose as proof of purchase cap inner seal
from iug
O PRESTON! De-Icer. Cash Register Receipts RIlt) - AS.Number" found at
top back of the can AS-Number is
o RESTORE PRIEBE Sas Dryer. Cash Register Receipt Plus "AS-Number"
found at top back of the can AS-Number is
Send to PRESTON( $1.00 Reread • P0 Box 2318 • Reidsville, NC 27322

o

State
Crty
Only One CIIIM Refund per family Void where prohibited licensed
*Inched or lazed Otter expires May I. 1976
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Pcr"
supper tonight at Jerry's
*

MR.COFFEE..
MORT. aulERPCAN SyStEalS,
4C

0-CUP DRIP
COFFEEMAKER

Appetizer. Your choice from an
assortment of soups,salads, or juices.
Entree. You choose from a selection of
four different main dishes every night.

•

Vegetables. You pick any two garden
vegetables from each night's menu.

Easy-Clean CAN OPENER
Great-tasting coffee in seconds, with no
bitter, boiled taste. Warming plate. MC-1C
4 88
Replacement Decanter. D6

Removal@ caning assembly; hands
tree
operation 2018/EC32AY

3-Speed HAND MIXER

YOUR
CHOICE

088

Beaters clip on sides for convenient stor- 1
see. Thembtip control. 2011/M-24

complete suppers for one low price

Supper is Super at JC)Vz1(5.
,

FIESIAURANTS
South 12th Street
Murray

Murray Home & Auto

FLORIDA
TANGERINES

RUSSET
POTATOES

for

31

DELICIOUS
APPLES

Washington State Extra Fancy
Red or Goiden

RED
GRAPES

California Emperor

$

LB.

The Kroger Co is proud to announce a plan to help senior
citizens living on a fixed income get mot• tor their money
Persons eligible are those over 59 yeas of age living on fixed
incomes in
throughout Tennessee. Arkansas anti Miss
where Kroger stores are located, plus Paducah, Mayfield,
Murray, Kentucky and Poplar Bluff, Mo. Eligible senior cit
uens should register at any Kroger store office. Proof of age
is all we require for your registration. Those registering will
revere full information on Kroger's Senior Citizen Program
upon :master mil. and cmn begin immediately to get more
food for thew money
"

as

$1 39

HEAD 29C

Senior Citizens...
still time to
register!

Walnut Meats

HALVES I PIECES

LBS.

FOR
40
size $1

5EA.69

Romaine Lettuce

CEASAR SALAD

Sweet Corn

FLORIDA YELLOW

Sweet Potatoes 4

MISSISSIPPI

Pink Grapefruit 8

INDIAN RIVER

ey're guaranteed!
piece your items or

Lower Prices? Kroger's Got'Ern

See your Kroger Manager, or call us at
A/C 901-743-2630, Ext. 299, Mr. liolobb.

tt's the easy way to give always-welcome food! ECOSIOTICII, too! Kroger Gift
Certificates are inexpensive because our fine quality foods are priced 90 low!
You pay only for the item you select....no service charges of any kind. Each
gay and colorful Kroger Gift Certificate, in its matching gift envelope, is furnished free.....carries your (personal, firm, or organization) name...the name
sif the receiver....and the gift you've chosen. All ready for you to mail....put
Under the tree...or stick in a stocking.

GIVE FOOD!

HIS YEAR

lb. bag

20$1 89 20$

"150" Size

o

Wisconsin

N.Notb. 033er

LkM 0011. Owed through Wedneeday, Nov. 26th.

CARROTS

toward the purchase of a 2-lb. beg of

WORTH 10c CASH

Ar

Kroger fresh fruits and vegetables are so good
If you are not completely satisfied, Kroger will
refund your money.

GU
AR
AN
TE
ED
Fresh Fruits and Vegptables!

Pure Vegetable

Medallion

With coupon inside

5

18-22 lb.

TOM
TURKEYS

-lb.
can

KROGER WILL BE

DELICIOUS
APPLES
ibs
$1

Washington State Extra Fancy
Red or Golden

SUPPUMNINT TO:
PAREPM IRTELL16111K611
INARDAY L,600311,111 AND TOMS

lb.

Cut from
16-19 lb. Ham

ADDED

WATER

OPEN REGULAR HOURS FRIDAY
•

FULL SHANK CLOSED ALL DAY
HALF HAM THANKSGIVING
have a pleasant holiday
$1108
DRIVE CAREFULLY!

Fully Cooked

The Kroger Price Patrol Report
is a bonafide price check of the
leading food stores in the area,
with the actual report sheets on
display for your inspection any
time at your Kroger Store. The
proof is there!

PROVE IT TO
YOURSELF!

PROVES IT
AGAIN This Week

Ira

broils. Tow.imd larsotroy. Reasedirr.

14161111.111111d Oafspew limserime

CRISCO
SHORTENING

Unit Nolte tomneel.
Cuppoight
Ow Draw Company.

'UMW

-••••

BTL

.1
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KROGER OIL

VALUABLE COUPON

SPOTLIGHT
COFFEE

Ground Fresh

Sliced Apples

COMSTOCK

Toaster Treats

KROGER

Hil!crest Drinks

ASSORTED FLAVORS

Del Monte Corn

12-0%.
CAN

79C

GOLD CREST NUTS

VAC PACK

KROGER

12-0Z.
CAN

with this coupon. Limit one. Good
thru Wed.. Nov. 26.

3
/ 02
CANS

thru Wed.. Nov. 26. Limit one.

MILD HOOP CHEESE

toward the porches, of any
package Kroger Old Fashion

WORTH 20' CASH

VALUABLE COUPON

KROGER
MAYONNAISE

Great on Salads

Realime Juice

RECONSTITUTED

Pineapple

AVONDALE CRUSHED OR SLICED

Kroger Pumpk0

HOLIDAY FAVORITE

Facial Tissues

SWANSOFT

Paper Napkinsi

NORTHERN

Flake Coconut

Cut or French Style

VANILLA EXTRACT

CREAM STYLE OR WHOLE KERNEL

Italian Dressing

WISHBONE

VALUABLE COUPON

BATHROOM TISSUE

LADY SCOTT

JIF PEANUT BUTTER

SMOOTH OR CRUNCHY

FEDERAL
' FOOD STAMPS'

69'

Biscuits

BROWN N'SERVE

Cinnamon Twist

6.0Z.
PICO.

EI-OZ.
PKG.

LG
B

1-LB.
PKG.

10-CT.
PKGS.

$ 11

13.0z.$
P1(0S. 109

20-0Z.
$1
LOAVES

26 U.
PKG

99'

ANGEL FOOD
CAKE

3

BROWN & SERVE
ROLLS

COUNTRY CLUB
BUTTER

Cream Cheese

PHILADELPHIA

Cream Cheese

KROGER

Crescent Rolls

KROGER

Whipping Cream

KROGER FRESH

Margarine

CINNAMON SCHNECKEN, HORNS AND

Kroger Rolls

COUNTRY STYLE

Bread

COUNTRY COUZIN

Jelly Fingers

KROGER

2 CT
R9C
PKGS. Wia,

9-02. R9C
PKGS. 11.

PKG.

4o-oz.89°

14-02.
PKG.

PKG.

EATMORE SOFT

69'
59'
2
79°
21c1-4,4s. 89'
41'
43'
P
1K
- G.
.

12 OZ.
PKG

143uP ANZS 69'
99c

Lower Prices? Kroger's Got'Em

SANVICH
KEIgi
BREAD

FRUIT PIES

Banquet

Shoestring Potatoes

KROGER

Pie Shells

OLE SOUTH PREMIUM

Deep Dish Pie Shells

,P141°G.z.
z.8
53
5c

American Cheese

KROGER PROCESS

Kroger Biscuits

Margarine

OLE SOUTH

$125

HOMESTY LE OR BUTTERMILK

Donuts

65'

59c
MAZOLA CORN OIL

9.0%.
PKG.

16-02.
PKG.

EVER FRESH

Cool Whip

BIROSEYE

Strawberry Halves

KROGER

gallon
carton

LOW FAT
MILK

Kroger 1/2 percent Milkfat

BONUS
20 FREE

PKG

,70z 88e

PKG

$

99
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GUARANTEED

TOTAL SATISFACTION

GOLD CREST

KRAFT

Lipton Tea

BRISK

Garbage Bags

GLAD KITCHEN

Small Peas

KROGER

Tomato Sauce

IMO

I

Pure Vegetable

VALUABLE COUPON

ir

OR GRAPE

Kroger

REALEMON
JUICE

RECONSTITUTED

CANS

PEANUT
BUTTER

WELCH
SUNSHAKE

ORANGE

C

MANDARIN
ORANGES

KROGER

TEASPOON
With this plan ifs fait, If. easy, its fun to collect
as you shopl Every piece of asinine is right her. in
our store, reedy for you to see,select end take:along.
Just pick up the Spacial Feature place setting piece
every week, with each wed every 66.00 purcheat
Take adventap of the weekly Special Feature completer. too. No purchase required!

C

BREAKFAST
DRINK

BORDENS ORANGE

3)4.oz.i
PKG.

KROGER
GELATIN

ANY FLAVOR

STAINLESS FLATWARE

,,7Kt-oz.87C

17.02.
CANS

CANS

....z.39

TUNA

KROGER

LIGHT CHUNK

with this coupon and 1110 purchase, excluding items prohibited by law and in
addition to the cost of coupon merchandise. Sublect to applicable taxes. Limit
one. Good thru Wednesday, November 26.

CRISCO SHORTENING

'4111b1k.

15-02.
CANS

/WM VEGETA/LE SWIMS
. ...,.

Hair Spray

box

50-oz.$129

Cr

HUNT'S SPECIAL

iT S DIUSTIk/

isco

0

Sausage Pizza

'"-. 1=
f with this coupon. Limit one. Good
with this coupon. Limit one. Good -•:••—.viicilzu
thru Wed.. Nov. 26.
thru Weed.. Nov. 26.

.1"..—.,....
ds._
...-L..-"..-.-.. ..,- ..

4/011IMPTIC

17 02.39C
CAN

CASCADE
FOR DISHES

Dishwasher

Sweet Potatoes

KROGER WHOLE

Kraft Dinner

CHICKEN NOODLE

Fruit Cocktail

KROGER

Chicken Broth

SWEET SUE

Cranberry Sauce

OCEAN SPRAY WHOLE OR JELLIED

Semi Sweet Morsels

NESTLE

MIRACLE WHIP
SALAD DRESSING;

•

ADORN FIRMS FREE NON AEROSOL

ANTISEPTIC
LISTERINE

,
Im

USTERINE
.........
..........

132

•

NEW
FREEDOM
MINI PADS

.
9

WHITE RAIN
HAIR SPRAY

with this coupon. Limit one. Good
thru Wed.. Nov. 26.

Jergens Lotion

ADJUSTABLE
BLADES

GILLETTE TRAC II

Cold Creantg-oz 1

VANAHl iOIiPON

2"

PONDS DRY SKIN CREAM OR

TRAC II
SHAVE CREAM

$ 1158

PEPTO
BISMOL

white
rain

Lower Prices? Kroger's Got'Em

with this coupon. Lirmt one. Good
thru Wed. Nov. 26.

25-CT.
PKG.

53.

ALKA
SELTZER

VALUABLE COUPON

Geritol 40's

Plastic Strips
so,flout
Bath Beads

BAND AID BRAND

CLEARSIL

TONI HOME
PERMANENT

with VANISHING CREAM

$I 47

$I 25
8 oz

QUICK & EASY

MISS CLAIROL
HAIR COLOR

SHAMPOO FORMULA

BALSAM
SHAMPOO

WELLA

REGULAR TINT or

1 5-oz
btl.

BAN
DEODORANT

ROLL-ON

at purse pleasing prices!

Health & Beauty Aids

UP

WOW

4WD..

NNW

JOHN PAORRELL

Sliced Bacon

U S. GOVT. GRADED CHOICE

Cubed Round Steak

26th.

family

GROUND
BEEF

Fresh 5-lb. Chub Pak

1
13111

Wed..

HAM Nov.

,iv
Limit orlakfleeel thru

k

toward; the purchase of a whole
Boneless Glendale or 5-LB.
Country Club Canned

1 WORTH '1.00 CASH

Rib

Or Whole or
Eye
Half

Ground Round

GENUINE

Ground Chuck

GENUINE

Pork Steak

FAMILY PAK

Pork Shoulder

FRESH WHOLE AVE. 12 16 LB.

Pork Loin

RIB HALF SLICED AS CHOPS

2

LB.

RIB EYE
STEAK

U.S. GOVT. GRADED CHOICE
'PEOPLE'S CHOICE" BEEF

'1.59

LB.

Sirloin Tip Steak "
4ELESS LB.$199 Pork Sausage

KING COTTON

U.S. GOVT. GRADED CHOICE FAMILY PAK

Rib Steak

Cube Steak

$1.99

U.S. GOVT. GRADED CHOICE

US. GOVT. GRADED CHOICE FAMILY PAK

LB.

USDA
CHOICE

12-0Z.
PKG.

120Z.
PKG.

LB.

LB

L9.

LB.

LB

LB.

LB

18

$128

$

al

$ 1 39

99°

$139

$1 18

SHOULDER
ROAST

SPECIAL

LB. $118

LB 99C

LB.$168

JAR

PORK
ROAST

Fresh Picnic Style

FRESH OYSTERS
$ 1 49

10LIDAY

water
added

FULLY COOKED 16 TO 19 LB.

Smoked Picnic

'VHOLE

Semi-Boneless Ham

CRY-0-VAC PORTION

$139 Whole Ham

$129

$168

SEMI-BONELESS
HAMS

U.S. GOVT. GRADED CHOICE
"PEOPLE'S CHOICE" BEEF

U.S. Govt. Graded Choice "People's Choice" Beef

Inaseeps, aue doors onolonaly wpm'
flow sad logy, rO loadormss to beef.
roust so -1440.1ts Chests" IS Coil
Graded Chime IWO
a Irmo. libellee IM oily feet h•Oat's Chou OW
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KROGH:

3 INinos.
2 G,Ilto,

3 Leg s.1....trters

49
Fmnii y Pak
3 Fire a,t jar

FRYING
CHICKEN

Mixed Parts

(.;

79

Turkey Roast

(BREAST AND THIGH MEAT)

Drumsticks

TURKEY

Hindquarters

Geese

8-10.11.

Turkey Breast

BASTED 4.7-LB. WISHBONE GRADE A

Ducklings

4 TO 6 LB

Cornish Hens

SHENANDOAH FAMILY PAK

Stewing Hens

FROZEN FRESH

P78

10-LB.
AND

45°
L. 49°
LB.

78

LB.

69°
EACH $129
99c
LB.
LB.

LB.

10-14-LB.

WISH BONE

2-1B.
PKG.

$359

LB

1010 14 LB69C

HEN
TURKEYS

Turkey Roast

BREAST OF TURKEY

Hen Turkeys

U.S. GRADED A 10.144W. WISHBONE BASTED

FRESH HEN
TURKEYS

2-LB.
PKG. $329

WISHBONE BASTED

Tom Turkeys

U.S. GRADED A 19-22

HEN
TURKEYS

TOM
TURKEYS

10 -

Medallion

Medallion

BUTTERBALL
TURKEYS

69°
LB. 79°
.
L 89°
La

TURKEY

SAVE
$ 00

AT KROGER!

LESS

MEAT WIENERS

Fryer Legs

FAMILY PAK

Breast Quarters

FRYER

Leg Quarters

FRYER

Fully Cooked

HOLIDAY FOODS
WILL COST YOU

